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D.A. Controversy
Mushrooms Amid
More Charges

s. F. Judge Upholds
Church Ban on Gay Chorus
(San Francisco) San Francisco Supe
rior Court Judge Ira Brown ruled
yesterday that the Jesuit Community
o f San Francisco need not honor its
December 28 contract with the Gay
Men’s Chorus and house a scheduled
April 25 concert at the Jesuit-run Uni
versity o f San Francisco.
Brown, who issued his decision sev
eral hours after hearing the case argued
by lawyers representing the religious
order and Gay Rights Advocates, at
torneys representing the chorus, gave
no reason for ruling against the gay
musical group.
Declaring that he is Catholic, Jesuit
trained, and a part-time teacher at the
University o f San Francisco Law
School, Brown offered to excuse him
self from the case. Gay Rights Advo
cates’ lawyer Don Knutson, however,
decided that Brown should hear it. “ I
believe Ira Brown to be a fair-minded
judge,” Knutson told the Sentinel
late yesterday afternoon. “ I don’t
believe that he made the right deci, sion, but I’m not going to lay the
decision to his prejudices.”
During the hearing, Knutson asked
that the court order the Jesuits to ob
serve their contract and allow the
chorus to perform one of their three
spring concerts in the huge 2,000-per
son church adjacent the USF campus.
The Jesuits’ lawyers admitted that
an authorized person had signed the
December agreement and that the
religious order had, in fact, broken the
contract. They held, nonetheless, that
a financial award for damages was the
only appropriate redress for the chorus.
The next step in the case, which
has fostered widespread bitterness and

criticism against San Francisco Arch
bishop John Quinn, who called upon
the Jesuits to forbid the gay men from
singing in St. Ignatius, will probably
be the chorus’s attempt to recover
damages, either in court or out, for the
losses it will incur. Dick Kramer, music
director o f the chorus, has estimated
that those losses may amount to
S20,(XX) or more.
After Brown’s decision was issued
about 3:(X) p.m ., Kramer announced
that the April 25 concert that was to
be held at St. Ignatius will now be held
at Trinity Episcopal Church on Gough.
Both Kramer and Knutson commended
the Episcopal Archdiocese for its co
operation during the controversy.
The general response to Brown’s de
cision was a mixture of fatigue, regret,
and anger. Father Paul Belcher, Rector
of the Jesuit Community of San Fran
cisco, said, ” I do not see this as a
moment o f victory or defeat for any
one, but rather a painful episode for us
all.” Father Miles Riley, Director of
Information for the Archdiocese, said
the affair had been “ a real heavy cross
for us to carry.”
Gay response displayed more anger
and hurt. The new gay organization
Solidarity announced plans yesterday
for a demonstration outside St. Mary’s
Cathedral where Archbishop Quinn
will celebrate Easter Mass on Sunday.
Don Knutson declared the whole epi
sode “ disgusting. It seems the Arch
bishop, and that’s where the whole
matter needs to be laid, has opened
a wound the order had hoped to heal.
He has slapped the face o f all gay
people everywhere and said to them,
‘you are less than human and are not
worthy to enter the church.’ ”
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50c Outside San Francisco

Contmunity United Against Violence's demonstration against a fundamentalist Christian rally In Union
Square last Saturday turned Into more of a celebration than a protest. Inspired by a black gospel group from
Oakland and a warm April sun, what began as anger mellowed into good spirit and good times.

Toklas Demos Demand
NGTF Directors' Resignations
Shawn P, Kelly
(San Francisco) The Alice B. Toklas
M emorial Democratic Club over
whelmingly approved a . resolution
Monday c itin g for the resignations of
the co-directors of the National Gay
Task Force (NOTF), Lucia Valeska
and Charles Brydon. The resolution
puts Toklas, the largest Democratic
club in the country, in strongest oppo
sition to NGTF of local gay political
clubs, and joins a mounting wave of
condemnation of the organization.
Valeska, contacted at her home in
New York, said that she was “ shocked”
at the action.
The primary complaints cited in the
resolution were two. The first was Brydon’s and Valeska’s recent letter to
Congressman Paul McCloskey (D-CA)
to withdraw legislation banning dis
crimination of lesbians and gays in
the military, a position entirely con
trary to the advice McCloskey re
ceived from the Gay Rights National
Lobby (ORNL).
The letter, which Brydon and Vales
ka later asked McCloskey to "set
aside,” produced a storm of criticism
throughout the country. Both the local
Stonewall Gay Democratic Club and
the Harvey Milk Gay Democratic Club
had called for the co-directors to
change their strategy on the issue or
resign. The Toklas resolution was un
conditional.
The second complaint, and perhaps
a more emotional one, concerned a
request sent out recently to editors of
gay publications that they “ exercise
caution in printing or reprinting stories
concerning NGTF written by Larry
Bush.” Bush is the Sentinel's Washing
ton correspondent, and has written
several critical articles recently on

NGTF’s activities, including the reve
lation of the first McCloskey letter.
The NGTF, which carried the caveat
“ NOT, FOR pyflU C A T IQ N .” said
that “ stories by Lsury Bush concern
ing the National Gay Task Force have
at times been inaccurate in their depic
tion and description o f NOTF’s activ
ities,” and “ sometimes appear to be
published as hard news and not as
commentary or opinions.”
Sentinel publisher Charles Lee Mor
ris, who introduced the original Toklas
resolution, said, “ I have never before
been publicly critical of a national gay
organization,” but that now “ action is
required all across the country.” After
its introduction and reading, the reso
lution was amended by the member
ship to call for the immediate resigna
tions of Valeska and Brydon.
The resolution said that NGTF’s
letter “ smacks of censorship” and
"blames the gay press for NGTF’s own
mistakes.” It continued that Toklas
"strongly disapproves of any inter
ference with the right of a free gay
press to report the news.”
Reaction to the NGTF advisory
on reporting on NGTF rapidly poured
in from members of the gay press. San
Francisco-based journalist Randy
Shilts said, “ I think that it stinks of
the most nauseating and appalling tac
tics of the Nixon White House. It’s
revolting to see that the major national
gay organizations would stoop to such
bush league tactics. Their complaints
are nit-picking and come only because
they have been treated as a sacred cow
by the gay press for so long.”
Other gay journalists offered simi
lar opinions. Pat Burke, managing
editor of the San Diego Update, said
that the letter “ shows that they don’t
(Continued on page 9}

Senate Bill
Threatens Gay
Rights Laws
(Sacramento) The California State
Chamber o f Commerce has written a
bill, scheduled for hearings next week
in the State Senate, which would
eliminate all local anti-discrimination
laws, including San Francisco’s laws
protecting lesbians and gays in em
ployment and housing.
The bill, SB-516 in the Senate, spon
sored by Senator Marz Garcia (paired
with companion bill AB-879 in the
Assembly), declares that “ It is the
intention o f the Legislature to occupy
entirely the field of regulation of dis
crimination in employment and hous
in g . . . to the exclusion o f any city. . . ,
and . . . shall preclude all other laws,
ordinances and regulations . . . banning
discrimination in employment and
housing or requiring any affirmative
action, equal employment, or non
discrimination program.”
Since the state has no genera) law
protecting employees from discrimina
tion because of sexual orientation,
elimination of local ordinances would
leave lesbians and gays defenseless
throughout the state where gay rights
ordinances have been passed.
Other people saw the bill’s intentions
and effects differently. “ The bill asks
merce and author of the bill, said that
the proposed legislation was composed
of “ clarifications rather than sub
stantive changes.” The provision that
local ordinances be preempted was in
cluded because “ We have a lot of bus
inesses that do wide interstate as well as
intrastate business,” and so can’t be
expected to keep track of all local
ordinances.
Other people saw the bill's intentions
(Continued on page 2)

(San Francisco) District Attorney
Arlo Smith last week attempted to end
criticism of his record on gay related
issues, but like a man punching a tar
baby, every move he made seemed to
entangle him deeper in controversy. As
they have for the past month, several
issues continue to stick to Smith; his
firing of Family Support Bureau em
ployee Marc Johnson, an upfront gay;
his failure to take action against sev
eral officers of that division charged
with homophobic conduct; and his
lack of success, so far, in hiring a
representative number of openly gay
----attorneys to his staff.
Smith’s recent troubles began when
Marc Johnson was sununarily fired for
allegedly having played a cruel practi
cal joke on a co-worker. Johnson
denied any knowledge of the affair and
charged that his dismissal was due to
his being openly gay. Before he was
fired, Johnson had gone to his union,
the American Civil Liberties Union,
and the city’s Human Rights Commis
sion, charging that he was being har
assed for his sexual preference.
After brief negotiations with John
son’s attorney, John Wahl, Smith
early last week directed Family Sup
port Bureau chief Walter Fujigami to
formally terminate Johnson, and at
the same time transferred Robert
Holmes, the Senior Investigator of the
Bureau whom Johnson alleges was the
principal source of the bureau’s homophobic atmosphere.
Formal civil service appeals are in
progress. A hearing on Johnson’s dis
missal has been postponed in order for
Wahl to seek subpoenas for witnesses.
A separate hearing will be held on
charges of homophobia.
Sylvie Jacobson, affirmative action
coordinator for the Civil Service
Bureau, said that she formally re
quested over a week ago that Smith
arrange a time for her to conduct an
investigation o f Johnson’s charges but
has not yet received a reply from Smith.
The evidence seems overwhelming
that an ugly atmosphere eristed in the
department, as employees, anonymous
for fear of losing their jobs, have told
the Sentinel that several senior offi
cials in addition to Holmes were
sources of trouble.
There have been other ugly recent
developments. Both Wahl and John
son have received threatening phone
calls, and there is evidence that threat
ening calls are being made from within
the Bureau to office employees who
have testified about problems.
Although Sm ith has transferred
Holmes, there is some confusion as to
whether he was reprimanded, and to
what department he has been trans
ferred. A reliable source told the
Sentinel that Holmes had been trans
ferred to the Special Prosecutions divi
sion, a particularly sensitive depart
ment. When asked to verify that alle
gation, Smith said, "Absolutely not.
No. He has been transferred to the
general office.”
The Sentinel called the Special Pros
ecutions division, asked for Holmes,
and was told that “ he’s not here now.
He’ll be in later.” After learning that
it was an inquiry from a reporter, the
person at Special Prosecutions division
(Continued on page 9J

Gay Sailor Wants Out, Navy Says No
Dick Hasbany
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This is not the same old gay-in-the
military story. There’s a twist here,
though this particular twist probably
won’t amuse you much.
Sandy-haired Will Green (not his
real name) grew up in Florida and
decided, when he was 17, that he
wanted to join the Navy. Seventeen,
in case you don’t remember, is a young
age, often romantic, and easily en
thused. Easily enthused, and easily
disappointed. Will joined the Navy so ,
he could travel and so he could get
the look. “ 1 thought it was the nicest
looking uniform, like crackerjacks,
and then I got in and found out we
weren’t allowed to wear crackerjacks
anymore.”
So Will got in and found that the
middie was out. He discovered some
thing else—that he is gay. "1 had sex
with gays before," he says, “ but 1
didn’t think that necessarily meant I
was gay because of all the stuff I’d
read. Even Playboy said, ‘sure, that’s
normal.’ ’’ But even Playboy’s re
assurances couldn’t still what became
inore and more obvious during Will’s

first year in the Navy. “ Even on shore,
I was having an attraction to men.
Women just didn’t interest me” —a
disturbing discovery calling for in
creasingly conscious, defensive action.
“ I hutched it up real good for a long
time and put up a really good front,
and that’s one of the main reasons
I had so much difficulty.”
Will’s difficulty. It’s November 1979
and Will, 18, can’t take it anym oreattracted to men but hutching it u p lying. “ It was too much# I couldn’t
handle it, not being myself, not being
able to say what I wanted about my
self.” So he asked to be processed
out of the Navy.
Now here’s where the promised twist
comes in. According to Secretary of
the Navy’s Instruction I900.9C of Jan
uary 20, 1978, “ any member who
solicits, attempts, or engages in homo
sexual acts shall normally be separated
from the naval service . . . through
processing under the Uniform Code of
Military Justice or administrative ac
tion.” Department of Defense regula
tions issued in January 1981 to elim
inate any loopholes in previous rules
call for the processing out of a person

“ who engages in, desires to engage in
or intends to engage in homosexual
acts.”
It’s not entirely clear which of these
regulations apply, though when you
get right down to it, it wouldn’t seem
to make much difference. The mili
tary is convinced, in the words of the
Defense Department directive, that
“ homosexuality is incompatible with
military service,” and it processes gays
out at a brisk, invigorating clip,
though exact numbers are hard to
come by. The Navy discharged
weatherman Dennis Seller after FBI
agents discovered him with his lover in
a gay bar in Monterey, even though
Seller’s captain called him a "highly
intelligent and motivated sailor.” The
Navy wanted Seller out, a 15-year vet
eran in good standing when they
started the processing, but the Navy
wouldn’t let out Will, 18 and con
fused. Their refusal led the young man
to the brig, attempted suicide, and
finally, on March 24, a court martial.
Will first told his boss aboard the
Coral Sea that he was gay and needed
to get out of the hostile naval en
vironment. His boss said he didn’t

know what to do and sent Will to the
ship’s chaplain, who said that it was
totally out of his hands and sent the
young man to the ship’s police, or
masters at arms. The buck stopped
with the masters at arms for a mo
ment. They told Will that he had four
paths leading out of the Navy. He
could get out if a doctor declared him
gay and said Will needed to be pro
cessed out, if the ship’s command
received complaints from the crew
about his homosexual activities, if he
went to them with someone they knew
to be gay who would vouch for Will’s
homosexuality, or if he got caught
in the act.
The ball had been returned to Will’s
court, but the rules of this game were
not to be quite as the master at arms
made them out. Will went to the ship’s
doctor, who said that he (the doctor)
could do nothing without an order
from the master at arms asking for a
psychiatric exam. The seaman went
back to the master at arms who said
he had no reason to make such a re
quest. They advised an increasingly
perplexed Will to pursue his other
(Continued on page 7j
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Gay Task Force, Gay Lobby
Fail to Resolve Dispute
Larry Busb
(W ashington, D .C .) N egotiating
teams from the two major national gay
rights organizations imposed a cease
fire in the open hostilities between their
groups during a Washington meetng
on April 11, but failed to find an
immediate solution to the problems
which have divided them and dismayed
many gay activists.
A day-long session of a “ Joint
Working Group” from the boards of
the National Gay Task Force (NGTF)
and the Gay Rights National Lobby
(GRNL) laid aside the issues of a joint
strategy to defend gays against New
Christian Right attacks and the battle
over which group speaks for gays in
Congress. Instead, a three-month-long
discussion process will begin to study
those and other issues under a new
“ Committee of Five. ”
The decision to defer action, accord
ing to several participants, came after
two NGTF board members strongly re
sisted any effort to draw lines of re
sponsibility between the two groups,
despite an agreement accepted by for
mer NGTF co-executive directors Bruce
Voeller and Jean O’Leary at the time
GRNL was formed. That agreement
gave the gay lobby responsibility for
Congress and NGTT responsibility for
the executive branch. Current NGTF
co-executive director Charles Brydon
has publicly argued that the initial
agreement’s flaws were not apparent
until Steve Endean took over the
GRNL position and turned the lobby
into a viable organization. Brydon and
his co-executive director Lucia Valeska
currently are facing sharp criticism for
failure to mobilize the gay commu
nity against anti-gay initiatives and
seeking to dampen a visible pro-gay
effort by Steve Endean.
In a terse statement issued by the
two-board working group, Brydon’s
view that his organization would take
the lead in Congress on certain issues
or act to halt GRNL initiatives on
other issues was not addressed, and
board members present said the ques
tions have yet to be resolved.
The three-month delay in reaching a
solution, according to some members
present, was designed to accommodate
the NGTF board schedule. A full
NGTF board meeting, the first since
last November’s national elections, is
set for June. The session, according to
board members who asked not to be
named, will be “ a real bed wetter,’’
with NGTF’s board focusing on re
asserting policy direction over Brydon
and Valeska. The two embattled co
directors are said to welcome this ap-

proach, and so far board members
give no indication that they take seri
ously the calls for Brydon’s and Valeska’s resignations.
The question of which group speaks
for gays in Congress, little more than
a turf battle in the past, took on im
portance after the two groups split on
strategy. The Task Force argued that
gay rights opponents, who now occupy
key congressional positions, would
only be provoked if gays push for a
legislative end to discrim ination.
GRNL argued that a strong stance is
necessary to balance and counter the
push o f the New Christian Right to
pass even more restrictive legislation
against gays.
That disagreement, which has had
its counterpart in most local gay com
munities where the decision has nearly
unanimously favored pushing local
and state ordinances, broke into the
open after the Task Force acted to
halt the introduction of a pro-gay bill
in Congress by Representative Pete
McCloskey of California which the
GRNL supported.
“ Everyone knows that something
bad happened,” said GRNL co-chair
Jerry Weller, a participant in the
April 11 meeting. “ For us to be seen
on Capitol Hill as working at cross
purposes is always terrible. But in the
long run, maybe we will work it out in
such a way that we will have a prece
dent that will be good for everyone.
“ Everyone in GRNL agrees that this
is the time to fight back,” said
Weller. “ I’m not sure where the NGTF
board stands on these issues. GRNL is
not going to back off our strategy.
What I’m hoping, is that with more co
operation, NGTF will agree with this
strategy.”
Dick Cash, NGTF co-chair, ex
pressed “ very optimistic feelings”
about the prospects for the two boards
to reach agreement. Part of the process.
Cash said, would be for NGTF’s board
to be more “ pro-active” in dealing
with policy issues.
Following the April 11 meeting, the
two groups released a brief statement
congratulating their staffs and ac
knowledging the “ urgency for the two
organizations to work harmoniously.”
The “ Committee of Five,” made up of
the staff directors, and a board mem
ber from each group, will work for
the next three months to “ re-establish
the trust, cooperation and communi
cation between our two organizations.”
Brydon, Valeska and Endean were
under instructions to make no com
ment to the press until the committee
completes its work in mid-July.

Local Gay Club Triumphs
at Democratic Convention
(Sacramento) Three members of the
predominantly gay Alice B. Toklas
Memorial Democratic Club captured
three out of the five statewide offices
at the recent convention o f the Cali
fornia Democratic Council in Sacra
mento. The CDC, which represents
2S,000 affiliated Democrats through
out the state, is the largest Demo
cratic organization in the nation and
is considered one of the most pro
gressive Democratic Party groups in
the country.
Members of the Toklas Club, which
is the largest Democratic Party club in
the country, won the offices of presi
dent, treasurer and program chair of
CDC. The only two statewide posts
not captured by Toklas members were
secretary and controller.
Lia Triff Belli, a longtime Demo
cratic Party activist and close friend of
Former President Jimmy Carter and
his wife Rosalyn, won a bitterly con
tested race for the presidency of CDC
over Southern California labor or
ganizer Walter Miller.
Belli, wife of world famous San
Francisco attorney Melvin Belli, has
long been involved in working for gay
causes and served on the statewide
committee which organized the defeat
of State Senator John Briggs’ anti-gay
Proposition 6 in 1978. Belli is also
active in the Toklas Club.
Frank Fitch, a former president of
the Toklas Club, scored a stunning
victory in his race for Treasurer of
the CDC while Steve Walters, the

immediate past president o f Toklas,
handily won his campaign for Program
Chair of the progressive Democratic
organization.
Belli, who came into the convention
an apparent underdog candidate, had
campaigned extensively throughout the
state and received overwhelming sup
port from the Gay Caucus of the CDC.
Her coalition of gays, feminists, blacks
and other ethnic minorities, as well as
labor support gave her a four vote
margin over her opponent.
Her campaign received a tremendous
boost when Ivy Bottini and Morris
Knight, two of the most respected gay
leaders in Southern California, came
out in support of Belli instead of
endorsing Miller, who had argued that
the presidency of CDC should be kept
in the southern part of the state.
Two days aher her election. Belli
called a press conference in San Fran
cisco and denounced right wing ex
tremist groups such as the Moral
Majority, the KKK and the Nazis. She
also pledged to get the message across
to the right wing that “ if you cross
one o f us, you cross us all” and called
upon all people to reject these extrem
ist groups and their violence.
Two other Toklas members also won
posts of significant influence at the
CDC convention. Randy Stallings was
elected co-chair of the Gay Caucus
and Susan Ramsey captured the slot as
Senate District director for state Senate
District 5 (which is represented by
State Senator Milton Marks).

Britt Questions Lot Ciosure
Dick Hasbany
(San Francisco) Calling the closing of
the parking lot at 18th and Castro be
tween II p.m. and 5 a.m. an “ out
rage,” Supervisor Harry Britt asked
Monday for a letter to be sent by the
Board of Supervisors to the City Attor
ney asking if the Parking Authority
had the legal power to curtail the hours
of parking.
The controversy arose earlier this
month when signs appeared prohibit
ing parking after 11:00 in the lot,
which is located behind the Star
Pharmacy. The question was, who
had authorized the signs and whether
or not they had the legal right to do
so. Parking A uthority Director
Margaret Brady insists that the Au
thority does have the right to post the
signs as a way of combatting the prob
lems of noise, urination, and other

activities that neighbors have protested
in numerous letters and petitions. The
Authority, according to Brady, acted
appropriately on March 19 when it
passed a resolution calling for the early
lot closure. She denies persistent
rumors that the Mayor’s office initi
ated the action.
Castro area associations and mer
chants have been attempting to find
ways of reducing problems in the lot
without closing it after 11 p.m., and
Britt has requested a meeting between
himself, the Mayor, and various inter
ested groups to resolve the issue. Until
it is clear whether the Parking Author
ity acted legally, or whether a public
hearing and Board of Supervisor’s
approval is needed to reduce parking
hours in the lot. Captain Taylor of
Mission Station has announced that
the police will not tag cars found
parked there after 11 ;00.

Chron S&M Story
Doesn’t Play
in Peoria
Shawn P. KcUy
(Peoria, Illinois) In a March 20 edi
torial, entitled “ Frisco Needs Another
Quake,” the Peoria Journal Star said
that the prospect of a big quake which
would “ split California from north to
south and send it tumbling into the
Pacific Ocean,” would not be “ exactly
what happened to Sodom and Gomor
rah, but it sounds good enough.”
The editors of the paper felt com
pelled to issue this transcontinental
condemnation after reading the San
Francisco Chronicle's story about an
alleged ” S&M safety workshop” con
ducted by Coroner Boyd Stephens, a
story which the Sentinel exposed as a
fabrication.
According to Tom Driscoll, editor
of the Journal Star, the editorial was
“ a reaction against the idea o f gov
ernment setting up a program for
pieople to abuse each other without
killing each other.” He termed the
desire for the city to be destroyed a
case o f “ Midwest hyperbole.”
Driscoll said that he was unaware
that the meeting was not an “ S&M
clinic,” but was actually a meeting of
gay businessmen and leaders to discuss
safety issues such as beatings, arson,
and murder. He also said that he would
“ rather not go into” a discussion of
gay rights.
Ironically, San Franciscans first
learned of Peoria’s outrage in the col
umn o f the Chronicle’s Herb Caen,
who made no acknowledgment of his
paper’s responsibility in the affair.

PEOPLE
*

Vito Russo
For years, Barbara Stanwyck has
been saying no to people who want to
honor her, throw a party for her, give
her an award or just plain thank her
for being Barbara Stanwyck. She fi
nally said yes to the Lincoln Center
Film Society and agreed to appear at
their tribute to her career in New York.
Stanwyck, born Ruby Stevens in
Brooklyn 74 years ago, turned New
York.on its ear for an entire week.
The only interview she would grant
during her stay went to Rex Red.
“ When they first asked m e,” she told
him, “ I thought it was a mistake. I
thought they got me mixed up with
Bette Davis. I never won an Oscar.
I never had an acting lesson. Life was

Roundup: Divine’s new film with
Tab Hunter, Polyester, is being re
leased in New York City only in SmellO-Vision with scratch and sniff cards
coded to action on the screen. . . .
Former Yippie leader Abbie Hoffman
who surrendered recently after six
years underground called his sale of
cocaine to an undercover agent “ an

Senate Bill

Parade Committee
Announces
Deadlines
(San Francisco) The Lesbian/Gay
Freedom Day Parade Committee has
announced upcoming deadlines for
applications for parade piarticipation
and booth and advertising reserva
tions. Those are: April 29—deadline
for free listing in the Program’s Re
source Guide, and also for space res
ervation in the Progrsun and parade
newspaper; May 31—deadline for
marching applications and booth
reservations.
Speakers for the June 28 parade will
be voted on at (he regular meeting
on Sunday, April 19, at the Women’s
Building on I8lh Street. For further
information, call 861-5404.

*

It was the first audition for gay
extras to film the gay bar scenes for
Twentieth Century Fox’s new film
Making Love, about a man (Mkhael
Ontkean) who leaves his wife (Kate
Jackson) when he realizes that he is
gay. There was a crowd of about 200
men, some in various “ clone” cos
tumes and some dressed as even more
ordinary types, with a few leathermen
scattered about. In the middle of the
proceedings a menacing guy in full
leather called out to the assistant di
rector, “ Docs this movie have a posi
tive ending?” The AD replied that it
did. “ What is it?” he demanded. “ The
guy leaves his wife” was the reply, at
which the entire room burst into sus
tained applause.
/
Making Love centers on the story of
the marriage being ended by Ontkean’s
self-discovery -and is being producedby Dan M elnkk who gave us Altered
States and A ll That Jazz. It’s being
watched carefully in Hollywood as a
bellweather of public reaction. If it
' succeeds, lots o f gay scripts waiting in
the wings will suddenly get produced.
Or that’s what they say in Tinseltown.

(continued from fro n t page/
and effects differently. “ The bill aks
for everything,” said Bill Rutland of
the Department of Fair Employment
and Housing. “ A number of groups
would be screwed: the physically handi
capped, gays, lesbians, and such groups
as the Human Rights Commission.”
Casey Young, a consultant to the
Senate Industrial Relations Commit
tee, before which the bill will first
come on April 22, described it as a
“ general tightening down” of fair em
ployment and housing laws. In addi
tion to elimination of local anti-dis
crimination laws, the bill would in
crease the size o f businesses covered by
state law from Five employees to fifteen
and would change the legal definition
o f a physical handicap. Legislative
analysts think that under the proposed
bill employees could be Tired for such
non-disabling health problems as dia
betes and heart disease.
Allies of lesbian and gay rights in
the Capitol were caught by surprise
Tuesday when informed of the obscure
section which would eliminate local
ordinances, and made frantic prepara
tions for the upcoming battle. Dotson
Wilson of Speaker Willie Brown’s of
fice said that Brown was now aware
o f the bill and will “ oppose any legis
lation that is against gay rights.”
“ W e’re pulling out all the stops on
this one,” said Eric Shockman, an
aide to San Francisco Assemblyman
Art Agnos. “ It’s taken top priority.
A call to arms is not premature. He
[Agnos] is using all his power to make
sure that the bills are muted.”
Most knowledgeable sources agree
that the primary motivation for the bill
is that of freeing business from gov
ernment controls, but there may be a
more virulently anti-gay element in
tended as well. The State Chamber of
Commerce opposed the recently de
feated AB-I, which would have pro
tected lesbians and gays from job and
housing discrimination.
While asserting, incorrectly, that les
bians and gays are currently protected
by state law against housing and em
ployment discrimination, Yewell said
that a business in a small town could
be “ destroyed” if it had to hire an
openly gay employee. He added that to
protect homosexuals from discrimina
tion would be “ an insult to those who
have physical characteristics that they
can’t do anything about for which they
are discriminated.” Presumably speak
ing for others than himself, Yewell
offered, “ We’re not bom homosexu
als; we become them. We have a
choice.”
Shockman added that the speed with
which this legislation was introduced
and the late awareness by gay activists
of its importance is “ another valida-tion of our need for a gay lobby in
Sacramento.”

Help Us Help People Who Need Plasma

EARN UP TO
•75 A MONTH
It's a two-way street. You help us meet the
growing demands lor plasma and
we'll help you earn extra income
JO IN US . . .BE A PLASMA DONOR
Did you know that plasma Is
desperately needed by the sick and
injured everyday?
For bom, shock, and accident victims.
herrx>philiacs. and others plasma can
mean the difference between life and
death! But . plasma is in short supply
Come in soon and find out
liow you can help - and
how you can earn extra
income.
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BLOOD PRESSURE TEST
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Barbara who?
my only training.” Her philosophy
summed up her life. “ Know when your
time is over,” she told Reed. “ It’s the
only advice 1 have. Hell, I knew 25
years ago it wasn’t going to last. 1
know actresses who go ape if they’re
not invited’ to a party. What the hell
is that? 1 am content. Happiness is
within yourself. Get ready for the
dream to fade . . . I’ve had my time
and it was lovely . . . now I’m ready to
move over and make room for some
one else. I’m not jealous of anyone.”
Pause. “ I take it back. Maybe Mbs
Hepburn because she won three Acad
emy Awards. But what the hell. W hat
ever I had, it worked, didn’t it?” As
Rex Reed said, “ And how .”

Harold Covington, former Repub
lican primary candidate for state attor
ney general of N orth Carolina and an
avowed Nazi, has called for the ex
termination of homosexuals in a re
corded “ W hite P ow er” telephone
message. He declared that his proposed
“ free state” would “ punish homo
sexuality with death. TTie reason for
this is not so much to punish indi
vidual queers—and I will admit that
like all diseases we will probably never
succeed in wiping out homosexuality
altogether—but by such heavy pen
alties we will drive this filthy perver
sion so far back into the closet that
it will never again threaten the basic
fabric of our society as it does now.”
Covington won 43 Vo of the vote in last
M ay’s R epublican state prim ary
election.

Ringo Starr had a tough time keep
ing the questions on his acting career
at a recent press conference to open
his new picture Caveman. The ques
tions kept returning to his participation
in the greatest rock and roll band in
history. The Beatles. Finally, he said
“ I’m Richard Starkey. I was a member
of a band called The Beatles. People
have their own ideas about what that
must have been like. I have my own
and my own are much more meaning
ful since 1 was there. I lived it. They
didn’t .” About the death of John
Lennon, he said, “ John was a good
friend of mine. He was a fine musi
cian and a great human being. In many
ways he was like a brother to me. I was
not very happy with the vigil that was
held for him outside the Dakota. Those
people showed very little respect for
either John or Yoko. It was dis
gusting.”

Comic Mkbnel Greer says that Faye
Dunaway sounds like a chain of gay
funeral homes. “ Good morning, Faye
Dunaway!” But seriously, folks, pub
licist Pam Utall is representing a man
who has founded a gay cemetery. It’s
called Rolling H llb and is p air of an
existing cemetery “ which has an abso
lutely private entrance and private
gates. It’s on consecrated land, has
flat headstones, a chapel which is
brand new and an above-ground
mausoleum building which seems to be
the newest thing.”
Plots at Rolling Hills cost $420
apiece and can be bought over three
years at prevailing interest rates. They
will go on sale tfiis spring and anyone
interested in location and details may
contact M artin W alker at (^12)
254-9251.

Moi?
act of stupidity and an act of insanity”
at his sentencing. It didn’t work. He
got three years in prison. The packed
courtroom, including Jerry Rubin and
other Sixties radicals, chanted “ Free
Abbie Hoffm an!” . . . LUy Tomlin is
going to do a special and her guests
will be the Muppets and a kid named
Edith Ann . . . the headline of the
month is April 7th’s New York City
News—HETEROSEXUAL SHOOTS
PREZ! . . . PERVO FREAK ON
LOVE SPREE . . . Actress Sylvia
Miles, twice Oscar nominated (M id
night Cowboy and Farewell, M y
Lovely) is opening in “ It’s Me, Sylvia,”
her life story with music which she
has written, complete with songs. “ I
went to the film festival in Cartagena,
Columbia, South America because I
thought I would get a best actress
award for Andy Warhol’s Heat. A ctu
ally, if you show up thdy give you a
best actress award "in Cartagena,
Columbia, South America. They just
love stars.”

A lot of people in Hollywood are up
in arms about Paramount’s new film
Partners, about a gay cop and a
straight cop who are partners on the
job. The gay cop is to be played by
John Hurt, acclaimed for his per
formances in The Naked Civil Servant
and Elephant Man, while the straight
cop is to be played by noted homo
phobe Ryan O’Neal. O ’Neal once told
The New York Times, “ My brother
and I used to play a game with the fags
in Hollywood. Once my brother picked
up one and beat him and then made
him drive him home even though he
was bleeding all over the place.”
The script for Partners has been
making the rounds and the Gay Actor’s
Alliance plus other groups are upset to
say the least. The gay cop in the film
drives a pink volkswag61Sj«tKserves
coffee to the other officers. He also
has to put up with a lot of rude jokes
and put-down humor. The film is being
called the American version o f La
Cage A u x Folles which, in addition to
spawning as many sequels as Abbott
and Coalello, seems to be garnering a
rash of fag comedies.
Rumor has it that a member o f the
Gay Actor’s Alliance in Hollywood
visited producer Aaron Russo (Belle
MMkr’s ex-manager) to talk to him
about the offensive screenplay and
Russo showed up for their meeting in
a leather harness. His idea of a joke.
Meanwhile, the film is scheduled to
begin shooting scenes at West Holly
wood’s Blue Parrot in a week or two.
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ALCOHOLISM IN THE
The last three articles in the Senlinel'i series on alcoholism in the gay
community have focused exclusively
on alcoholics and co-alcoholics. It was
our hope that by seeing themselves
through the revealing stories of others
that those who are either alcoholics,
have problems with drinking, or who
are co-alcoholics might seek help for
this deadly disease.
In this issue we will discuss how
widespread the problem of alcoholism
is in the gay community and programs
available to gay alcoholics and co
alcoholics for treatment.
The National Council on Alcohol
ism estimates that one out of every ten
Americans, lOVo of the population, is
an alcoholic. Some studies suggest that
the rate o f alcoholism in the gay com
munity is far higher than that of the
non-gay American populace.
Lillene Fifield conducted some re
search in Los Angeles in 1974 and ar
rived at the startling conclusion that
30*k of gays are alcoholic and that 7S^o
of the gay population could be classi
fied as “ problem drinkers.”
The Fifield report, published in
1975, has been criticized by some
persons working in the area of alco
holism in the gay community on sev
eral scores. First, they contend, it
was a research project which was hur
riedly conducted over a period of three
months. Secondly, and most impor
tantly to those who discount Fifield's
conclusions, the methodology used to
gather the research data remains ques
tionable.
The largest chunk o f Fifield’s data
came from questionnaires sent to alco
holics in treatment programs and from
interviews with persons in gay bars. As
one alcoholic treatm ent counselor
pointed out, “ That’s like walking into
a hospital and concluding that 100<7o
of the American public is seriously ill.”
Whatever the criticism of the Fifield
report, most professionals working
with alcoholics do agree that gays seem
to have a greater percentage of alco
holics in the community than do non
gays.
Tama Judd, in her Master’s Thesis
at California State University at Hay
ward, presents one reason why the al
coholism rate among gays seems higher
than for non-gays: the fact that a great
deal o f socialization in the gay com
munity revolves around bars.

at some of those programs, primarily
those in San Francisco but alw one in
Berkeley that are offering services to
alcoholics and co-alcoholics.

“ The gay bar has a social role that
does not exist for heterosexual soci
ety,’’ Judd claims in her thesis, “ in
that it represents one of the few places
where gay people can go to be them
selves.”
Judd stresses that this “ socializa
tion” occurring in gay bars is not the
inherent problem but rather what “ bar
users do during the socialization pro
cess,” i.e., drink, often to excess.
Fifield’s study in Los Angeles also
discovered that non-gay alcoholism
treatment agencies are often anti-gay,
though it may not be blatantly ap
parent and their success rate in treat
ing gay alcoholics is minimal at best.
Some researchers have argued that
the incidence of alcoholism in the gay
community is higher because gays are
inherently mentally disordered «r sick
and that turning to alcohol is a means
of escaping from a homosexual life
style.
Judd, Fifield and a host of other re
searchers disagree. One research pro
gram in 1972 found that non-client
gays (gays not in therapy) were better
adjusted to society and maintained a
higher level of self-acceptance than
their heterosexual counterparts. How
ever, the same study also found that
gays in therapy were sicker than their
heterosexual counterparts.
The correlation drawn where alco
holism is concerned seems to be how
well the gay person has accepted his/
her sexual orientation.
Judd, in her thesis, draws a master
ful picture for the gay alcoholic. “ Their
[gays’] primary accepted social milieu
still remains the bar, and to admit to
alcoholism in oneself is tantamount to
self-ostracism from the one safe haven
that exists in a society which oppresses
gay people for their ‘deviant’ sex
uality.”
So there we see the crux of the prob
lem: so much gay social life revolves
around bars that to admit to being an
alcoholic means destroying one’s social
life.
Or does it?
Other “ safe havens” for the gay al
coholic exist now and others will form
sometime in the future. The outlook
for gay alcoholics need not necessarily
be a hopeless one.
A variety of services for the gay
alcoholic and co-alcoholic are now
available in the Bay Area. We will look

Acceptance House
1710 Golden Cate Avenue
San Francsico
9321-4994
A residential treatment program.
Acceptance House has one o f the
best success records of any alcoholism
treatment program in San Francisco.
Currently, Acceptance House can
provide services for only fifteen resi
dents, but they will soon be moving
to larger quarters in the new Pride
Foundation community center and will
be able to accept more residents, in
cluding the facilities to be able to offer
the same treatment program to lesbians.
Starting from the initial intake inter
view it may take between a month and
sbt weeks before an applicant can enter
Acceptance House. However, once ac
cepted into the program there are a
myriad of support systems available to
residents and alumni.

Facilities arc available for the physi
cally challenged.

of programs on alcohol and other sub
stance abuse for gays.
There are both men’s and women’s
groups, as well as individual and group
sessions.
None of the programs are “ drop in”
sessions and it is necessary to call the
above number to arrange for an inter
view.

A re

Western Area Neighborhood Outreach
Program
1525 Waller Street
San Francisco
664-5050
WANOP offers individual counsel
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ISth Street Services
413118th Street (near Castro)
San Francisco
863-8111
An outpatient treatment program.
18th Street Services is an outpatient
adjunct to Acceptance House except
that a main difference is that there are
programs for both gay men and
women. There are also programs for
CO-alcoholics.
Individual and group counseling is
available after the initial intake pro
cedure has been completed and the
client’s needs assessed.
The directors of the program stress
that both Acceptance House and 18th
Street Services are no longer the estoriented programs they were several
years ago.
18th Street Services also has a
program available for the children of
alcoholic gay parents in addition to
their other co-alcoholic and alcoholic
programs.
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ing not only for alcoholism but for
poly-drug and poly-substance abuse.
No group sessions are available now
but Ben Lyons, who counsels gay cli
ents, says there are some planned for
sometime in the future.
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Pacific Center
2712 Telegraph Avenue
Berkeley
841-6224
Pacific Center provides a multitude
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LICENSED PSYCHOLOGIST

(415)626-3131
Current Groups Include:
Support Groups for Third World Gays / Therapy Groups for Gay Men
Calif. Lie. PK 5941

All services available in Spanish
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1. Do you occasionally drink heavily after
a dlaappointment, a quarrel, or whan
□
■ tha boss givas you a hard time? .2. Whan you have trouble or feel under
pressura, do you always drink mors
□
heavily than usual?
3. Have you noticed that you are able to
handle more liquor then you did when
.□
'■‘ you were first drinking?';
v
4. Did you aver wake up on the “morning
after” end.dlacover that you could not
rsmembar part of the evening bafora,
even though your friends tell you that
you did not “pass out”?
r ,
5. Whan drinking with other people, do
you try to have a few extra drinks whan
□
* others will not knqw lt?
6. Are there certain occasions when you
' - feel uncomfortable If alcohol Is not
□
□ ■^
available?
7. Have you recently noticed that when .
you begin drinking you are In more of e hurry to get the
drink than you
used to be?
i
<
8. Do you sometimes feel a little guilty
□
about your drinking?
6. Are you saeratly Irritated when your
> family or friends dtseuse your
□
drinking?
'f
110. Have you recently noticed an increase
In the frequency of your memory
□
"MackoutB”?
’i —‘
111. Do you often find that you wish to
,, continue drinking after your friends
say,that they have had enough?
X- •
112 . you usually have a raeabn tor th e oooulons whi^ you drink heavily?
□
. V ■n
|l3 . Whenyouareeober,<k)youoften '
regret things you have dona or said
while drinking?
D
1 ^ Have you tried switching brandadr "■' ij
following different plana for control- r 4
UnoyourdrinUMOP

□

□

Alcoholics
Anonymous
Groups for Gay Men
and Gay Women

15. HavoyouoftaoftUlodtolwapths’^
promlaaeyouhavafnaUotoyouraaH
about controlling or cutting down on'"
your drinking?
.
‘ P'
16. Have you avtr triad tq oORtfiot your
' drinking by making a phangom Jobs,
or.moving to a new location?
.□
iT.Doyoutrytoavofdfamayorcloaa
^
friends whila you aradrinWng?
□
18. Are you having an inoraesing number.
•;
>of financial and work proWema?
O
I
19. Do mora paopla aaem to be treating /
you unfairly without gcMreasonT
□
i
' 20. Ooyouaatveryilttla.orirroguiariy
v
when you are drinldnig?
.
LI .
21. Do you eometimes have the‘lahNcea’’
In the morning end find It helps to have
e little drink?
. □

•
•
•
•

Review Copies
Used 3ooks & Records
Paperbacks
Remainders
Always at Half Price

1220 Polk Street

2107 Van Nest Ave., Suite 101, Sen Frencitco, CA 94109

Amethyst
12 noon
90 9th Street
Alcoholics only.
Newcomers
8 p.m.
Trinity Church
Bush and Gough Streets
For alcoholics, lovers, family, friends.

Wednesday

KRC-511

...................$379

Computerized mobile stereo
with new features like a cas
sette stand-by, total elec
tronic tuning, digital display,
and much, much more.

P E -8 6 9 -A ...................$239
Newest cassette player with
20 watts per channel, Dolby,
metal tape ready, auto re
verse. Mounts in 'the dash or
under dash.
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PROFESSI ONAL I N S T A L L A T I O N ON OUR PREMISES
Leavi? yo u r car w ith us all (lay w hile you
sho() or w o rk in d o w n to w n San Francisco.

^ SA N Y O

P IO M E E R

J E N S E N

Monitor Series Loudspeokers

WITH SPEAKER PURCHASE

SX-3000 ......................$149
35 w att slim-line receiver
now at an amazing price
when purchased with a pair
of new home speakers.
(Offer expires Sun. 4/26/81)

LAY-A-WAY
O.K.

Tuesday

Tenderloin.
8:30 p.m.
251 Hyde Street.
Alcoholics only.

Al-Anon for gay men and women
8 p.m.
Trinity Church
Bush and Gough

FT C - 6 ............................ $88
Auto reverse in a mini
chassis to fit most imported
cars. Built-in AM/FM stereo
radio with distant switch.

R-406 Push Button .
R-405 Auto Reverse .
R-200 New Mini
Chassis . . . .
RE-512 New Mini
Digital . . . .

$229
$199
$119
$349

KP-7500 ...................... $249
New Super Tuner II with
auto reverse, metal tape cap
acity and Dolby tape. A pair
of TS-167 6 ’/ i” Co-Ax speak
ers are included this week.

ALL O FFERS EXPIRE - SUNDAY 4/26/81

816 miSSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10-6 - Sun. 12-5 - CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY APRIL 19th

Cosmetic Dentistry

SIX UNIT RESORT
TWO BEDROOM HOME
OWNER WILL CARRY

Emergency and Restorative Services

Lew Porter

(707)869-011/

Digital receiver with 40
watts per channel and 14
station presets. Specially
priced when purchased with
a pair of new home speakers.
(Offer expires Sun. 4/26/81)

f

Dr. Michael M. .Okuji

tP I i

•190 Post SlioiM. Suilc 122S. San Francisco

Bud K ram er

707)887-9517

4 3 3 -7 8 1 0
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Bay Area gay Community since 1957!

YOU CRN TAKE IT SITTINGUP
OR LYING DOWN

SYSTEM
PRICED
$1200
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We at the Stereo Store have found the Polk Audio Monitor
Speakers vastly superior to the competition in their price
range . . . The Polks produce the kind of open uncolored
perfectly imaged sound we thought began at twice the price
and required huge amounts of amplification . . . If you’re
shopping for stereo our advice is not to buy speakers until
you've heard the Polks.

JVC

Mp '

JVC

©PICKERING
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W ITH SPEAKER PURCHASE
R -S 5 5 .........................$239
SALE PRICED

Al-Anon Groups
for Gays

Castro Disc
8:30 p.m.
Most Holy Redeemer School
117 Diamond
Alcoholics only.

(707)869-0616

Tom Isenberg
441-2929

Serving t

R X - 7 9 1 ......................$379
Newest model with Dolby,
bass and treble controls, 20
watts per channel and one of
the best for FM reception.
European styling, fits most
cars.

Sun Nile
8 p.m.
291 Eddy
Alcoholics only, wheelchair access.

Agents, Inc.

THE SAME FR IEN D LY FACES OF THE SALES PEOPLE ARE SEEN YEAR
AFTER YEAR AT THE STEREO STORE.

a

Live and Let Live
8:30 p.m.
Trinity Episcopal Church
1668 Bush
Alcoholics only.

(San Francisco) With Mayor Feinsiein’s appointment of attorney Tom
Horn, there is once again a gay mem
ber of San Francisco's War Memorial
Board. Horn, who is active in the
ACLU and serves on the Executive
Committee of the Pride Foundation’s
Leg^l Referral Services, will replace
Board President Philip S. Boone.
The War Memorial Board, which is
charged with operating and setting pol
icies for the Opera House, the War
Memorial Building, and Davies Sym
phony Hall, became a focus of con
troversy early in 1980 when the
Memorial’s gay managing director,
Michael Raines, was fired. Contendinjf
that his dismissal came about because
he is gay, Raines brought a $S million
suit against the Board and city. The
lawsuit remains in court with the city,
in Raine’s attorney Matt Coles’ words,
“ litigating more vigorously than in any
case I can remember.”
Though Horn speculates that the
Raines affair may have played a role in
the appoinimem of a gay to the Board,
he feels that the “current monetary
crisis in the arts in San Francsico”
was the determining factor in the ap
pointm ent of younger, vigorous
persons.
Horn, who played a major role in
the creation of the Albuquerque Opera
Theatre and the Albuquerque Dance
Theatre in New Mexico, says the pri
mary challenge to the Board results
from the passage of Proposition 13
and the major reduction in appropria
tions for the National Endowment for
the Arts. “ I think the arts here and in
.„the country are facing a crisis like
we’ve never seen before,” he told the
Seniini’t last week. “ The days when
we depended on the National Endow
ments and the federal government are
gone. I don’t think the taxpayers will
permit that kind of support.” In the
face of curtailed public funding, Horn
feels the Board's proper goal is “ finan
cial independence for San Francisco
art. If wc can't do it here in San Fran
cisco,” he declared, “ it can’t be done
anywhere.”
Horn’s nomination to the six-year
term on the Board made him Feinstein’s second gay appointee in March.
Earler in March Herb Donaldson was
sworn in as a director of the Board of
Industrial Development Authority of
San Francisco, a newly created body
authorized to issue industrial develop
ment bonds.

$250,000
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Good Lands
2 p.m.
4131 18th Street
For alcoholics, lovers. family, friends.

Tuesday

Landscaped, p ic n ic area
and p o o l

KENW OOD

Agnostics and Atheists
6 p.m.
90 9th Street
Alcoholics only.

A'

(415) 673-2450

FRIENDLY FflCESl

Sunday

Women’s
8 p.m.
St. Francis Lutheran Church
152 Church Street
Alcoholics only.

Reprinted from WNtt Alb Via Sfgha,: NaBonal
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The La.st Drop
8:30 p.m.
Trinity Church
Bush and Gough Streets
For alcoholics, lovers, family, friends.

Primary Purpose
8:30 p.m.
1710 Golden Gate Avenue
For alcoholics, lovers, family, friends.

Steps for Sobriety
8 p.m.
Congregational Church
Post and Mason Streets
Alcoholics only.

If you haveenewerad YES to aiiy of the queetlone, I
you have some of the aymptprha that may mdicata j
aicohdiliAui.
Y iS ahawars to aavacat of the qouetkms ihdicate ]
'
the foiiowitig stagea of aldoholiavh;.^ - .
Q u a a tto n a l^ E ifiy f*-~
Q uoationa»t1:i:
OuaatkMia 22*M1^

Fell Street
8:30 p.m.
Church of The Advent
261 Fell
For alcoholics, lovers, family, friends.

Saturday

Monday

22. Have you recently noticed thalyouw
cannot drink as much as you onoa did? □
'□ 1
23. Do you aometlmaa atay drunk for
several days at a time?
.
24. Do you eomatinwa faal vary depressed
and wonder whether Ufa la worth , -.-n.
living?
^
□ . □
.25. Sometimes after periods of drinking,
do you see or hear things tttat aren’t’’- thera?.^
□
26. Do you get terribly frightened after you
have been drinking heiMly?
.
□
□-

Friday

Dick Hasbany

V^e Buy & Sell

Wa specialize In CONTACT LENSES.
II you are having problenis
or thinking of contact lenses, telephorw us.
Ws will be happy to answer all questions.
HOWARD TOPOL, O.D.
STEPHEN T. YEE, O.D.

Therapy — Counseling — Psychological Assessments
Groups — Individuals — Couples

M ig h t Y b u B e In ?

Living Sober Reading
8:30 p.m.
Sacred Heart Rectory
546 Fillmore
For alcoholics, lovers, family and
friends.

Bruno's Book Shop

PROBLEMS WITH CONTACT LENSES?

Edward S. Morales, Ph.D.

W h a t $ t a g e o f A lc o h o lis m

8:30 p.m.
Congregational Church
Post and Mason Streets
Alcoholics only.

Center for Special Problems
2107 Van Ness Avenue (2nd floor)
San Francisco
558-4801
Although the CSP does not deal spe
cifically with problems of alcoholism,
one can be accepted as a client if one
has come into contact with the crim
inal justice system or is “ at risk” of
doing so because of alcoholism or
other substance abuse.
Individual and group sessions are
available.

TIm foliowing Hot of 26 quootlomi w m proporod by tho National Council on AleohoHam to
halp paraona datanafna what staga of ateoboliam tha paiaon baing quaatlonad or a lovad ona
, might ba paaatfig through.
¡¡t
At tha and of tha quaationa thara la a teala to intfleata how aartoua tha ataga of aioohoHaai
mlghtba.
-v -
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GAY COMMUNITY

Mayor Names
Gay to War
Memorial Board

Beginners

This week we are featuring the Polk Model 10A in a hand
some rosewood vinyl finish. The famous Onkyo TX-5000,
65 w att receiver includes digital read-out and Ouartz-Lock
on FM to insure the best possible FM reception. JVC's
quality turntable is fully automatic, direct-drive and comes to
you with the Pickering cartridge installed and aligned. A suf
ficient amount of Monster Cable is included along with Free
Delivery in the Bay Area. Our Five Year Written Service
Agreement and Free use of the Keith Monks professional
record cleaning machine for one year.

American
K.
A
Carte
Express'
Blanche
Half hour validated parking with minimum
purchase at 814 Mnaion Street.

VIS4*

This Chaise has a split personality. By day it’s a stylish
lounger, inviting you to put up your feet, let down your hair
and relax. But, the minute the sun goes down, our little chaise
"flips its lid" and becomes a super comfortable twin bed.
The Chaise is part of a brilliant design concept by Frank
Petersilie for Spherical. A concept that calls for furniture to
be used and enjoyed around the clock. Designed for function
and flexibility with comfortable polyfoam construction. No
metal frames, springs, or mechanisms. And it uses standard
flat sheets. So take it sitting up or lying down, but take i t . . .
and turn your living-room into a sensation. Seventeen geom et
ric versions and 40 fabrics to choose from . . . as seen in
April’s Architectural Digest.

M y s t i q u e rounid b e d p r i c e d fr o m

CHAISE
available in
rust or navy
cotton duck only

between 4th &
5th—parking
across the street

•
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don't opiate
it's time to create
a natnral high.
for life’s s Ä e ^
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N um m oN
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%

a h o listic h e a lth ce n te r

roberts design dimensions
42 w. 42nd av* «an m «t*o

832 m ltsion tan francisco
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master
charge
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visa
accepted

1545 Franklin Street
San Francisco, Ç a. 94109
5 7 3 ^ 2

W here o p tim a l health is o u r m ain c o n c e m .
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Year of the Political W om an
T h e Sentinel Talks w ith L eaders o f C ity ’s
G ay D em ocratic C lubs

Are You Losing C ontrol
of Your B usiness?
It your firm has grown in volume and Size, it has
probably outgrown your own accounting skills or
the capabilities ot your bookkeeper Perhaps it's
time to get some protessional assistance from a
company that can help you maximize profits,
minimize paperwork prepare all your tax forms,
3nd — most importantly — allow you to run the
business instead of having it run you
Call D A Bowie & Company
We otter accounting services that work

D.A. Bowie & Company
Financial Consultants / Bookkeeping and Tax Preparation
PO. Box 3453
San Francisco. CA 94119 (415)861-6883

GENERAL DENTISTRY
Cosm etic iSc Preventive
Ser\ices

D o n a ld W a ts o n
D .M D .
450 Sutter, Suite 2526
434-0259

DAVID MOSKOWITZ

Real Estate Agent
Group Investments Arranged

c/o Metro Real Estate
346-0100

How To G et
Temporary
W ork Fast!

• Registered Nurses
Call
• Licensed Practical Nurses 341-7443 / San M ateo
• Nurses Aides
626-4632 / San Francisco
• Orderlies
• Homemakers
• Uve-ln Companions
___
• 24 Hours a Day, 7 Days a Week
semtices
No Fees • B o n u se s • B enefits

AnEqun opporttMNy emwiotic

We Know HowToHetp

D kk Hasbany
oth Gwenn Craig and Connie
O'Connor insist that their being
elected presidents o f the Harvey Milk
Gay Democratic Club and the Alice B.
Toklas Memorial Democratic Club in
the same year is a coincidence—a result
o f their having worked long and hard
and served as officers in their respec
tive organizations. They worked their
way up and just happened to arrive at
the top at the same time. Still, it’s a
new and possibly significant situation
fo r San Francisco’s gay community to
have lesbians leading its two largest
political bodies.
Sentinel reporters Shawn P. Kelly
and Dick Hasbany sat down with Craig
and O ’Connor recently to discuss this
new situation, the role o f the clubs in
gay community life, and the current
state o f lesbian and gay male relations.
They were joined by Del Martin, the
welt known lesbian activist who, along
with her lover, Phyllis Lyon, founded
in ¡955 one o f the first lesbian organi
zations in the country. Daughters o f
Bilitis. Martin now serves on the Cali
fornia Commission on Crime Control
and Violence Prevention.

B

Sentinel; What sianiflcaiic« b there
In having women in the top leaderabip
positions of the two iargest gay poilticat clubs?
Connie: We were talking to the
Mayor recently about lesbian appoint
ments and she said, “ You know, some
times when I appoint a lesbian as 1 did
Jo Daly, 1 am told lesbians don't
count as being gay.” That’s why I’m
happy that Gwenn and i are the heads
of gay and lesbian clubs. It shows that
we are in fact gay and that lesbians
have a definite place in the political
mainstream of this city too.
Gwenn: I think it means additionally
that when the press or elected officials
go looking for opinions or comments,
they will now, at least in dealing with
the clubs, have to deal with lesbians.
1 think the media and a lot of elected
officials have been able to ignore the
fact that lesbians exist in the com
munity.
What effect will your presidencies
have on the gay male community? Will
It somehow change gay male attitudes?
Connie: I think there already has
been a tremendous change in the atti
tudes of the clubs in the last couple of
years. There’s a lot o f support there
for women, and 1 think that support is
there because the men are working
with lesbians now. They’ve figured out
that we’re OK, we’re good to work
with, and we pull our weight.
Del: Let’s go back to the start o f the
gay community’s involvement in estab
lishment politics, which dates back to
around ’65 or ’66. The very first candi
dates’ night was held by the Council on
Religion and the Homosexual, and
that organization had both lesbians
and gay men in it. Then the candidates’
nights were taken over by SIR (Society
for Individual Rights], which was pri
marily a gay male organization. It was
out of SIR that Alice came about. I
was a charter member, but dropped
out because of the sexism, and dropped
in again with your [Connie’s] election.
Gwenn: Whenever I’ve encountered
evidence of misogyny or sexism from
gay men, it’s usually come in the form
of no interaction. You’re more often
ignored than dealt with in a bad way.
When I worked in the No on 6 cam
paign, Bill Krause and I were co
ordinators. When people came into the

happened so much in San Francisco,
but there does seem to be some insis
tence in some quarters that we move
from the area of civil rights to the area
of sexuality itself. 1 think there will be
resistance to that because we still have
to fight the civil rights case. We still
have to talk about being able to work
and have houses. Because of the re
pression that’s facing us, we have to
deal with basics first.
Del: Yes, and it may be the issue of
public sex that brought the Moral
Majority to our door.
The gay male Immigration to San
PfaBcIsco seems to continue nnabuted.
b the dty the same kind of mccca for
lesbians as it b for gay men?
Connie: When 1 see the gay men who
are coming to San Francisco, and I’ve
talked to my gay brothers about this,
they do seem to think they’ve found
mecca. They get so excited, they’re
running around to all the bars and hav
ing a ball. Their feet don’t hit the
ground for about six months. I don’t
Gwenn Craig, Del Martin, Connie O'Connor
think women come here doing that. I
think the women kind of quietly come
women is that they just didn’t care—
office, they had a choice of who they
into San Francisco. They move in and
not that they turned their back on the
could deal with. Predominantly the
find a job and then slowly begin to
Jaguar but that they never turned to it.
men proceeded to deal with Bill. Men
go out.
In the same way that gay men tell us
coming in just would not accept that I
Gwenn: I came lo San Francisco in
we shouldn’t expiect them to have the
was a person in charge.
1975. In 1975 I don’t know if you
same feelings about reproductive rights
Since most persons think in terms of
could say that Castro was a gay street.
because they aren’t women, women
getting direction from the top, it means
There was a significant presence, but it
just didn’t feel similarly about the
a lot of those gay men who might pre
was still a very mixed neighborhood.
Jaguar because the Jaguar was not an
fer to ignore lesbians are not going to
Castro Street is different from what it
institution for women. And that was
be able to do that in the clubs now. I
was then. Now most women find it
one o f the problems. A lot of men dealt
still encounter men who would prefer
very alienating. It doesn’t afford them
with it as if it did involve the entire
to deal with our vice presidents rather
the same kind of welcome it did in 1975
gay com m unity—lesbians and gay
than the president, but I don’t think
when it had a number of businesses
men. That’s one of the things I struggle
they will be able to get away with it.
that employed lesbians. The Bakery
with—that it is still a form o f sexist
And that’s another importance of hav
Cafe was a spot that felt like home.
thought when the male experience is
ing women presidents. It forces men to
The people in the street and the way
deal with women.
they interacted made it a very com
Will the coming to power of women
That’s one of the things
fortable place for lesbians as well as
affect poBcy? Will It make any dif
gay men, and unfortunately I don’t
ference?
I struggle with—that it is
think that’s true today.
Gwenn: I know through the numstill a form of sexist
I know women are beginning to feel
ben of women who have joined the club
more
about Valencia Street and are
that we’ll be able to direct a great deal
thought when the male
more encouraged by the fact that there
more information abolit what the con
experience is thought of
is a street in the city where you can find
cerns o f the lesbian community are.
a number of women’s businesses and
When we had our night on opposing
as inclusive of women
institutions, and as that word goes out,
the Moral Majority, for instance, I
also. I know at the
that may encourage lesbians who want
made a point of also having a speaker
to migrate to San Francisco.
there who could deal with how the
meeting it [the Jaguar]
It appears to me that lesbians are
women’s movement and the reproduc
was referred to as a
moving here in lesser numbers than
tive rights movement was also being
they have in the last few years, but I
attacked by them.
community center. W ell,
think a lot of that can be attributed to
What do you ice as the points of
it is not a community
economic factors. You have to have a
divergence between lesbian and gay
lot more money to move into the city
male issues? Do you see, for instance,
center, certainly^ for
now, and moving in is something'that
the National Organization for Women’s
lesbians.
is more available to gay men. whose
resolution agaliut public sex and manearning power as men is almost double
boy love, whkh Is being assailed by
the size of women’s.
thought of as inclusive of women also.
many gay men, as an example of a
Del: In the Bay Area, you may find
I know at the meeting it [the Jaguar]
division In the community’s Idea of
that a lot of lesbians live outside the
was referred to as a community center.
sexual liberation?
city in cheaper areas.
Well, it is not a community center,
Gwenn: My understanding of that
Connie: Also, women tend to stay
certainly, for lesbians.
resolution was that it said in dealing
together longer and may want to buy a
Del: We’ve worked hard to get the
with areas of sexual orientation, NOW
home. They can’t afford to buy a
law changed in California for freedom
was not dealing with pedophilia or
home in San Francisco, so (hey tend to
of sex in private by consenting adults.
sado-masochism, or public sex. I don’t
go down the p>eninsula and across to
Then the gay community worked with
know if that can necessarily be taken
Berkeley.
the criminal justice system in San Fran
as a resolution against those activities.
Let’s gel back to the clubs for a
cisco to come to an agreement as to
I think a number of gay men would
moment. How do you feel about what
what is a private area, such as baths
like to see the discussion of sexual ori
seems to be growing criticism from Ibe
and sex clubs. It seems to me that gays
entation not necessarily involve public
left that the political clubs have more
have a lot of protection for their kind
sex and those other things.
energy for electoral politics and ap
of sex, and where you get into prob
The controversy surrounding the
pointments than for broad social
lems with lesbians is with public sex.
Jsgnar second floor private club’s per
change?
Buena Vista Park, which should be
mit relates to this. As I understand H,
Connie: A lot of us feel dwarfed
there for all residents and for kids,
a resolution went before the Hnrvey
right now with the Republican regime
shouldn’t be a gay stakeout for sex.
Milk CInb lo support the Jagunr’s ap
in, and a lot of us feel we have to c o n -.
Do you Iblak gay men arc slaking
peal and that yon voted against the res
centrate as much as we can on local is
too much on public sex as a political
olution, Gwenn. We’re not asking you
sues and make things good here. Re
issue and slatcmcnl of gay liberation?
why yon did that, but whether there b
member, we are under attack in the
Gwenn: I know that there have been
a rcluctaiKe among feminbts to iden
city. Still, I don’t think we’ve taken
more of those discussions in cities back
tify with certain issues that seem to be
our eyes off the whole picture at all.
East like New York, and they’ve caused
very Important for gay males.
a great deal of tension there. It hasn’t
(Continued on page 7)
Gwenn: What I encountered from
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' Wills & Estates
• Incorporations
' Partnerships
»Tax Planning

^JY E ST C O N N E C T I O N

AIR TICKETS ACCOAAMODATIONS VACATION PLANNING

TRAVEL SERVICE
966-2766

• Tax Returns
• Collections
• Civil Litigation
• Foreign Tax Havens

256 Montgomery
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415) 788-1140
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Jerry Barrish

paths. He did.
On November 17, 1979, Will again
showed up in the masters at arms’
quarters, this time with a "kid who
was nothing but gay and had no qualms
about admitting it.’’ After an inter
rogation in which Will and his not-$omacho friend admitted having sex and
drew floorplans o f the room in which
they had it, the master at arms declared
the evidence insufficient. Will and
friend went to the ship’s legal officer
who concurred—there wasn’t enough
evidence to prove that Will was gay.
Apparently the rest of the crew was
easier to convince than the ship’s police
and legal officers because it was about

W e’ve worked a lot on ERA and
against the death penalty.
Gwenn: I hope to evolve within the
Harvey Milk Club an agenda that does
look beyond electoral politics. They
help, but I don’t feel appointments to
the boards .ind commissions are going
to make the type of social change we
really care about.
A number of members have made it
clear that they would like to turn the
attention of the club to dealing with
the issue of discrimination within the
gay community. That will probably be
more of a priority this year. But when
we have an election in front of us,
we’re not going to ignore it because it
is significant who gets elected and what
they can do in office.
When you think about It, there are
only about 1200 members, at most, in
the political clubs. That’s out of a pop
ulation of. M y , 150,000 lesbians and
gays in San Francisco. To whnt extent
arc the clubs leading, representing, or
giving to Ibe gay community a vision of
what It can be? In a way, we’re asking
jnst how significant the clubs are lo the
community?
Gwenn: In 1977, a lot of people be
gan to get politically involved because
o f the Dade County election. The pre
dominant thought at that time was that
we simply needed organization. It
seemed only the clubs had any sus
tained success in organizing and re
maining organized, and in being able
to mobilize people for action. We are
a forum where people can discuss issues
and come up with ideas about what the
agenda for the gay movement in San
Francisco should be.
1 think the clubs also serve a very
important function that is not political.
A number of people join the clubs pri
marily for social reasons, and there’s
nothing wrong with that. I’m very
proud that we serve the purptose of
bringing people together.
Connie: I think we have more than
450 members now, so we must be doing
something right. Not only is Alice
growing, but Harvey’s growing, Stonewall’s growing, and CRlR’s growing. I
think people arc concerned, and they’re
coming to these clubs for a reason.
They must feel we’re a viable force.
Del: After the 1965 CRH ball, the
police came up with the estimate that
there were probably 90,000 hom o
sexuals in San Francisco. Up till then
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The first candidate that
we supported was Bob
Gonzales. We weren*t
sure whether that was
going to be a plus or
minus for him, so we
conducted the campaign
in gay bars. . . . In the
beginning, we were
really bluffing. I think
we bluffed ourselves into
something serious.
we had no idea. So we said, “ fine, and
we all vote.’’ It was out of that idea
that we started the interest in political
activity.
The first candidate that we supported
was Bob Gonzales. We weren’t sure
whether that was going to be a plus or
minus for him, so we conducted the
campaign in gay bars. We didn’t even
have the signs out front. We went to
the bathroom s and when you would
shut the door, there was Bob’s picture.
When that election was over, he cred
ited the gay community with about
20,000 votes. So the thing just kept
going. In the beginning, we were really
bluffing. 1 think we bluffed ourselves
into something serious.

Don’t Perish in Jail Call Barrish for Bail

this time that the harassment began.
Will admits that the abuse may have
been a little less severe than it came
to seem to him. Still, he recalls at
least two incidents in which he was
physically assaulted. “ This dude
dragged me up a ladder by my shirt.
He got hold of my shirt real good, and
it wouldn’t rip for some reason.
Another tim e,” he recalls, “ I was
picked up and slammed into the deck
while I was doing pushups.’’
The Coral Sea was becoming an in
tolerable place for Will, harassed for
being queer on the one hand and un
able to make officers believe he was
gay on the other. So he went UA (Un
authorized Absence), the Navy’s term
forA W O L.
The Coral Sea was in Singapore
when Will tried his illicit escape from
his catch-22 naval' life. But before the
ship sailed. Will returned and was
thrown into the brig. He wasn’t really
ready for another turn of the naval
screw or for the increasing self-loathing
so common to those just coining to
terms with their unusual sexuality. The
harsh discipline o f conectional custody
and the anti-gay “ pinging” began to
get to him; the pious, condemning
words o f a Christian who told Will he
was not worthy o f heaven unless he
was godly hammered and echoed in the
four close walls o f the brig. “ I got so
paranoid, I felt like the whole ship was
gay, that the Navy was entirely gay and
they didn’t want anyone to know it and
they thought I was a security risk. 1
really felt like an outcast, like I had
no place.”
Official Naval medical record, Feb
ruary 24, 1980: Russ is taken from the
brig, his wrist bleeding freely and
brightly red from the slashes of a Trac
II razor. One Dr. Jones says he’ll see
Will, not then, but the next morning,
and an orderly cleans up the wound
and sends Will back to his cell. They
order no psychiatric exam. Will, sitting
in his cell the morning after he’s sliced
his wrist, still has approximately 27
days to go in custody and another two
years before his military stint is up. He
has tried two paths out. He has two
paths left to try, and one is sure. He
gets a young master at arms to have
sex with him in the cell. They are
observed.
The 5:15 p.m . mass at St. Boniface
on Golden Gate Avenue has just ended
and Franciscan priest Frank Ivey re
turns to a small conference room where

gone ashore to seek some rational
help.
“ 1 kept thinking as he was telling
it,” says Fr. Frank, " ‘I can’t believe
this is all true’—not until he told me
it was the Coral Sea. Then I thought,
‘it might b e.’ ” To strain Ivey’s belief
is no mean feat. As an aide since 1972
to Congressman Ron Dellums of
Berkeley dealing most with military
cases, Ivey has seen, he says, hundreds
of cases o f homosexuals trying to get
administrative processing out of the
service. Will’s is one o f the harshest,
and fortunately one o f the best doc
umented.
Though he has been able to enlist aid
from Ivey and San Anselmo attorney
Charles Johnson, who happens to be
dealing at the time with a similar case
in Corpus Christie, Texas, Will remains
in continual emotional turmoil. “ I
must have had him on my doorstep
every other day,” Ivey recalls. Will was
developing a fugitive mentality and
“ everything would panic him.”
Ivey, who has a masters degree in
physiological psychology and could
see that Will needed help, got him to
San Francisco’s Center for Special
Problems, a mental health facility.
Psychiatrist Doug Branch, the first
therapist Will has seen since his night
mare began, issues a report on October
27,1980 citing persuasive evidence that
Will suffered both acute paranoid dis
order and an adjustment disorder. He
notes that the conditions went un
treated and that “ the stressors which
resulted in these conditions . . . were
unnecessary, avoidable, and con
tributed significantly by the Navy it
self. Moreover, the form of that con
tribution constituted a classic double
bind (in which a meta-instruction to
commit an act is issued in conflict with
an overt prohibition against the act),
the general result of which is to pro
duce mental illness.. .
All along in his talk with Fr. Ivey,
Will has said he will go back to the
Navy as long as he doesn’t have to
return to the Coral Sea. On November
3, 1980, Will does turn himself in, and
goes back to the Coral Sea. Though he
is to be court martialed for UA, he
is not confined.
On March 24, 1981 he goes before a
m ilitary court. L t. Com m ander
Thomas Lawrence hears Will’s story,
told by attorney Johnson, Fr. Ivey,
and Dr. M.F. Johanek of Oakknoll
Naval Hospital, one of the psychiatrists

finally assigned to see Will in January
after Ivey and Johnson have demanded
it of the Coral Sea’s Captain Dunleavy and the Secretary of the Navy.
The issue at the court martial is not
Will’« sexuality but his absence. Naval
psychiatrist Johanek claims Will's UA
was a willful act, but Ivey disagrees,
saying it resulted from an irresistible
impulse, as if the young man was flee
ing to save his life.
Commander Lawrence tends to
agree with Ivey and Will’s long night
mare nearing an end, in fact, he seems
vindicated and the Coral Sea’s com
mand indicted. Lawrence orders a
fairly light sentence for Will—only 45
days restriction. He “ censures” the
ship’s command and recommends an
investigation as to why Will’s claim
had not been looked into and dis
charge proceedings begun. Lawrence,
finally, recommends that the adminis
trative action leading Will out begin as
soon as he has served his 45 days. A t
torney Johnson, who was not so lucky
with his judge in the Texas case, is
impressed with Lawrence’s "intelli
gence and leniency.”
Will’s dark night of the soul would
seem at last to be lifting, though shad
ows still linger and the light remains
impishly elusive. Today (April 17) Will
is back aboard the Coral ^ a awaiting
his 45-day restriction period to be ap
proved by Captain Dunleavy. He is
confined to the ship because he re
ported late last Friday, his tardiness
due maybe to a sluggish bus or to that
subtle, persistent urge to self-destruc
tion not uncommon among the per
secuted.
But, if Will’s story seems about to
end, the issues it raises do not. What
happened to Will does not happen to
every young person who discoveres an
unusual sexuality in the military. How
such an appeal as Will’s for discharge
will be handled is “ purely discretionary
by each individual command,” accord
ing to a spokesperson in the Naval
Legal Service Office on Treasure
Island. The Coral Sea’s command
simply seems less ready than most to
observe and apply current military reg
ulations to gay persons. It is the only
ship, Ivey observes, that " I have had
to go to talk to the Captain because
there arc so many cases.”
But, in fact, it is not only the Coral
Sea that pushes out the gay career
ists with long, honorable records and
retains a firm grasp on the young, con
fused, and panicked gays who areunlikely to prove themselves valuable
members o f the service. The situation
is “ totally schizophrenic,” says Don
Knutson o f Gay Rights Advocates,
which will help represent Dennis Beller
as he appeals his discharge to the U.S.
Supreme C ourt. Despite the naval reg
ulations and the Department o f De
fense’s January directive, Knutson
says, “ There is no policy. In Will’s
case, the military mentality simply is
that this person is a shirk«.”
However much gay rights activists
may agree that it would be just and
humane for Will and others like him to
be processed out upon some verifica
tion of their sexual orientation, they
are reluctant to speak out on the issue.
The situation creates a double-bind of
sorts for them. To call for the immedi
ate processing out of gay persons
would make them appear to act for the
selective enforcement of the very regu
lations they are trying to overturn in
court cases like that of Dennis Beller.
To date, they remain silent, embar
rassed and uneasy with their silence,
but quiet nonetheless. And in the midst
of this naval schizophrenia and gay
silence stands Will—“ like an outcast,”
as if he has no place.
Father Ivey, sitting in the room he’s
so often counseled Will: “ I’m amazed
he’s held together as well as he has.”
Will, sitting in a darkening Senti
nel office one late afternoon before he
went back aboard the Coral Sea last
week: “ I’m not so sure now that the
experience was so bad for me. Thank
God I’m a very strong person.”
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(continued from page 6)

sits a frightened Will Green. It is
September 10 of last year, and Will is
UA again, hiding in Sim Francisco try
ing to get legal help to get him out of
a Navy that will not let him go. His
escapade in the brig first brought
sodomy charges, but for some reason,
those charges are dropped. The Navy
wanted Seller out; it holds onto Will
with the clasp of a frantic, dying man.
In all the time Will has sought a dis
charge, from his protestations of his
unacceptable sexuality through his ob
vious confusion and attempted suicide,
the Navy has never assigned him to a
psychiatrist for evaluation or care.
Though they have observed him en
gage in a homosexual act, they have
dropped a charge of sodomy that
might allow him to be discharged.
Since the Navy has become a twilight
zone of senseless contradiction and
callousness, the young seaman has
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ON LIVE!
with Randy Alfred
ALUMNI CLOSET: Is Alma Mater
afraid of her children? Late last year,
author Paul Monette came out to the
Class Notes section of the Yale Alumni
Magazine. When this prompted me
and another grad to do the same, the
Class Secretary clamped down. He ran
oiir notes but left out all mention of
•gay* or 'homosexual.'
Instead, he referred to "the anxiety
that Paul Monette mentioned,” leaving
that to the memories of those readers
who’d caught the original item four
months earlier. When I protested, the
editors wrote back that the Class Notes
was no place for "advocacy."
Surely, a double standard operates
here. Straights reveal far more intimate
details of their lives by announcing the
formation of relationships and the
actual bearing and begetting of off
spring than we gays do by merely
announcing our sexual orientation.
Will Bulldogs cringe or Ivy wither at
the very sound of the word ‘gay’?
The fight goes on, and I urge you
to come out in your alumni notes. As
Monette says, there’s no reason for gay
people to “ drop out of their pasts."
This is something important to share
with old classmates, straight and gay
alike. And if you get edited out of your
past, raise a fuss.
While you’re at it, send a donation
to the gay/lesbian student group at
your college. They need it, and unlike
the crew or glee club, they lack exten
sive fundraising lists. I’ve done this
several times, and one timely contri
bution saved a dance.
And how about gay caucuses at class
reunions?
INTERESTED? Paul Monette and I
will discuss all of the above on The
Gay Life on KSAN, 95 FM, on Sun
day, April 19, at II P.M. We’ll also
talk about Paul’s witty and insightful
new Hollywood novel. The Long Shot,
as well as the author’s own life and
work as a screenwriter.
On April 26, The Gay Life features
Paul Seidler, SFPD liaison to the gay
community, and Elizabeth Kaye,
author of a provocative April New
West piece on why she hates gay men.
CBS (AGAIN): Undeterred by their
failure to win a prize at the Monte
Carlo TV Festival, CBS producers
Grace Diekhaus and George Crile have
put their alleged documentary, “ Gay
Power. Gay Politics,” up for a George

INVESTiyIfiNT NOTES

Foster Peabody Award (a cut above
the Emmies, really, and only a notch
below the Pulitzers).
CBS has reiterated its |x>licy: "W e
do not in any way discourage our
producers from entering their work for
Droadcast awards.” This despite the
National News Council’s decision
branding the show "unfair . . . exag
gerated . . . distorted . . . confusing
snd misleading” and the network’s
‘apology for a breach of our own
jo u rn a listic sta n d a rd s.” Results
April 19.
MAKING A KILLING: Would you go
to a double bill o f Masada and Guyana
Tragedy! Even if it were a benefit
for suicide prevention?
What if they added a short feature
on the Golden Gate Bridge? Just ask
ing. Besides, bridges don’t kill people:
people kill people.
LAW A ARDOR: It’s called A Legal
Guide fo r Lesbian A Gay Couples,
but you should take a look at this
informative book even if you’re single.
For instance, the data on authorizing
a friend to visit you in Intensive Care
or to make medical decisions for you if
you are incapacitated, as well as advice
on child custody, adoptions, artificial
insemination, name changes, funeral
arrangements, and wills are of interest
to singles and couples. Info on rentals
and moving-in agreements will help
roommates whether or not they are
also lovers, and th at’s true in spades
for the section on joint purchase of
real estate.
The book has many xeroxable legal
forms, and it could save you a lot of
visits to a lawyer. It costs $10.95, for
which you’d get only about 11 minutes
worth of advice in a lawyer’s office
these days.
RAPE! Isn’t funny, but lawyers can
be. The state Supreme Court recently
found that “ great bodily injury” oc
curs when a virgin is raped. The attor
ney general’s office, reported the
Chron, claimed that the victim had
“ permanently lost her virginity.”
If it’s not permanently lost, is it just
mislaid?
OZ A ENDS: How about that Chron
headline, "H offm an Sent To Prison in
Old Drug Case” ? Sounds cramped.
Isn’t that cruel and unusual punish
ment? . . . And what’s this about
the CIA recalling its trained assassins
for remedial target practice and smallarms training? Just kidding. (I hope.)

by Lesley Harter
Like most activities in our free
society, individual investors are rarely
spared the necessity of making key de
cisions at critical crossroads in their
money management roles. The fre
quency of the process is bad enough,
the problems are often greatly com
pounded by poorly marked paths and
barely distinguishable signposts.
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A third alternative comes closer to
the investment means of more of us.
They’re that vast army of investment
companies called mutual funds. In
veighed against by many, they have
nevertheless stood the test of time and
criticism, and stand today (our opin
ion, again) as 'formidable money man
agement alternatives, for investors of
every stripe.

Over just the past decade, in fact,
inflation, taxation and resulting other
capricious forces have rendered almost
useless portfolio maps that investors
formerly used in charting long-term in
vestment programs. Portfolio disasters
are a common consequence.
Despite the peril, many investors
mush on, some even managing to do
a credible job. But just as many throw
up their hands in despair. Despite the
increasing importance o f the mission,
they give up the game entirely.
We salute the survivors for their dil
igence and just plain hanging in there.
But, more importantly, we’d like to
point up an alternative idea or two for
those who have wearied o f the chase.
Alternatives that offer a solid prospect
of leading to sound investment results.
Many successful investors learned a
long time ago that “ professionals”
can be engaged to manage their invest
ments. Banks by the dozens fall in this
category and while results range all
over the place, the overall picture has
been a good one.

Critics say they charge too much to
own them. Commissions, often as high
as
(that can be 9 .3 ^ of amount
invested) are stiff, alright. But many
charge less and all have “ breakpoints”
for large volume purchases.
There’s also a one-half of one per
cent management fee (or less), but in
the investment school of hard knocks
one often gets what one pays for. And
these managers, in our judgment, are
worthy of their hire.
Let’s give their virtues equal time.
Among other things, most mutual
fund management companies are large
and powerful. 1'hat means they can
hire powerful professional help to
manage your fund-invested money.
Because of portfolio size, they can also
buy and sell securities at commission
rates vastly lower than the individual
investor pays.

Another choice might be one of the
myriad professional money manage
ment organizations. Many of them are
large and all devote their entire re
sources to investment activities. Again,
results are varied but so many have
recorded at least above average results
they’re worthy o f a closer look by
those private investors who have given
up the go-it-alone route.

But in the final analysis, results are
what count. We suggest, therefore,
that on your own, or with the help of
your friendly neighborhood stock
broker, take a hard, long look at the
investment results of all of the mutual
funds. You’ll probably find one you
like.

Unfortunately, there is a drawback
or two to engaging the " p ro ’s.” First,
nearly all of them have “ minimum”

Ms. Harter is a stockbroker with
Thomson McKinnon Securities, Inc.,
San Francisco.

BELIEVE
RALPH C, PETERSEN

amounts of money they’ll accept for
management. A common starting
point is S500M, a level that precludes
further consideration by many of us.
The “ pro’s” also charge a tidy little
money management fee. One percent
(of assets under management) is a com
mon annual tariff. But this minimal
fee, in our opinion, is an argument for,
not against. If they d o 'a good job,
they may be the biggest bargain in
town.

Invastment Help for
Those Who Need It Most

CÌTT HALL REPORTS

ON CALL
Bay Area Physicians
for Human Rights

TRANSSEXUALISM
The transsexual condition may be
defined as the desire, often overwhelm
ingly compulsive, to be a person of the
gender opposite to one’s biologic anat
omy. The term was originated by Dr.
Harry Benjamin, the creative and hu
manistic physician, who was the first
in the United States to begin serious
consideration and treatment for this
condition. There is historical evidence
that the transsexual state has existed
since ancient times and its manifesta
tions have been present in modern so
ciety for an extended period.
Following thorough physical, hor
monal and psychologic^ evaluation,
diagnosis is determined. Thereafter
treatment is instituted to develop the
sought gender characteristics or to per
suade the individual that gender re
versal is not indicated.
The causes of the transsexual con
dition, when verified, are matters of
much theoretical controversy; for ex
ample early pr pre-natal hormone in
fluences, cross-gender dressing by par
ents who desired a child of the oppo
site sex, and possibly as-yet undiscov
ered inheritance factors are among
these considerations. Presently males
seeking sex reassignment predominate
over females by at least 20 to I. For
anatomic reasons such males present a
less difficult surgical task than do fe
males seeking gender reversal.
How
ever, female to male reassignment has
been satisfactorily performed with
gratifying results to the individuals so
treated.
Hormonal-effected changes, usually
by both injectable and oral substances,
are begun on a regular schedule. Longacting preparations that predominate
in the hormones of the desired sex
are used. Results are experienced al
most immediately, at first psychologi
cally. W ithin weeks, anatomical
changes begin to show in most persons.
Usefully, these treatments are accom
panied by dressing, grooming and
counseling in the newly developed gen
der, whenever the social and work situ
ations permit.
Psychological support by the treat-
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ing physician is essential during this
transition period and should be freely
offered by such professionals. Like
wise the encouragement and acceptance
by the transsexual community forms
an important element of emotional
security. Whenever possible, family
members can provide a much needed
sense of security. Hopefully, with pres
ent day enlightened attitudes toward
sexual variance, employers and fellow
workers may often provide further ac
ceptance. All of these sources of
support are deeply appreciated by the
persons undergoing changing identity.
Rarely is intensive psychiatric man
agement required, and then only in the
presence of psychic disturbances un
related to the sexual adjustment.
After a period of such preparation,
varying from one to two years or more,
the surgical phase of sex reassignment
may be considered. This is complex
and is presently performed satisfac
torily in a number of American cen
ters. Essentially the procedure includes
removal or relocation of the offending
sexual tissues, which are then utilized
in the construction of the reassigned
sex organs. Secondary sexual char
acteristics are also altered, such as
facial and body hair removal in male
transsexuals. Changes are sometimes
made in the facial structures by plastic
surgery. In the female to male reassign
ments, mastectomy (breast removal
with nipple re-implantation) as well as
new hair growth of beard and body
hair are produced by surgery and by
hormonal techniques respectively.
The cost of these transformations
is considerable, ranging from four
thousand dollars upward at the present
time. With careful preparation and
safeguards, the results are generally
satisfying to the patients. Recent trends
in sexual acculturation often make em
ployment and social acceptance poss
ible in the altered gender. In other in
stances, however, geographical reloca
tion of the person with the reassigned
gender has been preferred or necessary.
Referrals
Evaluation and treatment may be
made available by contacting the Bay
Area Physicians for Human Rights,
P.O. Box 14546, San Francisco, Cali
fornia 94114, or by telephoning (415)
673-3189.
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"Hc«d Space” If dcitgacd to help
gay people with pefaoaal iMact by provtdlag Mppofi, advice, aadentaadlag
aad atefal laforauitloa la reepOBac to
rcaden’ letten. The aathon ara coaaected with the Pacific Ceatcr la
Bcfhdey, aad both are therapists la
private practice. Write “ Head Space”
care of Dr. Jim Bohuid. 14M Hopkias,
Betheley 94702, or Dr. Alaa Sable,
2223 Liacola Way, Saa Fraacisco
94122.

Afraid to Age?
Dear Head Space:
I spend a lot o f time worrying about
getting old. It's on m y mind no matter
where I am or what I'm doing. What's
crazy is that I'm ju st going on 28. I've
talked to a fe w counselors lately that
I've run into socially and they say I'm
obsessing and worrying over nothing—
that I am young and attractive and
have a long life ahead, but their re
assurance hasn't helped.
Dear Malcom:
We have a specific suggestion for
dealing with the obsessing and worry
ing, and then we’ll discuss the issue
you bring up in a more general way.
For whatever reason one begins to ob
sess about something, it soon becomes
an habitual way o f thinking—a habit
that’s out o f control, like chain-smok
ing. The most immediate relief will
come from a direct attack on the habit
Try this. Sit down, and, on paper, de
velop a truly pleasant (and possible)
scene—like being on a beach, feeling
the sun and sand, hearing the surf and
sounds of the birds. Whatever place or
situation you choose, describe it in the
greatest possible detail. Practice exper
iencing that scene for a couple of days.
Do it not only when you are resting or
going to sleep, but as you’re walking
places, cooking, cleaning house, doing
all kinds o f things. Get to where you
can call up and experience this positive
scene at will.
Now get a small pad and pencil and
a thick rubber band (this will seem a
little silly, but it works!). Carry the pad
with you wherever you go, and place
the rubber band on your wrist. Every
time you catch yourself obsessing
about age, shout STOP (out loud if
you’re alone, in your mind if you’re
not) and snap the rubber band on your
wrist—hard! Take out the pad and
write down a word that describes some
aspect of your pleasurable fantasy (like
sand, surf, gulls, etc.), then let your
mind call up that pleasurable fantasy
for as long as your activity allows.
Then focus outside yourself on the
things that are going on around you.
Sometimes it helps to say "now 1 am
aware of the . . . traffic around m e/the
people next to me in line/the feel o f the

fog on my face” . . . whatever. Repeat
the process every time you catch your
self obsessing. If you mark the pages
of your notebook with dates, you’ll
notice a definite decrease in those
obsessive thoughts with each day that
passes, and one day you’ll notice that
you haven’t pulled out the pad at all.
Again, it doesn’t matter why you de
veloped the habit of obsessing about
age. The discomfort will go away if
you break the habit. The above tech
nique will definitely work if you stay
with it in a very systematic way. Most
people can unlearn a negative or un
productive thought pattern in one to
two weeks if they implement this ap
proach.
Now, to some broader issues that
your question brings up. It’s imperative
that you get in touch with and ac
cept the realities of being a living
human. In spite of the fact that west
ern culture (note that it’s not just gay
male culture!) runs from these realities,
to be alive means to be aging and to
ultimately die. Think of it—every
beautiful body you see is an aging body
and will one day be nourishing a lawn
somewhere. Somehow we all personal
ize it so much—it’s happening to ME
—rather than maintaining the aware
ness that it’s happening to EVERY
ONE.
Out of this ultimate reality flows a
number of other facts about our ex
istence. To be 28 is to be 28—not
21 or 18 or whatever. If your value of
yourself is rooted in a static image of
what you should look like (what is
beautiful, desirable) then you are def
initely going to experience some
trauma. In effect, your mind might
“ lock into” a particular stage of your
development but your body won’t co
operate. It’ll just keep aging and one
day you’ll have to confront the mirror
—’’Yikes! Look at me!”
The ONLY answer is to begin to
learn how to value other aspects of
yourself than your wrinkle-free face or
flat tummy. There’s a real issue of
psychological self-preservation in this
effort at value change—every time I
say “ That old queen,’’ I’m setting my
self up for a lot of pain and selfhatred down the road. Picture yourself
looking in the mirror and having the
same feelings about YOU that you
have for others. It’s inevitable. It’s
also unnecessary. Your future mental
health depends on the kinds of values
you develop now, and those values
are just as much habit as the obsessive
thoughts you are trying to deal with.
Learn to value those things that don’t
depend on your age—your mind, your
creativity, your social skills, your,
friendships, and o f course your
sexuality.
We have a column developing
around “ Growing old gracefully as a
gay man” —watch for it. In the mean
time, do try the thought change tech
nique suggested above—it works!

(415) 282-0100

For (he recorded truth about this call 415-861-POGO
38 W .ikcr Sircci

J in Boland, Ph.D ., and
Alan Sable, Ph.D.

Sex High
Without Drugs
On Saturday, April 25, from 12:30 to 5:00 p.m., at 18th Street
Services, 4131 18th Street (near Castro) an afternoon workshop
will focus on ways of reaching sexual highs without the use of
drugs, including alcohol. The workshop will consist of a series
of exercises experienced both individually and in pairs that will
aid consciousness during the workshop and later in more explicit
sexual situations. Various awareness, music, touch, massage,
fun, intimacy, play, movement and couple’s exercises will complenient brief discussiotf of how to increase sexual satisfaction,
sexual sensitivity, intensity and sharing and decrease shyness.
Workshop facilitators are Tom Smith, M.D., and Dick Dobbins,
Alcoholism Counselor and MFCC candidate. Both Tom and Dick
have had many years of experience in working with groups and
with sexuality issues. \No fees and no collections will be requested.
Enrollment is limited to the first twenty gay male applicants.
Please wear comfortable clothes and be prepared to get close.
Call 863-8111 for further information.

Massachusetts Demos
Pass G ay Rights Plank
Massachusetts Democrats voiced their
approval for a state gay rights plank
last week, boosting the hopes of gay
civil rights advocates that a non
discrimination bill may pass the state
legislature this session.
At a convention of nearly 3,000
Massachusetts Democrats, the party
state platform was amended by an
overwhelming voice vote to endorse an
end to discrimination against lesbians
and gays and to urge protections nearly
identical to those now pending in the
Massachusetts state legislature.
’’The gay and lesbian population,”
read the plank, “ suffers from a lack o f
social justice in the areas of employ
ment, housing, public accommodation
and the ability to obtain insurance
and mortgages. Laws, granting the gay
community freedom from discrimina
tion, would not endorse or support
any lifestyle. Instead, these mandates
would protect the group that includes
members o f both sexes, of all ages,
and ethnic, religious, racial and econ
omic backgrounds.”
Massachusetts Gay Political Caucus
co-chair David Gearhart, one of the
engineers o f the new plank, said that
supporters of the non-discrimination
statements were stunned at their easy
success.
” 1 had no expectations o f passing
it,” Gearhart said. ” I was as surprised
as anybody. Every single step moved
smoothly. I have much higher hopes
than I did before. It’s been such a sad
six months for us all the way down the
line, which makes me glad to be able to
call with some good news.”
Gearhart said the plank passed as an
amendment after Massachusetts dele
gates were first given a platform by
party officials that ’’anyone from Ron
ald Reagan to Ted Kennedy could run
on .” Gearhart and an alliance of pro
gressive groups, including the Boston
Chapter of the National Organization
for Women, launched a public hearing
on possible amendments aimed at
gamering delegate support for a floor
fight to make the platform more
specific.
Meeting under the name o f Massa
chusetts Coalition of Urban Demo

crats, the group heard presentations on
gay rights, women’s issues, Vietnam
veterans, energy, consumer. Third
World, and anti-budget cutting issues.
The amendments advanced by the coa
lition were then endorsed by Demo
cratic delegates who took the issues to
the floor.
"Elain Noble [former Massachusetts
Representative who is openly gay]
agreed that as a delegate she would
lead the floor fight,” Gearhart ex
plained. “ But it went through just
like that. We think the fact that it
passed is going to help us tremendously
in passing our bills at the state house.’’
Gearhart said two gay rights mea
sures are currently pending before the
Massachusetts legislature, one a broad
non-discrimination law covering all the
categories endorsed by the new plank,
and the second a law prohibiting dis
crimination in state employment. Both
are in committee but may reach a com
mittee vote and floor action by the
end of May.
Representative Barney Franks (DMass.), former sponsor of Massachu
setts gay rights bills and now a fresh
man member of the U.S. Congress,
called the gay plank a recognition of
the role gays play in Massachusetts
Democratic Party politics.
“ It is a recognition of the politi
cal work gay people have already
done,’’ Franks said. "Party platforms,
frankly, are more of an effect than
a cause.”
Franks also said that the new plank
might help Democratic legislators who
are privately sympathetic to non-dis
crimination but who fear a backlash on
a pro-gay vote.
’’Particularly among Democrats,”
Franks said, “ it will give people a little
more political cover. I think it will
help them.”
Massachusetts is the second state
where Democrats have passed a gay
rights plank since the Democratic Na
tional Convention met and endorsed a
national gay rights plank last August.
Shortly after the national convention,
Texas Democrats reversed their posi
tion on a gay rights plank and ap
proved a non-discrimination policy.
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A fter the swearing in ceremonies of
the new Board of Supervisors, we are
all photographed together in a kind of
class picture. Strikingly enough, this
year’s photo held a special message for
me. Though it is surely not the first
and only such photo taken, it has some
features that are new. The San Fran
cisco Board of Supervisors is com
prised of a majority o f women. The
voters of San Francisco have gifted
themselves and the city with a new ship
o f power. That ship is being sailed by
feminist hands. The outifitting of the
vessel is clearly being done by the coali
tions o f Third W orld, lesbians and
gay people, by the crafts and trade
unionists, and by political workers
who have the human aspects of the
city on their minds. The captain of the
ship is a female Mayor who is assisted
by the strength o f women at the helm
o f the legislative arm o f government.
The election o f six women to the
Board o f Supervisors is no small won
der. For that election has changed the
connections that may have existed in
the past, between an all male legis
lative body and the structures that have
affected the laws o f our city. Histori
cally, those structures have been the
business community and some wealthy
families who have supplied the elected
officers, commissioners, and depart
ment heads. Presently, that course has
been altered, even though there must
always remain the opportunity for all
elements of the city to have a hands on
approach to government. Neverthe
less, it is the best opportunity for
women throughout the d ty to become
involved in the decision-making pro
cess and to affect the quality of life
for all our citizens.
An element that is vital to that qua
lity is consumer advocacy. It is impera
tive that during these inflationary
times, local government take the nec
essary steps to insure- that the citi
zenry suffers no anguish from within
the consumer marketplace. Assisted by
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Resignations
(continued fro m fro n t page)
have much experience with the gay
press, and haven’t dealt with the press
for some time.”
While not wanting to Involve her
self in the particulars of the contro
versy, Denise Sudell, news editor of
Boston’s Gay Community News, said,
“ I put enough trust in my reporters”
not to double check every statement,
and that " if it were one of my re
porters, I would stand behind her.’’
Mark Segal, publisher of Philadel
phia’s Gay News, was less hesitant to
offer criticism. “ I think Larry Bush is
one of the most professional and re
sponsible members of the gay press. I
would not go about telling NGTF how
to collect its dues, and I would not
expect them to tell me how to run a
newspaper. When you take on Larry
Bush, you take on the whole gay
press.”
Valeska responded that the letter to
editors “ was not censorship. It was
simply a request for a check. Editors
have the responsibility to check all the
facts.’’ She echoed the language of
the letter, which said that "NGTF is
a fair subject for critical commentary,’’
by saying that “ this late spate of criti
cism has been helpful.”
To the Toklas demand that she and
Brydon resign, Valeska replied, “ I’m
flabbergasted at this bnishfire that has
a tremendous negative focus on the
largest gay civil rights organization in
the country. I think that Alice B.
Toklas as well as others are not aware
of some of the things that have been
going on in the wake of the McCloskey affair. NGTF has taken strong
positive steps to remedy the situation.
“ The thing has gotten out of hand,’’
she continued. “ I don’t know what to
do but focus on the work ahead. . . . I
think we’re playing into the enemy’s
hand by airing our laundry in public.
We pretend no infallibility," but “ if
the attacks against these co-directors
continues, it will cripple our ability to
fight for another few m onths.”
Another part of the Toklas resolu
tion called for NGTF to merge with
the Gay Rights National Lobby,
Lambda Defense Fund, and Gay
Rights Advocates to make one "viable
national organization which it in touch
with the grassroots elements of tiie
larger gay community which they clum
to serve.”

D.A.
(continued from front page)
said he “ could not confirm’’ that
Holmes was an employee of the de
partment.
In another matter. Smith, respond
ing to charges that he had failed to
appoint openly gay attorneys, told the
Stonewall Gay Democratic Club (of
which he is Parliamentarian) that he
had formed a committee to seek out
gay applicants. There are about 10 cur
rent openings for attorneys. Of the IS
lawyers hired by Smith so far, how
ever, only one is openly gay. He began
work March 31, after charges about
an anti-gay bias began to circulate.
The committee met for the first time
last week. Smith said that "the meet
ing has been scheduled for a long
time,” but committee co-chair Duke
Armstrong, President of Concerned
Republicans for Individual Rights, said
that Smith had informally mentioned
such a possible committee a fiew times
over the last four months, and had
only set a definite date the week before.
According to Armstrong, the com
mittee plans to run announcements
seeking gay applicants in local gay
newspapers, and there will be fliers dis
tributed to local law schools.
“ I’m very happy that we held the
meeting,’’ said Smith, “ and I think
we’re making headway. We’re making
headway. This is part of an overall
program. It’s going to continue.’’
But even as Smith took action to
hire openly gay attorneys, there were
reports that he was seeking to mini
mize his involvement in the effort to
the city at Itu-ge. In an interview with
Barbara Taylor of KCBS radio. Smith
said, “ I am not doing anything for
the gay community that I don’t do for
other groups,” and called the com
mittee—which he had made such an
effort to pull together—’’kind of a
loose-knit kind of thing for advice. I
really wouldn't call it a committee, but
you can call it anything you want.”
Armstrong said that during the
meeting, as well. Smith “ tried to dis
tance himself from it (the committee].
That was my impression.”
Smith told the Sentinel that he was
’’not disavowing any connection with
the committee. It’s part of a total out
reach program.”
It appears that Smith’s problems are
far from over. Civil Service hearings
and investigations will go on for weeks.

The good ship San Francisco is
headed into the sun, always seeking
the frontiers of human dignity and the
freedom for which so many desparate
souls have searched. If we recognize
that there are many similarities and
needs that we share and far less differ
ences, then we can keep the ship on its
wondrous course. If we sail close to the
wind and watch for the changes that
will bring the city benefits, we can
serve the best ideals of all San Fran
ciscans.

R eagan Budget Cuts
Endanger VD Clinics

9t dio

T b l Stmtàml

the Consumer Fraud section of the
District Attorney’s office, 1 have called
for hearings and language for a city
ordinance that will establish some
governance over the refund policies of
retail m erchandise establishm ents.
Thus, during busy shopping seasons,
people will not have to worry that pur
chases which are not wanted, are too
small, or don’t suit one’s fancy any
longer, will be accepted upon return to
the establishment. Currently, there
exists no state or local law governing
the refund policies of merchants.
Those complaint-handling organiza
tions like the Better Business Bureau
and the Department o f Consumer
Affairs have stated that they would
have no problem with such legislation.
As chair of the Urban and Consumer
Affairs Committee of the Board, I am
hoping that individuals with concerns
in this field will offer their expertise
and understanding of any such issues
to me and the city.
Most of us take the right of having
restroom facilities available for granted.
However, there are many occasions
when physically challenged/disabled
persons cannot find a convenient rest
room: and bar owners, hotel keepers
won’t allow one to ’’just use the bath
room.” At those times, consumers,
tourists, and other citizens must have
access to facilities. To this end, we
(my office) has sought to provide
hearings on this issue and to draft legis
lation to provide these rightful privi
leges to everyone.

DtckHaalmay
(San Francisco) The Reagan adminis
tration’s intention to cut public health
financing by 25*h and distribute it through bloi± frants td state# opu)4^
severely curtail V P prevention and
treatment programs across the country.
According to Bob Harbridge, mana
ger o f community relations for the Cal
ifornia Venereal Disease C^intrcd Office
in Sacramento, “ everybody is running
scared.” Carla Hines, a director of
the Palo Alto-based American Social
Health, a sort o f American Cancer
Society for venereal disease, told the
Sentinel that if the administration’s
approach is adopted, “ the possibility
of VD clinic closures is severe.”
The administration’s public health
le^slation was introduced in the House
after long delay on April 10 by Repub
lican Representatives Ed Madigan of
Illinois and James Broyhill of North
Carolina. The measure calls for health
care monies to be divided into two
large block grants, one for health serv
ices u d one for preventive medicine,
which includes 10 programs ranging
from rat control to VD control and
prevention. The only program to get
specifically designated for categorical
funding is childhood immunization, a
program the Reagan budget would cut
by 409b.
In block grant funding, each state
would have complete discretion as to
how it would allocate money.
Currently, San Francisco VD pro
grams get funds directly from federal
sources. In a block grant arrangement,
the funds would first go to Sacramento
and then would be dispersed. The Di
rector of Communicable Disease Con
trol o f the San Francisco Department
of Public Health, Dr. Brass, feels that
if funds do end up distributed through
the states, they will be lost for VD
control.
Wendy Wertheimer, a lobbyist for
American Social Health, concurred,
saying that VD “ remains a repugnant
issue and is not politically advantageous
to support. I think it is critical to have
a separate funding mechanism for VD
control,” she said.
Opposition has begun to develop in
the House against the administration’s

approach to health funding. Henry
Waxman, Democrat from Los Angeles,
has introduced the Health Programs
Amendment of 1981, which would au
thorize public health program funding
levels and allocate specific
YD control. A Waxman
a ^ says thiat Waxman’s bill reflects
his strong feeling that VD and tubercu
losis are currently national epidemics,
requiring coordinated national atten
tion through the Center for Disease
Control if they are to be contained.
After hearings on the Waxman bill
April 6 and 7, the aide estimated that
TB and VD control programs have
the best chance of categorical funding
(along with childhood immunization)
though, in his words, “ it’s not a good
chance. People are more interested in
the politics of the block grant than the
substance of the categories. People are
more interested in budgets and num
bers than in preventing disease.”
The administration health bill is ex
pected to be introduced in the Senate
the last week in April, and is expected
to find an even more receptive environ
ment there. Conservative Utah Repub
lican Orrin Hatch heads the Labor and
Resources Committee, the legislation’s
first hurdle. A Hatch aide told the
Sentinel Wednesday that the Senator
believes that if some safeguards for
accountability can be developed, the
“ programs should be given to the
states.’’
Tlie bill may not have clear sailing
even in Senate committee, however.
According to an aide to Edward Ken
nedy, the ranking minority member of
the committee, the Massachusetts Sen
ator considers a lS*h cut in funds for
preventive medicine, including VD pre
vention, “ totally unacceptable,” and
wants to see priorities established even
within block grants.
In a letter to James R. Jones, Chair
of the House Committee on the Bud
get, Mayor Feinstein estimates that the
proposed cut in preventive health serv
ices alone will cost the city SI.I million.
Such a loss will be felt directly by at
least some of the 72,000 patients who
are tested or treated for venereal dis
ease, mostly at the City Venereal
Disease Clinic on Fourth Street. Ac
cording to Brass’ estimate, 6i*i% to
75V* o f that number are gay.

Lesbian Named to
Aging Commission
(San Francisco) Supervisor Carol
Ruth Silver appointed Carole FitzGibbon to the Advisory Council of the
San Francisco Commission on Aging
on March 30, the first time an openly
gay person has been appointed to serve
on that body. Each Supervisor is al
lowed one appointment to7he 22-member Council, with the remainder se
lected by Commission members them
selves.
The Commission on Aging oversees
programs serving senior citizens in the
City and County of San Francisco.
It faces a 9V* budget cut this year

plus the loss of CETA workers, two
facts that will make the work of the
Commission difficult, according to
FitzGibbon. The new appointee, a de
sign engineer, member of the Golden
Gate Business Association, and former
president of the Gay Freedom Day
Parade Committee, feels that she will
be able to raise consciousness about
the needs of gay seniors. “ Up to this
time little interest has been shown in
gay seniors,” she told the Sentinel
yesterday, “ and there are a lot of them
out there."
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A N atu ral from the
School of Heavy-Give

The Russian River is m ore th an ju s t a river...
it's redw ood forests, ocean coastlin e, country roads, bars, discos,
fin e restaurants and new friends.

And RIVER VILLAGE is p a rt of it...

Edward Gatkmann
any years back, when I aug
mented my writing career as a
temporary office worker, I struck up a
good and lasting friendship with my
“ temp” assignment rep. A woman of
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N ovlkofra Surf Theatre chain to
schedule a Stanwyck Film Festival at
the Castro. For the uninitiated, it
would offer revelation upon revelation.
For the already-beholden, it would be
pure bliss.
1 V
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Stephen Savage
hotography as an art form has
been gaining legitimacy for about
the last ten years. During this period,
a number of major galleries have ap
peared on the San Francisco art scene
—Focus, Grapestake, Fraenkel, Ste
phen Wirtz, Camerawork. The newest
addition to this distinguished group is
the Gallery 551, at 551 Haight Street,
in the newly revitalized Haight-Fillmore
section of the city. The gallery, which
opened in February, was founded by
Jim Scrivani, a promising lodhl photog
rapher. and Victor Arimondi, an inter
national fashion photographer, best
known in this country for his work in
Vogue, Harper’s Bazaar and A fter
Dark, and for his book. The Look
o f Men,Arimondi’s work explores the rela
tionship of fantasy and reality—his
figures are dressed in clown costumes
(designed by Arimondi himselO, their
faces are concealed behind masks, and
they are arranged in settings and in
poses which suggest an almost arche
typal relationship to the viewer. Scrivani's work, more reportorial than
fabricated, reflects a deep sensitivity
to the people he meets in his travels.
His portraits of South American peas
ants and children are alive with warmth
and color, though they never attempt
to conceal the poverty which sur
rounds them.
Arimondi and Scrivani plan a series
of shows for 1981, drawing on the
talents of a number of photographers
whose work has impressed them but
who have not yet achieved major suc
cess or had a major show in the Bay
Area. Men in Focus, which opens April
26, includes the work of John Jeorse,
Jim Marx, Fisher Ross, Beatrice Samlowsi and Stephen Savage, as well as
Arimondi and Scrivani. On May 31, a
show called Photographers' Self-Por
traits: Me, M yself and / opens, fol
lowed by Windows on the World,
opening June 28, and Thinking Faces,
opening August 2.
I spoke recently with Arimondi
about his own work and about his
gallery:
Do you consider Gallery 551 to be
a gay gallery?
I never wanted to have a gay gal
lery. 1 don't think art is gay. I think
art is without sexual labels. I had this
label in Sweden, when I was working
on male nudes for my book. The Look
o f Men. It was whispered behind my
back that 1 was gay or that I was doing
gay art. 1 think that’s one of the rea
sons I decided to have a gallery that
wasa’t going to be specifically gay,
even though the majority of the
photographers are gay. T hat's just co
incidence—naturally they meet me
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Barbara Stanwyck
great heaih but perhaps excessive sobri
ety, she e x p r e s é shock when I told
hCT I attended an average o f 10 or 12
movies per month.
"1 just think that’s so frivolous,”
she said. “ It’s a bad way to spend
money.”
"But don’t you ever see a movie?”
I wondered. "How can you avoid it?”
"I never go and I never watch them
on TV,” she answered, "unless it’s
got Barbara Stanwyck in it. In fact, I
moved to California after watching her
in The Big Valley. ”
I was surprised at my friend’s ad
mission, not just for the strength of
her fandom, but for the fact that she
favored Stanwyck and not the more
fashionable Strong Woman icons like
Davis, Hepburn, Crawford and Russell.
1 decided to pay closer attention, and
started catching Stanwyck films that
crept into the repertory cinemas and
the Pacific Film Archives, staying up
late to watch a heavily-edited Ball o f
Fire on the tube.
What my crash course revealed was
one of the finest artists Hollywood ever
proAwed; an actress o f tremendous
economy and feeling, a master o f the
wisecrack and throwaway line, a
woman o f range, subtelty, spunk and
integrity. What a joy to discover that
New York’s Film Society o f Lincoln
Center had elected to spotlight Stan
wyck with a gala tribute this past
Monday, April 13.
more easily since I am gay myself.
That's why I came up with this idea
of having a different show each month.
In that way, we would really prove to
ourselves and to other people that we
don’t just photograph gay subject
matter.
When you and Jim opened the gal
lery, did you plan lo show just your
own work?
No. We really planned from the be
ginning to show our own work and the
work o f other photographers. We both
like photography—we are always look
ing at the work of other photographers

—and we thought it would be stimulat
ing to have other people represented by
the gallery. I wanted to have photog
raphers who weren’t like Avedon,
Penn, Ansel Adams, because then we
would be just like 250 other galleries,
depending on what you call "wellestablished” artists. I felt when 1 first
came to this country, even though I
was established already in Europe, that
in New York I was nobody. So when
I came here, I decided to push the
work o f other photographers. I hope
to go back to Europe with a show of
American photography—to be shown
in Stockholm, Paris, Rome.
Arc you still doing fashion photog
raphy?
Yes. I decided a long time ago that
I didn’t want to starve while 1 waited
for the gallery to get on its feet, so
I work here for I. Magnin, for San
Francisco Magazine, and for Harper’s
Bazaar. I hope eventually that the

gallery will support itself.
Tell me about the upcoming shows.
The first show, which opened in
February, was just Jim and me, be
cause we wanted to introduce our
selves. I had used pictures of clowns
in Vogue, a project I had worked on
for a year. I made^ the costumes my
self. The concept was to prove that
we are into costumes—you might have
a suit to wear downtown, and a leather
jacket for the bar in the evening. So
when I made the costumes, which are
very unisexual, I photographed them
on different men and women, and they
changed with each person and with
each accessory. I made twelve cos
tumes, one for each month of the year,
and I decided to use color Xerox,
because I had done a show already
with color prints, and a show with
Polaroid, and I wanted to try a new
medium. It suited the feeling of the
pictures, because it’s more like the

printing in a book. Jim showed pictures
from South America, color prints, pic
tures he took two years ago in Peru
and Brazil.
The next show, opening April 26,
is called Men in Focus. The title comes
from the working title for my first
book, later changed to The Look o f
Men. 1 decided not to call the show
Nudes or Male Nudes because I thought
that would sound boring, or like every
other show. Then in June, we are doing
Windows on the World. These will be
photographs that have something to do
with window light—whether on the
side, or looking out the window, and
the show will be primarily still lifes.
This will be a nice change from the
male nudes.
And what arc your plans for the
future?
Starting in 1982, we plan to do a
series of one-man shows, every third
week, using the photographers who

have shown here already, plus others.
By then I would hope we will have
reached a point here in San Francisco
where pteople will begin to buy our
prints. We should really be able to sup
port ourselves with our work without
the hassle of having to do this and that
just to pay the rent.
I think our work is very important
if it is honest and truthful—it’s like
a historical register of what the '80s
are all about. Each one of us is actu
ally showing w hat’s going on in the
’8(^. I think it’s important to record
what’s going on here. That’s what
photography is all about. I compare
photographers to the historians of
Rome or Greece. They more or less tell
about the feelings and ideas of their
limes. You can look at the pictures of
Avedon or Penn, and they are pictures
of the '50s. What we are about is to
record the ’80s and then the ’90s, and
that’s where the Gallery 551 is going.

Toward a Liberation Literature

A Lesbian Feminist Looks at
Lesbian and Gay Literature
Jane Gurko
uch contemporary lesbian litera
ture is written from a distinctly
feminist perspective—it openly chal
lenges patriarchal values, particularly
as those values are expressed in a
dominance-submission model of ac
tion. Most contemporary gay male lit
erature, by contrast, does not challenge
patriarchal values in any fundamental
way, even though gay men suffer, as
lesbians do, from patriarchy’s hetero
sexist phallocentrism. The reason for
this may be due to gay male reluc
tance to give up male privilege, or
to a publishing censorship which gay
men need to overcome. Whatever the
reason, many lesbian feminists will be
cautious in their alliance with gay men
until some common challenges to
patriarchy are recognized.
Patriarchal culture is characterized
by a “ sword-and-vessel” mindset
which presupptoses an active and more
powerful agent and a passive and less
powerful object: man-woman, bossworker, colonizer-colonized, humaneanh—all these relationships in patri
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Self-Portrait: "Victor Arimondi"

archy are analogous to fucker-fuckw.
Many lesbian feminists criticize this
mindset and offer instead a nonviolent
way of interacting which presupposes
two equal agents, both active, yet
neither imposing itself on the other.
The image we associate with this model
is the “ lake-on-the-lake.” Such lesbian
feminists consider themselves vessels,
not swords, but full vessels and equal
to all others.
C ontem porary lesbian literature
does not focus on genital sexuality
as a be-all or end-all; nor does it
express any insatiable drive for exclu
sively sexual filfillment. One can find
overt descriptions of love-making in
Adrienne Rich, Olga Broumas, June
Arnold, Bertha Harris and many
others, but they are never the focus of
the poem or the climax of the plot.
They serve to liberate the clitoris from
its thousand-year forced invisibility,
and reveal women’s sexuality as an
active, independent energy. But sex is
generally seen only as part of a larger
involvement, either with the body or
with a relationship or with society.
Certainly the sexual interactions these

authors describe do not use "penetra
tion,” with its connotations of con
quest and possession, as an image.
Similarly, contemporary lesbian lit
erature is struggling to create new
models of social interaction. A high
value is placed on equality, committed
bonding, and a maternal kind of nurturance. Rich writes of "The lover and
the loved/ . . . two women, eye to eye/
measuring each other’s spirit . . .’’ and
Judy Grahn’s lesbians "took care of
each other/the best they knew how/
and of each other’s children,/if they
had any.” Older women are valued for
their experience and beauty, an utterly
revolutionary idea in our culture; as an
example see June Arnold’s descriptions
in Sister Gin of Mamie Carter Wilkerson, the 77-year-old sexual and politi
cal mentor of the 50-year-old meno
pausal protagonist.
Much contemporary lesbian litera-.
ture also values bonding with other op
pressed groups. For most lesbian fem
inists, neither individual solutions nor
simple woman-to-woman relationships
are enough. They see the connection
between their own oppression and that

of all third-world people, the disabled,
the working classes, and the earth it
self. Susan Griffin, Pat Parker, Grahn,
Rich and others speak of the need to
unite across group lines and fight
against a common oppressor—the
sword-and-vessel mindset.
Finally, most contemporary lesbian
feminist writers are intensely con
cerned with language, seeing it as a
major tool of oppression and therefore
a possible tool o f liberation. They uni
versally avoid the masculine generics
(he, his, man, mankind), and most
masculine images (“ thrust,” "seminal”
and so forth), and struggle to create
new images that reveal female realities
hitherto denied or "erased.” Broumas
describes “ decoding” a “ curviform
alphabet” which has been lost, and
Adrienne Rich’s most recent major
work is called "T he Dream of a Com
mon Language.”
Many contemporary gay male au
thors—notably Curzon, Holleran, Isherwood, Kramer, Rechy, Reid, Vidal—
not only do not challenge the dom
inant culture’s sword-and-vessel mindfContinued on page 11)

Tying-in with the homage was Film
Comment’s juicy 15-page “ mid-section
gala,” a series of Valentines by a
team of P C ’s best writers. According
to James McConrt, the lady "could
play it all: melodrama, high comedy,
slapstick and film noir. ” From Cattle
Queen o f Montana (co-starring Jelly
Bean Reagan) to Sorry Wrong Number
and Double Indemnity (a walking
plague in her page-boy blonde wig),
even in soaps like Stella Dallas or
There’s Always Tomorrow (as the
other woman in Fred M acM airay’a
dreary cul-de-sac), "Missy” Stanwyck
lent an aura of pure class. “ She was
a ‘natural’ from the school of heavygive,” McCourt wrote.
Bernard Drew’s interview with Stan
wyck reveals a shy, remarkably modest
lady. " I don’t know why they're hon
oring m e,” she said from her Los
Angeles home. Stanwyck made over 80
movies, from I927’s Broadway Nights
to 1965’s The Night Walker. Her
favorite directors? BlBy Wilder, Frank
Capra, Preston Sturges and William
Wellman. “ The most perfect script I
ever read,” Stanwyck sstid, “ bar none,
was BiUy Wilder and CharBe Brackett’s
for Double Indemnity.
(Step-daughter to Stanwyck: " I
don’t like Chinese Checkers. I’m
bored!” Stanwyck to Step-daughter:
"Ya got anything better t’do7” )
In 1962, at age 55, Stanwyck riled
the Tinseltown bluenoses with her deci
sion to do Walk on the Wild Side.
Loadla Parsons was one of the of
fended. “ Louella called excitedly,”
Stanwyck remembered, “ and said, ’I
heard you’re going to play a madam
and a lesbian,’ and I said, 'Quite a
parlay, eh kid?’ And she said, 'I ’m
shocked.’ And 1 said, ‘What do you
want them to do? Get a real madam
and a real lesbian?’ ”
Privately, Stanwyck is ofte^praised
for her enormous generosity. ^U b a m
HoMcn, grateful stUI for S ta n ^ c k ’s
support during Golden Boy (his 1939
debut), sends roses to the lady each
year on her birthday. The consummate
professional, Stanwyck was always a
favorite of directors: According to
Wilder, "One look at the script and
she knew not only her lines but every
one else’s as well.”
Perhaps the Lincoln Center tribute
and Film Comment will persuade Mel

Forget the Popcorn, Pam the Ennnl:
Italy’s m ad, erratic Michelangelo
Antonioni (R ed Desert, Zabrtskie
Point) will be represented Wednesday,
April 22, when his new film. The
Oberwald Mystery, premieres at Berke
ley’s Pacific Film Archives. Starring
Monka VHtl as a widowed queen in
a script based on Jean Coctean’s The
Two-Headed Eagle. Monica falls for
her would-be assassin. Antonioni shot
and edited Mystery in video, and trans
ferred the work to film. According to
the director, “ The electronic system
[of video] is highly stimulating. When
you approach it, it seems like a game.
They sit you in front of a control
panel full o f levers, and by moving
them you can add or remove color.
It’s a new way of making films . . . of
using color as a narrative, poetic
medium.”
Show times are 7:00 and 9:20 p.m.
The Archives is at 2621 Durant Ave. in
Berkeley, just south of the University
of California campus.
ó ■
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Shameless Scif-Promotioa 43: This
reporter’s profile o f Jod Grey appears
in the current issue of the Advocate.
complete with Grey’s thoughu on his
projected Harvey MUk film bio.

The Best 4 the Brightest: An ap
pearance by Vito RasM, the world
premiere o f a light-hearted film about
the National Gay Rights March, and
an offbeat buffet of foreign entrees
will highlight the Fifth Annual Gay
Film Festival this June.
Sponsored by Frameline, a collective
of gay video-and-filnunakers, the exhi
bition will be housed four nights at the
splendid Castro Theatre, followed by
two nights in the funky but lovable
Roxic. Considering the Mighty Castro’s
usual policy of granting space to gay
films only on a midnight basis, the
new "prime-time” line-up is some
thing of a coup.
Opening the festival on Monday,
June 22 is Greetings From Washing
ton, D.C., A scrapbook-like document
of the October ’79 gay rights march in
the Capital. Rob Epstata (W ord Is
Out), one o f the four filmmakers who
produced Greetings, called hit 30-minute, full-color baby “ a gay travelogue.
It’s upbeat and fast-paced and funny—
like a series of campy old postcards.”
Epstein and Company (Frances
ReM, Greta Schiller and Lacy Winer)
worked in separate crews capturing the
march and the rally, managing to inter
view gay men and women with wellknown national monuments as back
drops. The results, Epsein said, "are
sometimes funny, sometimes poignant,
sometimes right-on.”
Unlike Word Is Out. which wsis
frankly and successfully propagandistic. Greetings is purely “ a gay film
for gay audiences.”
Following Greetings, on Tuesday,
June 23, New York writer and energy
source Vito Russo will give his "Cellu
loid Closet” presentation on gay
imagery in Hollywood movies. Vito’s
book of the same name, long in
gestation at Harper & Row, should
be in circulation to coincide with his
ap(>carance here.
When 1 spoke with Fast Vito last
month, he was thrilled at the oppor
tunity to speak at the Castro. "T here’s
nothing like that theatre anywhere,”
he said. " I t would be an absolute
dream to appear there so close to

w ith cabins, a sw im m ing p oo l, a fu lM iq u o r bar and
soon a hot tub beneath the trees. Serving lunch on weekdays.
brunch on weekends, and d in n e r every night.

Gay Freedom Day.”
Michael Lampkla, a coordinator
for Frameline, said the group hopes to
slate two features per n i^it at the
Castro—except for Vito’s night. Al
ready, a deal has been struck—thanks
to the Netherlands Consulate—to im
port two and possibly three Dutch
films with gay themes. Dear Boys,
based on a novel by Gerard Reve, is
Paal DcLaaaaact’s film o f an older
homosexual writer who regales two
young boyfriends with tales of sado
masochistic fantasy. Another, Twice
a Woman, is George Slaixcr’a study of
a woman (Sweden’s BIM Aadeneoa)
who leaves home, husband (Aathoay
PctfciBa) and chilcfaro to form a lesbian
relationship.
A French feature. We Were One
Mah, is also included. A prize-winner
at the Chicago Film Festival and a re
cent entry at Cannes, it’s an original
story by director PhHtppc Valois o f a
German soldier in World War II who
u wounded and found by a French
farmer. The farmp^ nurses him to
health, the two men fall in love (natch),
but their bond inevitably comes to a
tragic end. (When, I wonder, will gay
screen lovers ever escape the Anna
Karenina syndrome?) Dbector Vallois
will attend the festival.
Frankline’s still in the midst of
booking the festival, and is particularly eager to receive submissions of Super 8
and 16aun shorts. (Deadline for jury
consideration is June 1.) According to
Lumpkin, “ We’ll look at anything:
films by or sdxMit gay people. It needn’t
be a specifically gay film in subject, but
should somehow convey a gay con
sciousness.”

A p a rt o f The River,
a lo t o f the fu n —jo in us!
A Special Place to Be on the Russian River
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Gay Lit
(continued fro m page 10)
set, but in fact' reinforce it in signifi
cant ways.
First, the predominant focus in most
of these authors is sex, an d the cock
itself is King. Its size, hardness,
hsuness, and performance are dis
cussed, celebrated, and described al
most to the exclusion o f other life
realities in page after page o f con
temporary gay male literature. While it
is underiuiajable tbsu gay iisen fed
that the H bààdon o f tb d r sexuality is
of primary importance to them, it is
also understandable that other groups
will not see cock-worship, so central
to patriarchy, as anything piuticularly
revolutionary.
Moreover, much contemporary gay
male literature perpetuates models of
relationship still full of power games,
romantic possessiveness, and inequal
ity. The celebration of youth and con
ventional beauty and the fear o f age
and its loss of "looks” continues to
leave a trail of unnecessary tragedies
across these pages: Holleran’s hero in
Dancer fo r the Dance is a "prisoner of
love,” Lanford Wilson’s aging "Lady
Bright” wails, “ Take me home,” Curzon’s hero in Something You Do in the
Dark briefly ministers to aging cast
offs but does nothing for them per
manently. The fear o f “Father” seems
to operate here to keep gay men from
resolving their conflict between the
need to be independent and the need
to be nurtured.
In politics and in language, gay
male literature presents no real chal
lenge to the dominant culture. One
finds practically no consciousness of
racism, classism, physicalism, or even
sexism. The dramatic focus o f almost
every work we read was on "gay lib
eration” and nothing more, as if that
were the only injusfice worthy o f con
cern. Similarly, we found no under
standing in this literature of the subtle
oppressions built into our language as
an issue. Emilio Cubeiro’s line about
writing poetry—“ it’s quite literally get
ting fucked by letters” —doesn’t take
us much beyond Lawrence or Mailer,
though now it’s the fuckee who is the
writer.
There are striking exceptions to the
patterns we saw in gay male literature.
Wallace Hamilton depicts a very lov
ing, nurturing relationship between a
younger and an older man; James
Baldwin it much more concerned with
love and with black oppression than
with cocks or power; and in non
fiction there is a growing body of
work, particularly that done by radical
faeries, which is truly "radical” in
its critique of patriarchy, phallus-wor
ship, and masculinity.
llie re is hope that the radical ideas
which many men express in non-fic
tion, and which some men practice in
their own lives, will soon find their
way into the imaginative literature of
the community. Until our gay brothers
begin to challenge patriarchal values at
their root, lesbian feminists may well
remain wary of alliances. There has
been enough o f the sword-and-thevessel; it’s time for something different.
This article is a short version o f an
essay prepared by Jane Gurko and
Sally Gearhart, both o f San Francisco
State University.
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the difference.
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The Nautilus System of physical conditioning is
one o f the best ways to define and develop the
strengths o f your muscle structure.
Let our proven 30-minute Nautilus workout
define the difference in your body.
Call us for the Nautilus difference

552-6680.
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The San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus Performing the Works of
TH E LONG SHOT.

BRAHMS
BRUCKNER
LISZT
THOM PSON

By Paul Monette.
Avon Books, 324pp., $5.95.
NO WITNESSES.

By Paul Monette.
Avon Books, III pp., $5.95.

L IS 2 t

Thompson
TESTAM ENT O F FREEDOM

Dick K ram er

SPECIAL G UEST SOLOIST
FOR BRAHMS AND BRUCKNER

MIRIAM
ABRAMOWrrSCH
FRIDAY, APRIL 17
8 PM
FIRST CO NG REG ATIONAL CHURCH
Post at Mason, Near Union Square

Musical Director

A ccom panied
by m em bers
o f th e
B erkeley
Sym phony O rch estra
D onation: $8, $6, $4

FRIDAY, APRIL 24
8 PM
T R IN ITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Gough at Bush, San Francisco

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
8 PM

Unreserved seating within each priced section.
$4 seats unavailable at Trinity Episcopal Church
Tickets Available:
Continental Savings G Loan Assn.
2099 Market. 2 8 55 Diamond, 1409 Haight
Headlines: 1217 Polk, 549 Castro
All BASS Outlets and At The Door
Mail Order:
GGPA
P.O. Box 14665
San Francisco 94114

ST. IG N ATIU S CHURCH
Fulton at Parker, U SF Campus
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otes on Paul Monette:
1. In the "gay literature” sub
genre of the big Eastern establishment
publishing industry, Paul Monette is
this year’s hot property, and he knows
it. Avon’s recent simultaneous publish
ing of his newest novel and his latest
volume of poetry constituted a minor
media event in itself; the glossily
romantic ads for the novel. The Long
Shot, are cropping up in every news
paper, every magazine. There’s a rea
son for all this attention: Monette,
whose previous books have included
Taking Care o f Mrs. Carroll, The Gold
Diggers, and the novelization of Her
zog’s Nosferatu, is the latest in a long
line of American writers to be obsessed
with the movies.
2. The author breezed into town last
weekend to sign books at the Walt
Whitman Bookstore on Sutter Street.
I spent the previous evening with him
at an intimate reception held at the
home of friends. Accompanied by an
ego roughly the size of the state of
Rhode Island, Monette makes no
bones about considering himself a
"quintessentially Californian writer.”
Witty, chatty, garrulous, Monette in
real life casts himself as the bon vivant,
the life of every party, the center of
every circle. He talks the way he writes
—voluminously. He is quick to volun
teer reams of information, including
his income last year ($175,000), most
of which he accumulated from writing
a string of as-yet-unproduced screen
plays. One is called The Hamptons,
which he describes as "an East Coast
Shampoo. ’’ Monette’s idol is Gore
Vidal, whom he privately chides for
being a name-dropper, but somehow
Monette manages to fit the names of
Martha Graham, Marisa Berenson,
Marie-Helene de Rothschild, and
Francois de Menü into the same
comment.
3. Monette lives these days in the
exotic Garden-of-Allah district of Hoi- .
lywood, that magic nexus o f Western
civilization which includes Schwab’s
Drugstore and the Chateau Marmont,
and which is the sine qua non of
fading movieland glamor. His new
novel. The Long Shot, is ripe with
exactly this sort o f territorial lushness.
It’s all about the death o f a big movie
star, and you’ll be able to picture
Sigourney Weaver as his widow, multibillionairess Vivien Cokes, the girl
from the pages of Vogue. Accompany
ing Vivien on an adventure to learn the
mystery of her husband’s death is
Greg, a starving screenwriter and con
venient alter ego for Monette him
self. What’s surprising about this con
fectionary concoction is the depth of
feeling with which it’s written; it’s like
a merger between Jacqueline Susann
and Marcel Proust. There’s a big sub-
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THE WELL OF LONELINESS.

By Radclyf/e Hall.
(New York:Avon, 1981.)
THE UNLIT LAM P.

By Radclyf/e Hall.
(London: Virago, and
New York: Dial, 1981.)
Peg CnilkalwiBk
he Well o f Loneliness owes its
fame more to circumstances than
to intrinsic literary merit. For years it
was the only book about lesbians that
anyone seemed to know of, and after it
was banned in England in 1928, it en
joyed great popularity. If The Well be
came a lesbian classic by default, it has
nevertheless continued to be read. The
cover of the new paperback edition
from Avon—showing a transvestite in
the shadows with a hat pulled down
over her eyes—conveys some of the
stereotypes that lesbian feminist read
ers of The Well have found objec
tionable. Lesbians do not necessarily
see themselves as haunted, mysterious
creatures who want to be men and
think they are damned.
Hall was not writing for a lesbian
audience but rather for heterosexual
readers from whom she wanted to
wring sympathy. Therefore the hero,
Stephen Gordon, is portrayed as a con
genital "invert," one who should be
tolerated by society because she has no
choice but to love her own sex.
During World War I, Stephen be
comes an ambulance driver and falls in
love with another driver, Mary, who
says: "W hat do I care for the world’s
opinion? What do I care for anything
but you, and you just as you are—as
you are, I love you!” Certainly these
words suggest that Stephen is to be
seen as flawed, an outcast.
The Well o f Loneliness is memorable
for its depiction of the Paris lesbian
scene of the 1920s, which still seems to
fascinate lesbians today. Since the
World War I era holds its interest as
a time of strong women (as shown re
cently by the revival of Vera Brittain’s
novel The Testament o f Youth), the
continued popularity o f The Well may
be due partly to its evocation of that
period.
The Unlit Lamp has also been re-
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theme represented by a tell-tale clue: a
volume of Walden inscribed to the
screenwriter but never delivered. Along
the way, the charaaers, unremittingly
introspective, make Thoreau-like dis
coveries about themselves. Peddling
moldy dreams to the rubes is examined
as being a quintessentially Californian
loss of integrity. Although ultimately
there’s too much thinking and too little
action, the novel is a whale of a good
read.
4. Henry David Thoreau also figures
as a character in Monette’s poetry.
N o Witnesses includes poetic mono
logues about Noel Coward, Greta
Garbo, and Edna St. Vincent Millay,
in rich, prose-like portions o f verse
whose nonchalant mix of fact and fic
tion suggest the equivalent o f Doctorow’s achievement in Ragtime. His is
an unmistakably contemporary gay
voice, with the emphasis on the poetry
rather than on the specifics of the sexu
ality. He doesn’t make the mistake of
recklessly rhapsodizing body parts, as
the practitioners of so much of what is
bad about “ gay poetry” do. His poems
are stories, and the unexpected switchbacks that didn’t find thgir way into
his mystery novel are delightfully pres
ent here. In “ The Practice of Arrows,”
he writes:
"Could you kill, you could appraise
the need
not to. You are accessory
to murder each way you relish
the paralysis of land that lacks
moving targets.”
Monette remains a moving target.
5. The author is speculating upon
his current success, late at night, after
the intimate reception atop Telegraph
Hill. “ I’m very busy,” he admits, with
issued recently and is probably now
being read for the first time by a gay
and lesbian audience. The main char
acter, Joan Ogden, lives a dreary
middle-class life. The only appealing
character in her milieu is her governess,
Elizabeth, who grows to love Joan pas
sionately and waits until she is old
enough to escape to Cambridge, a
medical education, and a life shared
with her. But Joan’s nerve fails her
despite a few tentative moves towards
freedom: she allows herself to be
stifled by her demanding, oppressive
mother, whom she nurses. The meta
phor of the title suggests her tragedy.
I find The Unlit Lamp an altogether
more satisfying novel than The Well o f
Loneliness, although its lesbian images
are not completely positive. Psycho
logically it rings true: the risks of les
bian love are too great for some
women, and the pressures of the en
vironment sometimes do destroy love
relationships. What is moving about
the book is its portrayal of an older
woman’s nurturing of the intellect and
emotions of a younger woman, a much
more natural theme than is found in
The Well.
TH E CHRONICLES OF
TORNOR:

By Elizabeth A . Lynn.
(Berkeley Books: New York,
1979, 1979, 1980.)
Mara Keller
n this fantasy triology, the keen,
probing, taut, artistic mind of Eliza
beth Lynn draws us through adven
tures both physical and psychic into a
fuller understanding of human possi
bility. Lynn’s unconventional magical
characters show us a new way of living
where women are the equals, often the
leaders of men; where lesbianism and
homosexuality are freely accepted;
where physical handicaps are no bar
rier to love; where the arts o f fighting
are reserved for defense and for bring
ing peace; and witch crafts are the
powerful extension of sensory capaci
ties far beyond the mundane limits
which routinely confine human sen
sibility.
Lynn’s primary source of inspiration

I

Paul 'Monette
a trace of weariness that belies his
youthful (34-year-old) appearance.
"The time is right. I’d be crazy not
to do it all—the movies, the screen
plays. But I have a lot of serious
novels in me.” He sighs and looks out
over the nighttime bay vista, beyond
the apartment building where Lauren
Bacall lived in Dark Passage, to the
Bay Bridge and the twinkling lights
moving silently across the face of the
dark water. "There are no views in
L .A .,” he says finally.
6. “ How do you like the outfit?”
Monette asks me the next afternoon at
the booksigning, referring to his ex
pensive pink Norma Kamali pants and
matching Right Bank suede shoes.
“ I’m buying everything I ever wanted
right now. Because in five years I won’t
be able to afford any of it.”
7. "There’s too much of you all
dolled up,” a lower class broad who
made a career out o f milking the tinseltown tourists tells heiress Vivien Cokes
on page 160 of The Long Shot. " I ’d
have you just the way you are. Sitting
down over a cup of coffee. Like you
slept in your clothes.”
8. The fact that tongues are wagging
about Monette at all is justification
for his social behavior. There’s a dark
side to Paul Monette buried by his
strict adherence to the chatty Beverly
Hills code o f superficiality. In
Monette’s mind he’s still the starving
poet. For a quintessentially Californian
writer, his fear of “ selling out” sug
gests he’s playing by the East Coast
rules. If i; wasn’t so Califomia-cornball, somebody should tell him to relax,
to mellow out, to go with the flow.
He’s got more than enough talent to be
around for a good long time to come.
is her training in the Defensive Japa
nese martial art o f Aikido, the path of
harmonizing energy. Her primary
characters are the chearis, the dancerwarrior practicioners of this graceful,
gentle and effectrive art. Lynn intro
duces the chearis in Book 1, The
Watchtower where they rescue the peo
ple of Tornor Keep from the warriors
of the North. In Book 2, the chearis
become even more central; they share
the center of interest, action, and signi
ficance with the witches o f Elaih, those
gifted with the psychic skills of pat
terning, inspeaking, fartraveling, fore
seeing, truthsecing and heaUng.
The main character of Book 2, The
Dancers o f Arun is Kerris, a onearmed youth, " a stranger in an outland country” when we first meet him,
who through the love o f his brother
and the teachings of the witches of
Elath overcomes the terrifying fears of
his childhood and moves into a new
life, sustained by joy. Gradually Kerris
has learned; "T he more we know, the
greater grows our understanding of the
chea, and the closer we come to the
heart of harmony, to the order that
underlies and infuses and springs like
breath through all things.”
In Book 3, The Northern Girl we
find yet another time period and set of
characters who share the same lands
and traditions and dretuns of the
chearis and who work to extend their
dream of harmony not only through
out Arun but far beyond its borders as
well. "The land has functioned like an
island . . . It is time now for us . . .
to reach out, to become the heart of
something bigger than ever has been
dreamed of before . . . ”
Each book o f the triology stands
complete in itself, yet together they
build an evolving sense of the androgy
nous. transformation o f personal and
community life from that of continuous
mistrust, agression and warfare toward
that of love, cooperation and peace.
Lynn, who teaches in the Women’s
Studies Program at San Francisco
State University, won the John W.
Campbell Award in 1977 as the best
young writer in Science Fiction/
Fantasy. In 1980 she was acclaimed the
World Fantasy Award winner. Treat
yourself to her fascinating imagination.

PRETENDERS; Extended Play
(Sire Records)
This excellent five-song LP confirms
the fact that last year's sensational
debut was no fluke.
The Pretenders have a hard, biting
tone that vibrates with manic hyper
tension, yet within each of the tightlycontrolled arrangements there’s enough
room for a frail interlude.
“ Message of Love” is a driving item
with some fairly inconsequential lyrics
th a t’s compelling nevertheless for its
irresistable riff and Chrissie Hynde’s
talky vocals. "Talk of the Town” is a
springy ballad with ringing guitar and
Chrissie’s purring sound. "Porcelain”
is probably the album’s most exciting
track . Mostly instrum ental—with
Chrissie’s mysterious slurred-vocal
insert—'it’s a raw-chorded sound that
lurches out, cools down and then
blasts off into space.
“ Cuban Slide” has a Bo Diddley
beat, and Chrissie’s complaints that
she just can’t seem to get the hang of
this dance step don’t impair her
throaty, sobbing sound. Recorded live
in Central Park, “ Precious” is a ram 
b unctious perform ance featuring
Hynde’s pu'nkiest vocals—quite clearly
ennunciated here, as compared to the
somewhat indecipherable version that
appeared on the debut LP.
The band rumbles through a fierce
metallic performance with a number of
complex rhythmic excursions, and
Hynde soars beyond the limitations of
tunes that aren’t quite on a par with
her best work by imbuing each song
with vocal shadings that convey a
probing intensity.

PLASTICS (Island Records)
In a perverse celebration of corpor
ate-controlled technology as society’s
true governing force, this four-man,
one-woman band from Japan hoists
the banner of consumerism to new
heights of absurdity.
Generally m irthful, their goofy
fluttering chatter is hinged to a bom 
bastic splatter of dance floor funk.
Unlike the techno-pop of their Western
counterparts Devo and Talking Heads,
however, the Plastics rarely veer far
from a solid air of frivolity.
In this zany vein, then, “ Diamond
H e a d ,’’ ‘‘P eace,’’ " C a rd s ” and
“ Good” are pun-filled dance numbers
that quiver with go-go pandemonium.
“ P a rk "—the L P’s most melodic
tune—is a dcramy, sinister piece th at’s
sung in a rather straightforw ard
manner.
Elsewhere, though, the Platics’
shrieking gibbergabber dissolves into
the kind of labored irritating buzz one
associates with the dull-witted bluster
of Saturday morning television car
toons—specifically, the abominable
Flinistones. It’s the sort of sound th at’s
never really in-sync because the script
itself never quite makes it as a coverup
for the paucity of plot development.
Though the Plastics are genuinely
clever through half of this farcical
outing, their spastic yapping on the
remaining 50^% not only fails to mask
the bland transparency of the composi
tions but is insufferably, infantile as
well.

KENSINGTON TRAVEL
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O W N E D A N D OPERATED BY A N D FOR
THE GAY C O M M U N IT Y
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SPECIAL ALL CAY TOURS
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS
KENSINGTON TRAVEL, INC
2 3 3 8 MARKET ST.
S.F., CA 94114
(415) 4 3 1 -4 8 8 0

Headquarters for all your
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FRESH DAIRY BUTTER, CREAM AND WHOLE MILK
. . . AA EGGS, DELIVERED FRESH FROM THE
RANCH AND CRACKED BY HAND
. . .WHOLESOME, UNBLEACHED FLOUR
. . . PURE VANILLA

. . .REAL UNADULTERATED CHOCOLATE
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JUST HEAVENLY lYkSTRIES
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COLD CHISEL; East
(Elektra Records)
Though “ Fast" is Cold Chisel’s first
U.S. release, it’s already earned quad
ruple platinum status in their native
Australia. Although it doesn’t seem to
be happening for them here yet, it has
more to do with the politics of airplay
than with the quality of their music—
which is very good, indeed.
This five-piece Aussie band is a
swaggering bundle of casually abrasive
arrogance whose balls-out tunes are
exceptionally well written and (per
formed. In fact. Cold Chisel has more
than enough flesh-hungry horniness
and grudgin'g mean-streak to qualify
for genuine arena-band greatness.
Chief songwriter Don W alker’s
"S tanding On the O utside" and
“ Tomorrow" are tough-minded and
rebellious. Ian Moss’ guitar breaks on
those tunes as well as on the jazzy
"Best Kept Lies,” the Rod Stewart-ish
"M y Turn to Cry" and the rock
abilly “ Star Hotel" are hot stuff.
Jim Barnes' vocals on the aforemen
tioned “ Standing.” the blues-rockin
“ Cheap Wine” and the country-rock
"Khe Sanh” are brash and steamy.
If groups like Journey and Jefferson
Starship can shoot up the charts on the
strength of the uninspiring trash they
continue to produce, then Cold Chisel
—who’re tougher, more intelligent and
equally macho—will eventually make it
into the same commercial bracket, if
not with this album, then definitely
with the another one. Cold Chisel can
headbang with the best of ’em, if need
be, but are versatile enough to avoid
being tyecast. A band to watch out for.
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EXCALIBUR.

Directed by John Boorman.
At the Metro.
Stev* Warren
ome works require a second view
ing before a critic can give an
intelligent opinion of them. When 1 see
Excalibur again 1 may regret some of
the things I’m about to say about it.
If I made a list of the film’s pros
and cons, 1 think there would be more
pros; but it took me a long time to
get into it and I’m not sure whether
the fault was mine or Excalibur’s.
John Boorman has pulled out all the
f-stops in making Excalibur a visual
and visceral experience without recent
parallel, but can we ever completely
trust the director of Exorcist Two—
The Heretic again?
His version of the legend of King
Arthur begins with an exaggerated
sense of self-importance—the photog
raphy too precise, the music too majes
tic, the pomp and pompousness add
ing up to the kind of perfection that
can easily get boring. The battle scenes,
complete with limb lopping, look so
much like those in Monty Python and
the Holy Grail that we want to laugh
as the Pythons conditioned us to do.
Merlin takes a major role in the
story, from arranging the tryst ^ tween Uthor and Igrayne in which
Arthur is conceived, to planting Ex
calibur, “ the sword of power,’’ in the
stone from which Arthur will retrieve
it, to playing “ stage mother’’ in the
early days o f Arthur’s reign.
Nicol Williamson plays Merlin as an
overgrown leprechaun. H e’s out of
synch with everyone else, but a necro
mancer should be; and it’s he who fi
nally loosens things up and keeps the
picture from taking itself too seriously.
For about an hour after the pro
logue the story develops as it did in
Camelof. Arthur marries Guenevere
and creates the round table. Lancelot
becomes A rthur’s most trusted knight
and friend but he and Guenevere make
goo-goo eyes at each other until their
love brings A rthur’s world crashing
down.
As Camelot starts to crumble.
Merlin announces his departure from
this plane, it being “ a time for men.”
Arthur begs him to stay; “ I need you
now more than ever. ” I’d love to know
if it was intentional, this use of Nixon’s
1972 campaign slogan against the de
cline of the metaphor for the Kennedy
years.
But I digress. The triangular situa
tion is resolved somewhat differently
from the musical version, and the last
hour of Excalibur is an almost total
departure. (1 use Camelot for com
parison because that’s the version

Steve Warren
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that’s been here most recently and fre
quently.) Arthur sends his knights on
a quest for the Holy Grail. “ We will
find this grail or die,” they pledge,
and ride away. Not having the foggiest
idea what they’re looking for, they
keep the latter part of their promise.
Two characters featured prominently
herein are Perceval, a squire who re
ceives a “ battlefield commission” and
succeeds Lancelot as head knight; and
Morgana (Morgan Le Fay in other ver
sions), A rthur’s half-sister who tells
Merlin she’s a magician too.
Merlin tests her: “ What is that
root?”
“ M andrake,” the magician replies.
Later she seduces Arthur and begets
Mordred in scenes (hat might have
come from Rosemary's Baby. Mordred
grows up to challenge his father for
the kingdom.
Boorman’s visual style is an im-

possible combination of glitz and grit
that he pulls off amazingly well. Every
thing related to Camelot—from Mer
lin's headgear to Excalibur to the castle
walls—has a reflecting surface; every
thing else is shown with the sort of
grimy detail Richard Lester used in
The Three Muskaieers. Dealing con
stantly with mirrors had to be a night
mare for cinematographer Alex Thom
son; but while they’re constantly re
flecting lights (which could pass for the
sun), I never caught a glimpse of a
camera or other equipment. Setting up
some of the shots must have been a
staggering undertaking.
The lighting is done with-brightly
colored areas in “ real” as well as fan
tasy sequences, the most outrageous
use of this style since Franklin J.
Schaffner’s The War Lord.
Most of the players will be unfam
iliar to American audiences, but the

Written, photographed, ed 'ed,
and directed by Rainer Werner
Fassbinder.
With Hanna Schygulla, Bulle
Ogier, Volker Spengler, and
Eddie Constantine.
At the Cento Cedar Cinema.
Ned Brown

CH ARGE BY PHONE:
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Lancelot swears eternal allegiance to King Arthur In Excalibur a\ the Metro.

TH E T H IR D GENERATION.

Tickets at Qoldan Qata Thaaira Box Olfica, BASS,
TIckatron, B ma|or aganclas.

errorists who play Monopoly and
dote on drag? Computer magnates
who finance left-wing violence? Fass
binder is back with another layered
look at the exotic political mutations
of our very curious times.
West Germany: Winter, ¡979. Be
cause of a recent outbreak of domes
tic tranquility, sales are off in the elec
tronic surveillance business. No prob
lem here for a real pro. To get those
orders pouring in once again, entre
preneur P .J. Lurz (Eddie Constantine)
bankrolls a terrorist group led by
August (Volker Spengler). In short
order bullets are flying, bombs burst
ing, and the money flowing.
August’s radical cell is made up of
Lurz’s secretary Suzanne (Hanna
Schygulla), her husband Edgar, an un
successful com poser (U do Kier),
Rudolf, a record-store clerk in search
of a cause (Harry Baer), Petra, the
restless wife of a banker (Margit Carstensen), Hilde, an academic looking
for action (Bulle Ogier), and Paul, a
mercenary recently returned from
Africa (Raul Gimenez).
Bored children of the bourgeoisie
and the faltering German economic
miracle, they are the “ third genera
tion” of Germans in this century to
dare to disturb the status quo. Or so
they would like to think.
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W INDW ALKER.

Directed by Kieth Merrill.
At the Coliseum.
Sieve Warren
indwalker is photographed in
beatiful color, but it tells its
W
story in strictly black and white terms.
The unusual thing about it—and as
many movies as I see I really appre
ciate anything unusual—is that the dia
logue is all spoken in (presumably au
thentic) Cheyenne and Crow, with
English subtitles.
One would think that a film sensi
tive enough to present Native Ameri
cans speaking their own tongues would
also avoid stereotyping, but Ray Goldrup’s screenplay makes its heroes and
villains quite clear. At the turn of the
19th century, it would have us believe.

e’re supposed to like True West
because it’s come home after a
different production bombed in New
York, where everyone from the pro
ducers to the critics to the audiences
that didn’t come found the play “ too
California” to deal with.
Forget all that. Like it instead—
love it even—because it’s the most
entertaining and comprehensible thing
Sam Shepard has ever written. This is
as far as Shepard can bend in the
direction of commerciality without
losing his uniqueness, but it’s a won
derful compromise.
There may be aspects of his plot and
situations that have been used by Neil
Simon (chiefly in Come Blow Your
H orn and The Odd Couple), but She
pard has his own way o f getting laughs
which would probably not show up in
a 1,000-word thesis on the elements of
hum or.
Two brothers share the staige for
most o f the play. Their mother, whose
house they are in, is in Alaska (a fact
you may miss because it’^mumbled in
the opening line by an actor with his
back to the audience).
Austin (Ebbe Roe Smith) has left his
middle class wife and kids at home and
driven south SOO miles (to b .A .) to
write a script and sell it. Lee (Jim Haynie) is a thief and a heavy drinker who
doesn’t sleep and has lived in the
desert.
While Austin is a babe among the
Hollywood wolves—including pro
ducer Saul Kimmer (Tom Dahlgren)—
forever on the verge o f making a deal
for his script, Lee is a desert fox who
sells Kimmer a story idea of his own as
the process of role reversal begins.
Everything cows Austin, from Lee’s
mildly menacing manner to Kimmer’s
mild mannered menace. He and his
brother have always had a desire to
trade places, but when the time comes
it seems to happen by accident.
The play ambles along toward a
wildly funny climax at “ the time o f
morning when the coyotes kill people’s
cocker spaniels.” One brother makes
great quantities of toast while the
other tries to get D ireaory Assistance
to give him the numbers o f all ten
Melanie Fergusons in Bakersfield (it
plays better than it sounds).
There are other climaxes too, about
as many as in a porno film, as Shepard,
like a savior, leads us through the new
West of the neurotic Hollywood dealmaker, contrasted with the true West
of the last of the rugged individualists,
the spiritual descendant of Kirk Doug
las in Lonely Are the Brave.
Jim Haynie won a well deserved ac
colade from the Bay Area Theater
Critics Circle for his performance as
Lee. He’s a Market Street wino in three
dimensions; the sort of character
usually played on one note in comedy
becomes a symphony here.
Ebbe Roe Smith, the only cast
member not in last year’s Magic Thea
tre production believably etches Austin
as the modern schizo who—perhaps
masochistically—longs to emulate the
person he looks down on. There’s an
analogy here to the people who perse
cute gays because they’re envious of
our freedom.
Tom Dahlgren and Carol McElheney
make as much as they can of the su[>porting characters in the limited time
given them. She is “ M om,” one step
removed from the maternal cliche yet
fully capable of having brought two
such polar opposites as Lee and Austin
into the world (and perhaps her myste
rious trip to Alaska was a quest for
another pole).
The dictates of my profession kept
me from truly enjoying Sam Shepard’s
early plays because I felt compelled to
try to understand them and I don’t like
to work that hard at the theatre; so
while I’m afraid True West could indi
cate that another open space has been
fenced in, I selfishly appreciated being
able to relax and enjoy this cockeyed
masterpiece.
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Fashionable terrorists in Fassbinder’s Third Generation.
Fassbinder’s emphasis skips from
one character to another, producing a
strongly naturalistic effect. His camera
follows the nervous drift of conversa
tion through m onotonously bare
rooms. Television screens flicker;
phonographs and radios hiss in the
background. Sexual encounters among
cell members are chiefly brutal affairs
of domination and submission. There
are no ptolitical discussions. No one
reads books. Compassion for outsiders
hardly exists.
The Game, it appears, is all there is:
Them-Us, Action-Reaction, one bang
ing against the other like those lines of
metal balls on strings.
But without the Game which they
have substituted for bourgeois exist
ence, what is the terrorists’ alternative?
We never learn this. Instead, Fass
binder shows us the Game coming full
circle in a surprisingly traditional way.
“ As long as films are sad, life can
the Crow were degenerate savages
who painted their faces like Kiss and
spent all their time raping Cheyenne
women, while the Cheyenne were
warm and loving, concerned only with
preserving the nuclear family.
That should tell you what audience
Windwalker is aimed at. Though di
rected by Kieth Merrill, the local film
maker who has given us such diverse
but unique works as The Great Amer
ican Cowboy (who’s going to be the
first to revive that in August to co
incide with the Gay Rodeo?) and
Harry's War. Windwalker is released
by Pacific International Enterprises,
known for their family “ wilderness”
epics.
This new picture is true to the genre.
It gives you plenty of time to admire
the Utah landscapes; tame bears and
wolves try to look fierce as they wrestle

be fun,” says the tricky tycoon P.J.
Lurz at the beginning of The Third
Generation. Slyly, Fassbinder has
styled his film as a comedy. (Does
this mean that life is not fun?) In
more than 30 movies he has doled out
“ happy endings” the way Garbo once
dispensed laughs. The farcical reversal
of The Third Generation may not seem
wildly comic, but its rueful irony is
particularly appropriate and enjoyable.
Fassbinder’s central thesis is that
while both government police and ter
rorists claim to act in the name of the
people, only the power brokers profit:
In comparison to the two preced
ing generations understanding is al
most impossible for it seems to me
. that the third terrorist generation
has less in common with its prede
cessors than it has actually with our
society and the oppression this
society exercises to the benefit of
whomever.

playfully with the actors. There’s a
minimum of sex and nudity (midwives
don’t raise a squaw’s buckskin dress
above her knees while she’s in labor)
but as much violence as the PG rating
allows.
Non-Indian Trevor Howard has the
title role, but another voice recites both
his Cheyenne dialogue and English
narration. We see him in flashbacks
as a young man (James Remar) wooing
beautiful Tashina (Serene Hedin). She
gives birth to twin sons, one of whom
is kidnapped by the Crows when
Tashina is killed.
Windwalker tells this story on his
deathbed, still not having completed
his mission of finding his son. He dies
but is reborn so he can finish his task.
(Happy Easter, everybody.) Then the
movie gets silly. Windwalker runs a

British seem to have an unlimited sup
ply of fine performers. Helen Mirren
(Morgana) has been seen here before
and deserves to be seen a lot more.
Nigel Terry (Arthur) could develop
into another Anthony Hopkins but he
has a way to go. Nicholas Cray’s
Lancelot will be remembered—by gay
audiences at least—more for his nude
(sorry, not frontal) scenes than his
acting, but he’s not bad in either de
partment. Paul Geoffrey is an inter
esting Perceval.
Perhaps the most striking thing
about the performances is the way
most of the characters (excepting the
ageless Merlin) age in the course of the
film. Makeup artists Basil Newall,and
Anna Dryhurst deserve special com
mendation for their assistance.
The use of music—Wagner, Orff
and Trevor Jones’ original score—is
often corny and triggered many of my
negative reactions.
Judging from how easily the armor
is penetrated in the battle scenes (and
one love scene!), it makes you wonder
why they bothered to wear all that shit.
If Excalibur is successful, however, I
wouldn’t be surprised to see armor be
come the new “ in” uniform at certain
bars. (They’ve tried everything else!)
Seriously, Hollywood is watching
the returns on Excalibur closely be
cause it’s the first of a spate (that’s
about half a plethora) of movies in the
genre that’s been dubbed “ sword and
sorcery.” If this one makes it the
producers of others ready for release
will breathe easier, and several more
will surely rush into production. Credit
Star Wars with sparking the trend.
Too much about Excalibur is too
good for it to be dismissed lightly. It
also has some definite flaws, but a sec
ond viewing may convince me it’s one
of the year’s best pictures.

Fassbinder believes that it will take
many years to secure full societal jus
tice. His neo-terrorists, on the other
hand, have neither timetables nor
ideals. Their "over-sensitive despair,”
according to Fassbinder, inhibits any
positive use of their intellectual po
tential;
I am convinced they do not know
what they are doing and (he sense of
doing it is in the doing itself, in
the seemingly exciting danger, in the
delusive adventure in this more and
more frighteningly perfect system.
To act in danger but without per
spective, the ecstacy of jidventure
experienced in the absence of ulter
ior motive; this is what motivates
the third generation.

melodramatic gauntlet that ranges
from rolling downhill off his funeral
stand to being attacked by a wolf
pack and a savage bear.
Stalwart Nick Ramus plays Smiling
Wolf, son of Windwalker (please,
God, no sequel!) and his twin brother.
The familiy ties are represented by a
ubiquitous pendant—a family crest or
some such thing—which is rippred from
the neck of the kidnapped child, yet he
still wears it as an adult. (This absurd
ity should leave someone’s face red.
Native American or not.)
There are hints of Indian lore and
legend that would be interesting if we
could sort fact from fiction, but the
overwhelming impression left by
Windwalker comes from its glorifica
tion of the Cheyenne and vilification
of the Crow.

O N E ACT II.

432 Mason Street.
Daniel Curzon
ne Act II is putting on a trio of
interesting plays in its under
ground quarters on Mason Street.
They are well worth catching.
1 particularly enjoyed C.D. Arnold’s
Dinosaurs because Arnold is doing
several things that too many play
wrights, both gay and straight, aren’t
doing these days. The main one is that
Arnold isn’t afraid to take on serious
themes, in this case a quirky love affmr
between a neurasthenic doper (Chris
tian) and an over-the-hill hustler
(Johnny Pole), set in a crummy flat in
the Tenderloin.
Already I can hear some people say
ing: “ Why write about that? Staights
will think we’ll all like that! Besides,
the picture isn’t pretty and we need
good press to counterbalance all the
lies and half-truths and outsiders' mis
representations both past and preseht.”
Well, the fact of the matter is that
Arnold’s play has weight and depth

O

and a rare kind of beauty, largely be
cause of its subject, and also because
the playwright employs (when so few
do these days) the element o f poetry.
That’s right—poetry. His language is
heightened and evocative, transmuting
the grubby surroundings and mundane
desperation into a work that’s both
meaningful and lovely.
I was especially pleased by this play
because so far as I know it’s One Act
Theatre Company’s first mounting of

A M E R IC A N COFFEE.
K ITC H EN DUTY.

Two comedies by Victor Bumbalo.
Through May 9 at Theater
Rhinoceros.
Eric HellmaB
ictor Bumbalo has a good ear for
the fanny line. Two of his short,
one-act comedies, American Coffee

V

arates homosexuals from their families,
from each other, and from humanity
in general. Both of these plays assume
that one is a homosexual before he is
a human being. Both of these plays
celebrate the humor of gays as victims
of our society and culture. But neither
play does much to increase our under
standing of ourselves or our compas
sion for others.

$ 3 0 0

FR O M M A O T O M O Z A R T ISA A C STERN IN C H IN A .

Directed A Produced by Murray
Lerner.
At the GirardelliSquare Cinema

INCL. THREE VISITS AND

Steve W arreii

veryone from Shirley MacLaine to
Dianne Feinstein has been to
(Thina; but despite the lessening of
travel restrictions most o f us will only
make the trip via films and books.
In retrospect the nicest thing about
From Mao to Mozart-Isaac Stem in
China, this year’s Academy Award
winning Best Documentary Feature, is
that while I was watching it I never
once thought, “ Those yellow bastards
would blow us to kingdom come if
they got the chance.” My most mili
tant reflection came on seeing Chinese
athletes work out—that if they ever
enter the Olympics we’re in big trouble.
This account of Isaac Stem’s three
week tour of China in June, 1979
emphasizes the similarities among peo
ple the world over and shows how we
can learn froip our differences, using
music as a universal language.
Stem explains at the outset that the
trip was “ less a concert tour than a
how do you do . . . with music as a
passport.” Likewise, while there are
brief concert sequences in the film,
most of the music heard comes from
classes, where the master violinist of
the western world improves the tech
nique of eastern musicians on his
instrument.
Noting that the Chinese are mecha
nical and soulless in their playing, he
cajoles them into laughing at their own
mistakes and teaches them to add* the
missing passion to their music. They
prove to be remarkably apt pupUs, and
also teach Stem something of the arts
of the East.
The mutual observation of Stem and
his accompanying pianist David Golub
is that children of eight to ten years
play better than those twice their age.
This is explained by the “ Cultural
Revolution” of May 1966, in which
playing or listening to western music
became a criminal offense. Students
who had to give it up at that point had
difficulty resuming their studies with
the initial vigor. Aside from this epi
sode Stem avoids or jokes his way out
of political discussions.
The scenes with students, of which
there are many, present the most
memorable images and set up Stem’s
closing remarks about his “ faith in
music and young people.”
The opening moments of From Mao
to Mozart are filled with redundant
platitudes as East and West meet re
peatedly and “ cultural exchange” be
comes the cliche of the week. But the
pace soon quickens, presenting us with
a variety o f impressions: the Chinese
countryside, so like our own yet so
different; the Peking Opera in training
(now I wish I’d seen them when they
were here); Chinese vaudeville; an
orchestra composed o f Oriental instru
ments playing “ Oh Susannah” and
sounding almost like the Boston Pops;
acrobatic gymnasts and jugglers; and
the frustration of trying to find a good
piano in Shanghai.
Everything is presented straightfor
wardly with no cinematic surprises; the
material stands well on its own. It's
optimistic, it's uplifting; it’s Stem . . .
but joyous.

TANALYSIS
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A Tenderloin affair Is examined in Dinosaurs.
a “ gay play.” An earlier article I
wrote in this paper called for non-gay
theatres to stage more gay plays, the
same way they would stage other as
pects of real life. Fortunately Artistic
Director Peter Tripp agreed with me
and encouraged gay playwrights to
submit their work. Arnold’s is just the
first of several to be staged.
I was likewise glad to see that the
theatre group didn’t put on thrw gay
plays all in one bill and call them Three
Gay Plays, thus ghettoizing gay works
still further.
It’s still very true that most non
gays won’t get within a mile of any
thing “ homosexual,” however artistic,
and so much of the fine work of groups
like Theatre Rhinoceros and Earnest
Players goes ignored (or downright
shunned) by people who need to see
something new on the subject. (They
might actually enjoy it if they weren’t
so uptight.)
Not that everything about Dinosaurs
is perfect. For one thing, I find it hard
to believe that Eric Raddatz as the
would-be Hollywood star (or stud)
would make a living as a male pros
titute, however large his “ pole” is sup
posed to be. I have now heard a read
ing, seen a staged reading, and watched
a production of this play. Maybe one
of these days an actor with a believ
able blend o f rough sexiness and fad
ing good looks will get to play the part.
However, Mike Prusky as Christian
is absolutely terrific; subtle., poignant,
cute. His handling of the monologues
shows masterful timiqg. If he’s the
same actor who played the Fool at (he
Berkeley Shakespeare Festival last
year, my praise for his versatility
knows no end.
I enjoyed the production of Dino
saurs in part, too, I think I should
mention, because it shows gays, al
though not prettily, at least with sym
pathy—from the insider’s point of
view. Recently I saw this same com
pany’s evening of four one-acts in its
American Festival. While the produc
tion values are excellent and the plays
all quite watchable on the whole, 1
couldn’t help feeling annoyed by the
obligatory and apparently indelible
sneers at, put-downs of, and dismissal
of anything gay whenever and wherever
the subject came up. I’ve hardly been
one to call for falsely “ positive” images
of gays in the theatre, and yet 1 dis
tinctly felt like I was back in The
Straight W orld, which seemingly
doesn’t know when it’s being ugly
toward gays. (I dare anyone to portray
a hero or heroine in a modern play
who, as part of his or her character,
puts down Jews or blacks!) Unfortu
nately, homophobia is what the largely
middle-class, middle-aged audience of
the One Act’s main stage got on that
bill.
The other two plays in the current
program with C.D. Arnold’s are en
joyable, although lighter in weight, no
doubt because they sCre comedies.
Arizona Highways shows two sisters
trappred in the desert with their senile
father. Heat acts as the force (hat
causes long-hidden resentments and
revelations to rise to the surface. It's
well acted by Linda D. Powell and
Suzanne Voss.
Eye Exercises is actually a comic
protest about police interference in
private lives, symbolized by the police
character’s rigorous enforcement of a
law about not sleeping oh a park
bench. The play occasionally seems
talky, but its theme should appteal to
anyone who thinks the police need only
the slightest provocation to start a
police state.
Charles Bouvier makes a hot cop,
and Richard Ryan and A1 Perez make
colorful “ victims.”
Perhaps more bite in the play or a
less cartoonish staging would make the
theme seem as important on the stage
as it is in life.

and Kitchen Duty, are currently being
produced at the Theater Rhinoceros.
Both plays are full of wit and both
guarantee, to varying degrees, a series
of honest laughs.
However, despite the fun, Bumbalo’s
comedy never really goes below the
surface. The laughter never pushes us
to a deeper understanding of the play
wright’s homosexual themes and gay
characters. Bumbalo avoids the com
plexities o f real human drama and,
instead, settles for the hearty chifckles
o f a situation-comedy.
American Coffee might aptly be
viewed as a “ gay segment” from
Norman Lear’s “ All in the Family.”
A middle-aged, lower middle class,
Italian couple, Connie and Johnny, sit
in their all-American kitchen, unable
to sleep and drinking coffee the night
before their daughter’s wedding.
Connie reveals that their gay son
(and his hunky lover) are now sleeping,
having unexpectedly arrived for the
next day’s celebration. The parents’
worries increase as their caffein quo
tients surge. Johnny “ knows” that his
fairy son will insist on dancing with
his “ blonde bombshell” boyfriend at
the reception. And Johnny “ knows”
that grandma will surely have a heart
attack.
As the fast-paced and often hilarious
dialogue develops, Johnny (superbly
played by Nello Carlini) emerges as the
villain (a macho dad, emotionally and
physically absent during the boy’s
youth, and now ready to pour sleeping
pills into his son’s pre-wedding coffee).
Connie is revealed as the saint of
deeper, feminine understanding. After
all, she’s been phoning her son in L.A.
twice a month for the past several years.
Yes, this play is funny. But so are
Edith and Archie. We learn little about
the father’s love for his son or his fear
o f homosexuality. Johnny’s main
motivation (and it makes for good oneliners) is the prevention of potential
embarrassment.
Connie (played unevenly by Maggie
Sutherland) is a similar, one-dimen
sional stereotype. The play ends with
her rather overly valiant defense of
the son’s right to attend the wedding.
This human imperative is somehow
tied to Connie’s passion for twice
weekly bingo games—her only escape
from the drudgeries of domestic life.
Similar to Johnny, we learn little of
the mother’s anger or guilt or love.
The point is this; although American
Coffee is genuinely amusing, it tells us
nothing more than we knew before ar
riving. And perhaps more damagingly,
it reinforces a simplistic view of our
parents, ourselves, and the tangle of
emotions and deceits (hat binds a fam
ily together.
Kitchen Duty is similar in its failure.
This time the parents are replaced by
three live gays. Michael (Valentine
Hooven) is a wimpy, somewhat embar
rassed sadist for the evening (his closet
offers a wide range of alternative gay
costumes). Bob (Michael DeMartini)
is his cute, playful, and not too exper
ienced slave for the night. And Gary
(Thomas-Mark), is Bob’s recently ex
boyfriend and a very proper Manhat
tan sophisticate.
Through a series of mishaps, all
three men end up in the same apart
ment, and although the humor pales,
the play attempts to celebrate the vari
ous shades of homosexual stereotype.
The lonely sadist, the eternal child, and
the up-tight professional all collide in
a variety of verbal assaults. Kitchen
Duty ends with a somewhat tender
appeal f o r ' warmth, gentleness, and
basic human love.
American Coffee and Kitchen D uty
may force the viewer to question the
validity o f “ gay” art or “ gay” theatre.
There’s art and there’s theatre and they
may or may not deal with gay themes
or gay characters. Both of these plays
are written from a perspective that sep

no appointment
necessary
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Savage Photography
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EXIT T H E M AIDS.

Lilith.
A t the People's Theater Coalition
and Julia Morgan Theatre.
Sue Zemel

Sundays Chicken BBQ 5-Ö pm

xit the Maids, Lilith’s newest pro
duction about the lives of women
E
who work in domestic services, did not
leave me swept off my feet as has
most of this exciting women’s theatre
group’s past work.
Missing from the ambitious produc
tion is a kind of focused energy—a
clarity of purpose and presentation
that has been apparent in other Lilith
pieces.
An entertaining evening nonetheless,
this musical comedy, done in a style
similar to that of the San Francisco
Mime Troupe, seemed a bit disjointed
and in need of some polishing.
At times the dialogue sounded stihed,
and the plot felt forced. However, the
play raises important political issues
in a palpable and personal way—which
continues to be Lilith’s forte.
Exit the Maids touches on the con
cerns of all working women—i.e.,
what it’s like to work low paying,
dead-end jobs, receive no benefits,
and after an eight-hour day have to
work a second non-paying job in the
home.
The play’s action specifically centers
around the Hotel and Restaurant
(Continued on back page)
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ORIGINAL
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meets in the U P P E R R O O M of
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2299 Market Street
where SIX T E E N T H and N O E STR E E T S meet.
P.O. Box 42723, San Francisco 94101
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Pastor: Rev. Skip Anderson
Phone: 861-1849
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Herbst Theatre.
April ¡7-18, 24-25.
Renee Renouf
y exposure and acquaintance
with Penelope Johnson goes
back to the time when she was a teen
age Lagios, just having departed from
Ballet Celeste and doing floor stretch
ing exercises at the studio o f Mme.
Tatiana Svetlanova. The inquiring and
studying qualities in her eyes have
never changed, and it is as if she is
thinking visually. Whether she was
silent or expostulating as only Penelope
can, she always was questioning, and
the questions fell hardest on Penelope
herself. The end result of it is that
over the years Penelope has built a
strong sense of personal responsibility
and, more than any choreographer/
director, desires not to lay trips on
dancers. This admirable self-assessment
and personal demand carries with it the
desire and expectation that her dancers
and associates will return the favor. By
and large they do, and the result may
very well be the intangible quality
which lurks around thé productions
San Francisco Dance Theatre will dis
play at Herbst this and next weekend.
That personal demand of Penelope
forms a climate where love can exist
and can be nurtured. 'T think there
are a great number of statements being
made about love in the pieces this
spring season,” she commented to me.
" It's at a variety of levels, and there is
a section for the men in Charles Per
rier’s piece, ‘Two by Four’ which pro
vides a glimpse of what intimacy and
affection can exist between tw o men.
It’s a picture of what the best be
tween men can be. And I’m proud (hat
there is sufficient intimacy in pur com
pany structure to provWejbis^’
Drawing on her eiprette, Penelope
turned her large eyes to me and with
widened fingers said to me, " I think
it’s the company size that permits this.
My ideal of the Joffrey company was
when 1 first saw it. It was fourteen
dancers, and there was a feeling there
that I’ll always remember That was the
Joffrey for me. Then they got bigger
and grander, and that feeling was
gone.”
I pointed out to her that ballet was
not created necessarily to be intimate,
but was rather a reflection o f a very
grand scale of life and set of assump
tions. It wasn’t really created with the
idea of intimacy.
" I know, just like I know„about how
company styles differ. When I joined
San Francisco Ballet, I knew my style
and Lew’s choreography didn’t mesh.”
She smiled and then said. "B ut there
was always a sympathy there, and now
his son, Chris, is conducting for us.
I find him an utter delight to work
with. He came to me through Earl
Bernard Murray, who used to conduct
for San Francisco Ballet. When he was
in the office, he looked at me and I
knew I was familiar. I told him, ‘Yes,
you know me because 1 danced Swanhilda in Coppelia the only time Ballet
Celeste ever pierformed in Stem Grovel’
The combination of the memory and
the pleasure of having Chris Christen
sen around made her smile like an
innocent bacchante.
“ You might mention that there’s
a lot of dancing for the men in these
programs, except in Jean-Paul Comelin’s Daughters o f Mourning, based
on Lorca’s House o f Bernardo Alba.
I guess I’ve always had more than my
share of sympathy for men—I used to
sneak in and take Vilzak’s men’s class
—Vilzak would arrange to have me

M

take them. I loved it. To dream of
having your own company and direct
ing it requires a strong drive, and I
guess taking those men’s classes was
an early manifestation of that.
“ In addition to Jean-Paul’s piece,
and Charles' ballet, Sheri Gaia has
created ‘Flight of Innocence’ for us
and I’m doing the adagio from Ravel’s
Concerto in G. It’s one of those usual
Penelope lyrical, romantic jobs,” she
explained with a touch of rue in her
voice. ” I have done it for seven people;
Susan Magno was once that seventh,
now it is Joey Levinson. It works well
on either, which says something about
the creative and interpretive capacities.
"W e’re changing and growing. I
have to be careful about where and
when I assess our ‘product’ and where
feelings are in the company, in a given
dancer. Where the feeling is, and the
technique is coming in a dancer, I feel

absolutely great. Not every choreog
rapher or director wants or needs it.
Maybe I fly in the face of grandeur,
but that’s where I am .”
It’s obvious that dance for Penelope
has a conceptual grandeur which is not
limited to bodies or companies. It’s
this concept which provides her with a
means of operating which is exact tech
nically but personally both firm and
flexible. It is admirable personally, al
though its quality theatrically does
take on a slower pace than the easy
extroversion of many of the larger
companies.
Whatever she does, Penelope makes
sure there is that quality which keeps
her and those of us in the audience
who And her so admirable looking.
And as we go looking we are Finding
more than just dance. I’ll leave it up
to you to decide it is whpt you’ve
found.

THE EARTHLY COMPANY.

Victoria Theatre.
April 10-12, ¡7-18,23-25.
Renee Renouf
heri Gaia’s press and professional
credits read very impressively, and
her Board of Directors speaks well of
her organizational sagacity. Having
seen Falco’s company recently, and
what Jiri Kylian has gotten from the
dancers of Nederlands Danse Theatre,
it’s understandable to expect a lot.
What was seen, therefore, was surpris
ing, since she has worked with both.
The Victoria Theatre is particularly
demanding on performers, and partic
ularly felicitous to Spanish dance.
There you want to see every little flick
of the finger and sideways look of the
exponent. It obviously also works for
straight drama where actors are ex
pected to stand up and deliver. The
stage is not so deep, however, that it

S

provides the division from the audi
ence of the usual proscenium arch.
And unless the technique is superb,
flaws are going to be mercilessly evi
dent, and unwarrantly-long pieces lose
one’s attention.
The three male dancers of the com
pany—Kevin Kelly, Steve Cates and
Fabio Quintero—came off best among
the six dancers seen at a matinee. They
are lean, and their bodies are en
hanced by stretch fabric. They provide
not only a foil for the women, but
have enough technique to make a
positive impression.
I wish I could say i was genuinely
impressed by Ms. Gaia’s choreography,
but my initial exposure is not terribly
felicitous. One reason may be due to
the length of the music, or her in
ability to cut it to accommodate to her
dancers’ breathing, which rasped
through the auditorium above the
soundtrack of the various scores. This
(Continued on backpage)
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953 NATOMA
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THE
JAGUAR
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

DAN
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COUPON'

K IM ’S

Chinese Cuisine
Szechuan & Hunan Style

U

4 0 6 8 18th St. (Castro)
10% OFF
W ITH COUPON

I

I______________________C O U P O N

626-1950
O N E C O U PO N
PER PARTY
PER VISIT

9:00 until Dawn

THEN SATURDAY OR SUNDAY POOLSIDE PARTY AT THE DRUMMER KEY CLUB INCLUDED

130 BUSH STREET
S A N FRANCISCO. C A U fW N IA 9A 104
TELEPHONE (41B) 981-391B
(4 0 8 1 8 2 9 -1 8 0 6

Lunch • Dinner
Tuesday-Sunday
11:30 A M - I I : 0 0 PM

_

A Private Membership Club • 1157 Post Street, San Francisco, 94109 • (415) 771-1300

BOOK STORE OPEN 11AM TO 2AM
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At th e d o o r H 2

Ticket includes co p y of new DRUMMER (3.50), Bottle HEAD arom a (*6),
Freebies and discount tickets (H 5). Available at DRUMMASTER and
DRUMMER KEY CLUB, Folsom at Eleventh plus HEADLINES Stores,
ALL AMERICAN BOY. JAGUAR. MR. S. LEATHERS.
Ticket sales lim ited to capacity. Im m ediate admission guaranteed with pre-sale ticket.
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PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP CLUB OPEN 11AM TO 4AM
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
PHONE: 863-4777
4052 18TH STREET SAN FRANCISCO

OFEN A l ASKET
i'J TCRK ST '
\ CA
NEW TO SAN FRANCISCO
Looking for lover lor old fashion rela
tionship. I'm 26, Br/Bl 5’10"-190. Stable
& secure— you under 35 strt apr. Down
to earth, honest & sincere. Call eve
discreetll Tad, 282-3665._____________

COUPON

Sit on my big deck! Sunning alone Is
no fun. Share some rays with a hot tan
freak. Grab your speedo! Tom 567-8484

I .D .R E Q U IIIE D

THE RED QUEEN SAYS:
A sign in the heavens. Butch gods
will rain down fire, then shrivel In
their sanctuaries. We re-create our
selves like a phoenix In the age's
ashes.___________________________ _
GWM 36, wants to meet established
prof man same age or older. I love
traveling, outdrs, water. Considered
good looking, humorous, discreet. Ben
c/o Box 297, Forestville, CA 95436.
_
MANLY r u n n e r ”
Imaginative sensuous ¡over sks same
5'9" 148# 33 Call me David 664-2609

Do You Like Dates?
BULK SUPPLIES FOR
Birds • Dogs • Cats • Fish
GROOMING
All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
209A Sanchez at Market
San Francisco 94114
(415)431-0969

New Chiropractor
Joins Staff

Attractive and sensitive 23-year-old
GWM would like to meet same 19 to 26
for good times, friendship and sex.
Why do I have an ad here? I may not
get to meet you in a bar. I like shy men
who enjoy movies, camping and cud
dling. Send letter with picture to JB,
275 Eureka St., SF 94114 .Thanksl
i'm lonely, age 22, I have no family or
relatives. Would like to be adopted.
Seeking companion & correspondence.
Any & all concerned. Would be deeply
appreciated. Thanking you In all sincer
ity, one Lost Sheep. Nicholas Shabareck
A-053701, PO box 1449 C-221-B, Home
stead, Florida 33030.
____

SKCIAL PLACeS FOR SPCCIAL PfOPtf"
for <
LMIa TMioa or orsrv>»#y '■ loeoriiacitiff «on Frmeoeo.
a your 9 «cial ttmaa wameraMa in
i
anvwonmants wa'ea eroatad Rial td# vow.

Psychic readings by appt. lOam-IOpm.
Gay marriages by Rev. Dan, 661-5617.

G e t V D ...

• Frrrasa SaacR

b e fo re
it g e ts you.
San Francisco t

4 9 5 - OGOD!
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Group - Individual - Couples
Hours By Appt.

CorttMwMf «ha iradilra*« o< aacaNanca oWarad toy * a
■ntimaeaf ura#aanha«aH AM 102 reams waâwMe #rw a*
bath cotor saiaaiwan anO Owoci
ptionaa

RONALD D. LEE, MSW
Psychotherapy & Counseling

• C A B nS 8t ROOMS
a h e a t e d POOL

3991-17fh Street, San Francisco 94114
TELEPHONES:

• HOT TUB

• PRIVATE SUHDECK
a f ir e s id e LOUHGE
• GAME ROOM

Day - 55S-4801
Day/Night - 626-3357

Dr. Lowell Houser is pleased to
announce that Dr. Rick Pettit, 34.
originally of Frederick, Maryland,
has associated with him in the
practice of Chiropractic in offices
at 13 36 Polk Street, near Pine, in
San Francisco. Dr. Pettit, a 1979
graduate of the Los Angeles
College of Chiropractic, is a
m em ber of local and stale
professional organizations, as
well as the National Nutrition and
Sports Medicine (Councils of the
Am erican Chiropractic Associa
tion. Appointments with Dr. Pettit
m ay be scheduled thru the office
m anager, Glenn Schmoll, at
673-8333.
— PAID ADVERTISEMENT —

w/FOOLTKBLB

• 3 BLOCKS FROM
DOWITOWM

• FREE COHTIHEHXAL
BIEJIX»ST

FRED B. ROSENBERG
Attorney

(707)869^333
HOSTS: B il l . S t s v b B JO HN

3363 Mission Street
San Francisco, C A . 94110
415/647-8000
Immigration

1AOOO WOODLAND DR.
P .O . BOX 3 A 6
GUKRNKVILLC. C A 9 S 4 A 6

Criminal Defense
Domestic Situations

PERFECT FR MARKET/CASTRO
Lean back & watch It get super done by
nice guy with hot, hot mouth. 5'11",
160#, blond. Gary 8634479. Supe pumpjobs tor pipe, cigar smokers, couples.

OPENAIARKET

M odels/E scorts
Blond Blue-eyed hunk, out only. Call
8-11 PM. (415) 563-1591.

OFENAIARKET

Style 1
Newly renovated 6-rm flat, Victorian,
cpts., drapes, stv. & refrIg. included.
$800. Call 000-0000, eves.

Name.
Api. #_

Street.

Style 2

State.

City__

-

Zip.

BOLD CAPS
30 u n its p e r line
FOR SALE
1970 FORO MUSTANG, EXC. COND.
PHONE 000-0000 AFTER 6 PM.

A Natural
HANDSOME, MASCUUNE YOUNG MAN
INTO THE OUTDOORS. AL— 776-9996.
$20— Hot defined jock, hung nice, 6'1” ,
170. Massage, etc. Bill (415) 441-1054.
Paul— Muscle Man—928-0135.
MUSCULAR, HUNG 4 HOT!
BRAD (415)921-2928_______

How do you spell relief?

Esalen style massage. $15 an hour.
Mon.-Frl. 7 PM-12 AM. In only. Eugene
566-5123. Good parking. Non-sexual.
Bodywork relieves stress and tension.
Swedish, Shiatsu & neuro-muscular
bodywork by licensed masseur, Richard
Professional, nonsexual 9-9 621-0270.
Sensual, healing, authentic, wonderful,
deep-muscle massage. Out only. Bay or
Russian Rv area, $30/hr (415) 285-4374.
COMPLETE BODY MASSAGE
5th YR. AARON 626-1908
M aasam for body/mind/spirit; for rejuvtfriaUdn and enhancement of one's
life. Cefttfled. 824-5993, Steve.________
Mascullne/clean-cut man, 32, blond &
blue eyes offers relaxing massage ex
perience. 24-Hrs. No App't. needed.
$30 ln/$40 0-It. Dan: (415) 382-1266.
Esalen/Shlatsu massage by certified
masseur. In only, weekdays after 10am.
$20/hr. Nonsexual.
BRIAN—621-1596
BIk mature prof man for best legit,
relaxing massage til 11 pm. 776-9972.

Mid-size Type

Expiration D a t e ___________ _

24 u n its p e r line

Signature______

Expert Housecieaning.
Experienced, Reliable, Refs.
(000) 000-0000

Style 4

Large Type
18 u n its p er lin e

Complete Massage
In/Out, Reasonable
( 000)

Include Area Code in ALL telephone numbers in ads.
Payment must accompany orders for classified ads. Make
check or money order payable to: The Sentinel.
Do not send cash. Classified ads may also be placed in perspn.

o 0 T u in 0 i

Account No.______________

Style 3

000-0000

Number of lines

__

Style 1,1st line $4.00
Each add'l line $2.50
Style 2,1st line $5.00
Each add’l line $3.50

(with my signature I certify that I am over 18 years of age)

START

Style 1

Style 2

Style 3

The S en tin el reserves th e right to re je ct, in w ho le or in part, any ad ver
tis e m e n t w hich it d e te rm in e s to be o b je c tio n a b le in a p p ea ran ce ,
c h arac ter, w ording, or to be in c o n siste n t w ith the b est in te res t and/or
policy of the S en tin el.

Style 4

Style 4,1st line $8.00
Each add’l line $6.00
TOTAL Enclosed

$_

Explore 14 acres ol redwoods,
m eadow s, gardens and beach
D iscover nearby coastal parks
and fam ous wineries.

I ' 1 hours/rom San Francisco.

(707)869-0656

Moving Sale

Jobs on eced
Salespersons wanted for SF wholesale
distribution co. Phone experience nec
essary. Excellent growth potential,
good salary & benefits. Call 431-7474—
ask tor Victor Schmid._______________
EXPERIENCED TYPIST/RECEPTtONIST
W ANTED F/T. Good benefits, friendly
atmosphere, advancement opportunltles. Call for Interview, 431-7474.
«.
OPPORTUNITY FOR CREATIVE STYL
IST W ITH FOLLOWING TO JOIN CON
TEMPORARY SALON W /FRINGE BEN
EFITS. UNION ST. SHOP. (415) 567-2909
__________ ASK FOR PAUL.__________
General housekeepers, ref. req. Please
call 5p.m.-7p.m. ask for Peter or Frank
552-1964. exp, only.__________________
A p plications accepted for Bulldog
Baths personnel. Apply Mondays 3-5
pm. 132 Turk Si. Rets chkd.___________

POLICE OFFICER - SFPD
S 170 2'm on th (entrance) SF residency
required N o special priKessinjc for
lesbians KJy men

Gay Outreach Program I 4 I S I

7 7 5 t(XX)

ADVERTISING
ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE
Experienced advertising sales
person desired for full-time
position that includes the servicing
of display and classified accounts.
Resumes: Advertising Dept,
c/o The Sentinel
1042 Howard Street
EOE
San Francisco 94103

R oom m ates
Quiet, gay businessman, 30, seeking 2
bedroom flat to share with one other
quiet professional man. 456-5111 Jim.
1 ptiy furn bdrm avail to share—
washr/dryr, 40's, near Grove & Hopkins
Sts. Berkeley $175 Wm James TTY
527-9683—voice, 656-8782 eves.
Quiet gay businessman. 35, seeking one
other quiet professional man to share
a 2-bedroom house. 6 2 1-4317, Stephan.
Non-smoker 37 seeks same to share
2-bedroom house In Marin country
setting. $200 mo. Call pm, 472-6988.
Share Victorian Flat.
Own bedroom & bath, responsible adult
45 or older, gainfully employed w/m
no drugs. $200, utils Incl.
563-3957 aft 5 PM.
SHORT TERM SHARE RENTAL
Rent my bedroom & share 2 bdrm condo
with my roommate (26, G/w/m) while I
am out of town 2 months. Completely
furnished & located on Twin Peaks—
available approx. Apr. 28— $250/mo.
CaM Larry^r Patrick, 626-7129 aft 7.

T io v d
PALM SPRINGS
A gay resort hotel, pool, jacuzzl.
Walled-in for privacy In heart of PS.
An Old Friend, 1830 Racquet Club Road
Palm Springs 92262 (714) 320-2263

285-9846

Beautiful Plants, large & small; Graas
floor m ats— 10« sq. ft. & MIsc. items.
Sat.-Sun. 10-6. 174 B Graystone Ter.
621-7618.___________________________
Harley-Davidson, 1979 FLH classic with
sidecar, 8000 mi. Excl. cond. stock
$7500. Michael (415)665-8489.________

VICTORIAN HOUSE NR. PANHANDLE
Fml Iv rm, dn rm w fp, 4 bdrma, study w
fp, full garage w genie, 2 kitchens, 2
bathe, garden levolors thruout. $975 mo.
Call Ron 955-9204 days, 864-4528 nta.
BUENA VISTA DELIGHT
Spacious 2-bdrm Vic flat In quiet bldg.
Gallery staircase, butlers pantry, deck,
charming garden, Ige closets, ex trans.
$700 mo Incia utlls-no pets, only re
sponsible proMoc. refs. Suits 1-2 pers.
Avail now. Call 861-3097._____________
HUGE VICTORIAN F L A T -$ 7S 0
3-4 br renovated, garage, light, privacy,
marble fpis, real SF 563-7131._________
Beautiful 1 bdrm, sleeping loft, hu{|e
kitchen, fireplace, nu-dec. $360/mo
(la t, last, $200 sec). Haight nr Octavla
864-3983.___________________________
$425, Vic flat, bemnt, mbi fp, hdwd fir,
rugs req, 2 br, mod kit, 1st mo, sec dep,
ref. Bush St. 922-1561,1568 eve, wknda.
$170-$250 New Fum Studios 474-1721.
APARTMENTS W ITH GYM
Enjoy sundeck, full gym, spa with your
Studio Apt. near Polk St. $215-$235.
Call 928-7907 after 7 p.m. or Wknds.
MAUI BEACHFRONT
LUXURY 2BRA2BA RESORT CONDO
NR W AILEA. POOL, FULLY FURN.
AEK, STEP OUT TO BEAUTIFUL
BEACH. CLOSE TO SHOPS, GOLF,
TENNIS. $45 PER DAY. JOHN OR JIM
(415)552-7800.______________________

RETAIL STORES
In Hayes Valley shopping section,
Hayes & Laguna. Lg or small. 863-6262.

Call RAOUL: 881-8686
492CRO V6

SAN FRANCISCO 94102

Membership is available
in ongoing gay men's
group (age 35 and over).

ATTENTION
INVESTORS
10% DOWN
A hom e large enough
to share and a good
investm ent too.
Large, spacious restored
Victorian condos that
allow you and other
partners to have a home
and an investment.
10% down, from $129,000

CALL OWNER AT
9 2 1 -8 6 2 1 / 4 3 1 -8 0 7 6

FOR APPT.

APARTMENTS
IN
SECURE
GAY
BUILDINGS
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282-3093

ONTOP
C*U your lo cal IRS office (oi
d e ta il! o n h o w y o u c a n a t 
te n d th e fre e Sm all B u t i n e t t
T ax W o rk sh o p tn y o u r a re a
A pubbe —rwCB fWBMBpB fl

$800 Victorian Flat
on Fair Oaks. 2 bed
rooms, view, fireplace,
just remodeled,
garage, yard, laundry.

Real Estate

673 Portola Dr.
San Francisco, 94127

566-2131

R en tals
THE GUESTHOUSE
So you're looking for a great place to
stay for a few weeks? Or a friend drops
In and you want to put him up some
where very comfortable and gay. The
Atherton Hotel proudly presents "The
Guesthouse" just off Polk Street. These
beautiful rooms and one studio are lav
ishly appointed and each has a direct
dial phone. Rates begin at $80 per week.
So call now: 474-5720_______________
Small Market Street store nr Guerrero
avail May 15 $385 2 rm studio near
$450 leave message 626-2300.________
2 bdrm house, din rm, hdwd firs, fire
place, lg bkyd, garage, quiet, secure,
sunny. Suitable for 1-3 working adults.
$645 mo. Loc. refs. Wtr and garb Incld.
Jim, 648-7045.______________________
Hot Alamo Sq. area-One/Two Bedroom
Apts. $375/$385-Everylhlng redoneNew PaInt/Carpeting/KItchens (D-wash
& dlsposals)-Chria/Jlm-921-0121.

Apartments and Flats
for Rent
A vaUabte Now:

S223. Studio, Fillmore/Grovc.
Intercom, carpet, nice.
S24S. Studio, 733 Fillmore.
Intercom, sunny, carpet, nice.
S300. Studio, Taylor/Sutter.
Sunny, elevator.
S32S. Studio, Steiner/Hayes.
Sjoectacular view.
$400.1-BR, Steiner/Hayes.
Sunny, hardwood floors.
$425. 1-2 BR A pt., 1387 Hayes,
frplc, hdwd firs, nudec.
$450. 1-2 BR A pt., Hayes/
Broderick. Frplc, hdwd firs,
nice.

GOLDEN GATE CARPET

W E’LL TAKE
YOUR LOAD

Jerry Figel

R e lo c a tio n S e r v ic e
& D e liv e r ie s

Haight Street
$600 2 Bedroom Apartment
view, garage, garden,
laundry, new.

Business

M O N D A Y -S A T U R D A Y 8 - 5

C aU A rt

2 8 2 -8 0 8 6

648-7150

Alamo Square Area
$295 Studio Apartment
view, new decor,
spacious, laundry,
garage available.

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL
SERIVCES

lx )iie

Star
Plumbing

$395 1 Bedroom Apartment
view, spacious,
new decor, laundry,
includes Genie garage.

Commercial & Residential
415 /55 2 -1 9 6 4 (3 3 2 -5 0 6 5

San Francisco, CA

• CMfCI «MK
>KtSaUK(UTU

carpet steam cleaning
hardwood floors cleaned & waxed
new construction clean-up
home. apt. & office maintenance
window washing •

nCTMMN I
SKCUUSTS

Phone 621-6223

821 Fillmore Street
San Francisco, Calif.
Phone 563-3957

Since 1973
Large Enclosed Van
Every job owner supervised
Reasonable Rates
Extremely Careful

Message

586-4893

O F ^ P E R V - U P H O L S T E R IN G

MASTER C A R D / V I S A

SALES
SERVICE
INSTALLATION

Ask for Michael

641-9
234
STATI HC « 324S37
1126 CHURCH? ?

>
r

VICTORIAN

D.E.F.Q. FURNITURE
Custom furniture, bookcases, stereo
cabinets, etc. In solid wood, plywood
and plastics. Eric and Danny 431-5036

Fireplace & Firebox
Rebuilding
Smoking Chimneys
Cured & Cleaned *
Cap & Extensions
Made to Order

“ LET US TALK GARBAGE TO YOU”
Alternative Service Housecleaning
Professional— Bonded— Experienced
$26 W-day. Call Now— 863-8645
HANDYMAN SERVICES
Carpentry, windows, decks, stairs, locks,
hauling. For est: JACK, 626-7692.

California License # 3 7 9 9 5 7

R esidential

r C om m ercial
> Quality W o rk
z (415) 9 2 9 -1 1 4 8
iS (415) 5 6 7 -4 0 9 7
ELECTRIC

Free Estimates

Michael

824-9211

Painting and
Floor Reflnlshlng

HOUSE
COAT

Housepainting: Inl/ext., rsnble rates.
Refs avble. Spray and color work. Call
Will or Dan 663-9568 / 431 -3812.

H ig h e s t ({u a lity w o r k
a n d m a te r ia ls .
I n f . / E x t . \V i>rk - F re e H st.

Insured
DONALD M.COONAN
INTERIOR-EXTERIOR
FREE ESTIMATE
Serving S.F. area
and Sonoma County.
Phone evenings collect;

HANDYMAN '
Remodeling, general repair, fences,
decks, etc. free est. Call Craig 587-6702
EXPERT PAINTER
25 yrs exp. Superior wk., ref. Free est.
Reas, rates. Call Alfred Perry 346-0315.

R en aissan ce Co.
431-7227

All American Mall Service

Phoenix Hauling

It takes money to make
money, but it doesn’t have
to be costly to find out how
it’s done. Invested wisely,
even small amounts should
appreciate.
I have 15 years experience in
corjDorate finance and 10
years expterience in portfolio
management. In a cost-free
first consultation, I will tell
you how professional invest
ment management can pro
duce financial growth for
you.
Special joint account
management for lovers.

861- 8439
j

o

-

auto m a tic

garage

o p e r a t io n s

$

G«l II III done wilh
one call By com
bining many se'
vices «e oHer a
reoair & improve
ment service lhal s
geared lo all those
small &medium sue
lOOs lhal no one
else wants lo do

RELAX. . .

THROUGH HYPNOSIS. . .
SAM — 239-4405
EVES., WEEKENDS TILL 11 PM
CERTIFIED

in* vest v./r. 1. To com
mit money or capital, in
order to gain profit or
interest, as by purchas
ing property, securities,
or bonds

Complete Hauling Service
Two Men
Large Truck
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS
Local and Long Distance

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS?
~
Experienced attorney has lots of solu
tions. Free Initial consultation. Walter
R. Nelson, (415) 3554563.____________

KITCHENS A BATHS
Tile bullt-ln cabinets.
Chas. A. Combs 474-3135

' 4 .

3

MAINTENANCE
o
O B O acB

MURO

ClHAIRILIES

A BREUER ENTERPRISE
C A R P E N TR Y

P A T C H IN G
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P A IN T IN G

H A U L IN G
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see * R a rrI* * *
e « s r r a a a l« « *

We re the perfect service for
getting your rental ready tor
occupancy, as well as monthly
upkeep service tor your rentals,
place ol business or residence

CA e e i i a
ssf.ieea

6 2 1 -1 1 0 0
■A r -_ ■/

(415)563-3886
Our 6th Vaar Serving Our CommunHy

»--■i

S S H O W E n tN C L O S u n E S

oIJ r

.

Investment Consultant
625 Post St., Box 645
San Francisco, CA 94109

Free Estimates
3
0

!K.

S a ^ A S iL llA P iv

"Lot us m sks yourldoss a rosIH f"

$450. 2-BR Flat, Hayes/Baker.
Will consider pets.

AND ONLY

DECKS
VON MEYER

(415) 552-5141 I
Starving Students
Moving Co.
Fast
Efficient
Intelligent Movers
at the Lowest Legal Rate.
Licensed & Insured
Cal-T-116,476

7 days a week 863-4500

(707) 795-5956

• Mall held/forwarded
■ Suite numbered boxes
• Call-In mall check
• Telephone message service
• Notary Public
• 470 Castro—Ste 207, SF. CA 94114
• or call us at (415) 621-7112 NOW
• Private and Confidential____________

LE POTPOURRI CO.
Hunky exp. Barlender/Waller. Private
parties. Speak Spanish/French. $30.
ALBERT, 352-4890

DECKS

after 6 p.m.

A vaUable Soon:

Tim Carrico Co.
1364 Haight Street

621-6H2

References: Our Past Customers
(75% of our calls are from
past customers)

Noe Valley

QUALITY HOUSECLEANING
________B 0 B -(4 1 5 ) 582-2954

TCO

4IS

Private counseling for indi
viduals and couples by ap
pointment. Fees on sliding
scale.

Stove, ref., cpts. & curtains incl.
PIANO TUNING AND REPAIR
Lg Studio, 419 Ivy #2, $300.
DAVID Q. LOVE 681 3666
2-BR, 501 Octavla «7, $400.
DESIGN CUTS— JUST $91
2BR, 514 Hayes «11, $450.
3BR, 6-rm flat. 2 BA. AEK, 641 Hayes, CALL MARC 663-3225 7 DAYS
$650.
8TO C K B R O K E R -JIM MOCK
4rm Flat, 480 Ivy, AEK, $450.
Full Service & Discount Rates
8634282
THOMAS F. W HITE A CO„ INC.
Office at Bunkhouse Apts.
(415) 5664634 Member NASO & SIPC
419 Ivy Street, 1- 6 Dally.

S D uvoum

MOVING AND DELIVERY
• Experienced Men • Insured
• Enclosed Trucks and Vans
• Near or Far • Local Deliveries

Nyle Smith MFCC

At Civic Center— centrally located.
Clean rooms in hotel annex— phone,
sauna, lounge, share kitchens—Attrac
tive weekly rates. (415) 431-9131. Gough
Hayes Hotel, 417 Gough, SF 94102.

UNFURN. APTS., HAYES VALLEY
CASTRO VILLAGE
4016 18lh St., 4-bedroom house, $35,000
down, owner will finance at 14%, bkr.
7 6 8J J4 a
I. w

431-4257

Bed and

ALL GAY NU REMOD BLDG
Sunny spacious choc carpet studio
$285, 1 bdrm $385, locked lobby, Buchanan 5 Oak. Call after 5 pm. 621-0740

For S o le

Style 3,1st line $6.00
Each add’l line $4.50

special place
fo r pieople. gay and straight, to
re la x or revel at the rive r's ^ g e

Box 4SS Guerneville CA95446

Esalen/Shlatsu massage by certified
masseur. In only, weekdays after 10am.
$20/hr, Nonsexual.
BRIAN—621-1596

Use one space for each letter, each unit of punctuation
and each space between words. PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

MASTERCHARGE

That's Fife's! A

Handsome young student. Well built.
Warm, sensitive, bright, ggntle. Massage + $6 5 (1st time S45) Pete 863-5356

Classification:________________

n VISA

CO UNTRY CLASS ON
THE RUSSIAN RIVER

OVERSEXED MUSCULAR STUD
Imaginative uninhibited handsome man
for your pleasure. Bryan, 664-3983.

It’s easy to place your ad:

insertion(s).

kcvwfsi
H V f.« ) BCHtnO RCSORl

N o m ino rs o r pels Seminar
facilities and reduced weekday
rates. W rite o r call fo r our
brcK h ure

HOT YOUNG BLOND MASSEUR
5'10” 150# vers Sexy Goodlooking
________ ANY TIM E 563-RYAN________

VICTORIAN NEAR DAVIES HALL
$425. Renovated 4 room flat w/fpIc,
skylights S separate heaters. 552-75CX).

Potrero Hill 2 BR flat view yard $425.
(415) 6260659 evenings till 10 p.m.

Allen yng gdikng muscular stud into
leather & fantasies.__________ 552-4906

Goodlooking, 25, muscular, versatile,
anytime. Kirk (415) 285-8963. In/Out.

SAN FRANCISCO
Moving & Hauling

Breakfaatl Fun In the SunI S.F. #
(415) 673-6029. R. River # (707)869-3279

A com plete resort w ith rusticcab in s and cam psites The
lodge, o v e rlo o k in g pool and
d e cks, features an open hearth,
lu ll bar. discotheque and
re staurant A nd the cuisine
s im p ly superb!

KIRK

SPACIOUS RENOVATED VICTORIAN
$575 2BR Charming VIct w/fpic, w/w &
refinlahed firs $ diahwaaher. 552-7500.

Russian River!

a fa ssa g »

Phone (_
Enclosed is $_________________ for

VACATION RENTAL
Puerto Vallarta spacious 3 bedroom 3
bath view home pr pool garden staff
summer rates. (415) 922-6530.

Moustached
Chicano Hunk
• Heavy-hung & uncut •
Natural, Personal
Masculinity
Pedro, (415)861-2171

SAN FRANCISCO
TRUCKING COMPANY
INC.

RUSSIAN RIVER VACATION RENTAL
rdwd 2bdrm llreol deck seclud 826-4472

Hot young student, 21 & horny! Hand
some, built, hung, hairy, hunky. SF's
top bottom! Marc 863-5356. S75/hr.

Baths personnel needed at Club S.F.
Apply Tuesdays 2-4 pm. 330 Ritch St.

Regular type
36 u nits p er line

T rovd

(^ M ovin g O il
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o

S E C u n iT v D E V IC E S O

(415 ) 673-6023 x 106
(leave message)
(415) 398-2197
Mon-Fri 5:00 - 7:00 pm
Member, Golden Gate
Business Association

A. Ross Hendricks, M.D.
with
Louanne Cole, Ph.D.C.,
Co-Therapist
Announce the Opening of
a N ew Office for the Practice
of Psychiatry

470 Castro Street
Suite 207
San Francisco, CA 94114
For appointm ent call
621-7111 o r 665-2216
Experienced and Trained in
• Individual and Croup
Psychotherapy
• Pharmacotherapy —
medication prescribed
when indicated
• Sexual concerns
• Gay couples and relationship
counseling
• Forensic jjsychiatry
• Hospital psychiatry
Medical. Medicare, Medicaid
and most private health insurance
accepted.
Currently Psychiatric Director
of the Institute for the Advanced
Study of Human Sexuality,
Member of the American College
of Sexologists, Vice-President
of the Board of Hospitality
House, two-term member of the
Mental Health Advisory Board
of Tulare County, former school
board member of Pacifica,
member of the American
Psychiatric Society, Northern
California Psychiatric Society
and AASECT.

Maids
(continuedfrom page 15)
W orker’s Union strike which took
place last summer in San Francisco.
During the strike Lilith members inter
viewed Local 022 workers and talked
with maids about how they felt about
the strike, as well as their jobs.
After eight months of research and
writing, the women of Lilith created
their script, and original music and
lyrics for eight lively songs.
Directed by Michele Linfante, Judith
Nihei and Joan Mankin, the play
focuses on four main characters who
work at the Hotel Frisco.
On the job we meet Jenny (Kitty
Tsui), a gentle yet firm Asian woman
who has been a maid for 25 years.
Jasmine (Marga Gomez) is a fiery
young radical who dogmatically pushes
the union line. In her anger, she often
overlooks the fact that people are in
volved in politics; and while she is the
most political of the maids, she is also
the most short-sighted. During the
strike the other women question her
strident allegiance to the union, point
ing out that union negotiators who
meet with the hotel bosses in Hawaii

for arbitration sessions don’t neces
sarily have the women’s interests in
mind.
Esperance (Shirley Bossier), a single
mother who worries about supporting
her children, is new to her job as a
maid at the Hotel Frisco. She is
determined, in a comically compulsive
way, to do her job well. In a marvelous
mime sequence, Esperance cleans her
first hotel room after being briefed
by Jenny. As she goes through her
motions, one truly gets the sense of
what it’s like to do this job. Out of
mundane and routine labor. Bossier
manages to create magic.
Finally, there’s Cleo (Deb’borah),
a former maid who’s ’’moved up” to
a low-level management position as a
hotel inspectress. Cleo is the most
problematic of the characters, as she is
caught in the middle between the maids
and the management.
Jasmine repeatedly confronts Cleo
about her "sell-out” position. In an
angry and spirited song Cleo responds,
’’Don’t you know it’s both of us they
use.” Throughout the play the theme
of men pitting women against other
women for their own purposes recurs.
Once the women do strike, ’’for a
decent wage and our dignity,” Jenny
explains, Cleo remains alone at home.
Unwilling to cross the picket line but
afraid to join the other women, she

talks to her cat and dreads each day
when her telephone rings with a call
from the hotel management wanting to
know why she hasn’t come to work.
The play ends in what the program
describes as "the Void.” As the women
stand in line there is abstracted move
ment and a change of lighting. This
somewhat confusing action seems to
represent the tensions and issues that
remain unresolved by the strike, but I
wasn’t quite sure.
In the final song of the show,
’’Kitchen T alk,” the women arm
themselves in self-defense with pots
and pans and rolling pins—an appro
priately ironic closing image.
Overall, 1 was impressed by the act
ing abilities o f the women in the cast,
who commendably represent a diver
sity of racial and ethnic backgrounds.
I also admire Lilith’s astute and sensi
tive feminist analysis of their subject
matter. However, 1 do think that Exit
the Maids could use some rewriting
and cleaning up.
Exit the Maids is at the People's
Theater Coalition Thurs.-Sun., April 9
through 26 at 8 p.m .; Monday night
show April 20; signed show April 17.
For information call 776-8999. A t Julia
Morgan Theatre Thur.-Sun., May
14-17 at 8:30 p.m . For information
call 548-7234.

Earthly
(continued from page 16)

may very well be because Ms. Gaia’s
conceptual presentation on first look is
not only of h i ^ energy but is flung
out at a pace orw ntinuous sexual ten
sion. She seems to feel, choreographically, that sex is one of thinly-veiled
hostility or snarling mating, with
women being so liberated that men are
in unrelieved agonies of desire. The
fun and civilized qualities around sex
apparently don’t belong in her lexicon.
Since Ms. Gaia may have worked with
the noted professionals at a date when
angst in relationships was the dom
inant norm, she may not be aware that
there’s hope on the horizon for us all.
It has to be worked at, of course, but
it’s there. Ms. Gaia’s choreography
hasn’t yet embraced that possibility.
Two or three things in her technical
vocabulary bothered me and struck me
as vastly limiting in the range of move
ment vocabulary. There is a more or
less constant crouch from which the
torso drops, either in tension or utter
limpness. When the dancer rises from
the floor, the movement is slow and
usually done with the buttocks as a

fulcrum as if the dancer is just getting
up off the toilet. When turns are made,
this posture as a fulcrum for the turn
continues. When the legs are lifted to
the side, the torso usually is forward,
the leg leads from the hip like a skip
that’s been exaggerated beyond elas
ticity. Whether this is to avoid balletic
turnout or not, I have no idea, but it is
quite clear that this mannerism helps
to contribute to the turn-in of the
women’s thighs. It does not contribute
to attractiveness in shiny satin or bare
legs, but tends to overemphasize the
calf muscle in a way that has nothing
to do with balletic technique.
The other problem is the use of the
hand in an outstretched manner which
is better than the usual modern dance
cupped palm, but which provides
nothing o f individual quality or an ex
pressiveness which changes under the
impetus of [jerformance. The dancers
deliver their roles in a well-trained,
cohesive manner, but 1 do not see evi
dence of the individual throb of the
moment. This, more than anything,
combined with the peculiar crouch and
the constant dropping forward or side
ways of the torso reminds me of the
Contemporary Dancers who dominated
modern dance life in San Francisco for
nearly a decade, only to drop out of
sight ulitimately when their high-blown
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ALBANY • EL CERRITO • OAKLAND
INTRODUCING OUR N tW STORE: VAL STROUGH ISUZU
?4CX) BROADWAY OAKLAND PHONE 834 1055

proclamations were finally exposed.
1 think The Earthly Company has
a lot going for it and so has Ms. Gaia.
But a change in attack might be in
order, and another look at the possi
bility of delivering her message in
other ways.
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